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A simple, but innovative microfluidic Lab-on-a-chip (LOC) device which is broadly applicable in point of 
care diagnostics of biological pathogens was designed, fabricated and assembled utilising explicit 
microfluidic techniques. The purpose of this design was to develop a cartridge with the capability to perform 
multiplex DNA amplification reactions on a single device. To achieve this outcome, conventional 
laboratory protocols for sample preparation; involving DNA extraction, purification and elution were 
miniaturized to suit this lab-on-a-chip device of 75mm X 50mm cross-sectional area. The extraction process 
was carried out in a uniquely designed microchamber embedded with chitosan membrane that binds DNA 
at pH 5.0 and elutes when a different solution at pH 9.0 flows through. Likewise, purification protocol that 
occurs in the designed waste reservoir is very significant in biomedical field because it is concerned with 
waste treatment and cartridge disposability, was performed with a super absorbent powder that converts 
liquid to a gel like substance. This powder is known as sodium polyacrylate, which is also they treated with 
anti-bacterial chemicals to prevent environmental contamination. Furthermore, this process also employed 
the use of a passive valve for a precise fluid handling operation involving flow regulation from extraction 
to waste reservoir. In order to achieve the intended multiplexing function a multiplexer was created to 
distribute flow simultaneously through a bifurcated network of channels connected to six similar 
amplification microchambers. Prior to fabrication, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation was 
utilized at flowrates less than 10µL/s as the means to test the effectiveness of each design components and 
also to specifically deduct empirical values that can be analyzed to improve or understand the relationship 
between the fluid and geometrical constraints of the microfluidic modular elements. The device produced 
was a hybrid cartridge composed of PDMS and glass which is the most widely used materials microfluidics 
research due to their low cost and simplicity of fabrication by soft lithography technique. The choice of 
material also took into account the various physical and chemical properties advantages and disadvantages 
in their bio-medical applications. Such properties include but not limited to surface energy that determines 
the wetting fluid characteristics, biocompatibility, optical transparency. Subsequently, after a prototype 
cartridge was developed  fluid flow experimentation using liquid coloured dye was used on the fully 
fabricated cartridge to test the efficacy of its microfluidic functionalities before expensive DNA 
amplification reagents were utilised at similar flowrates to the CFD simulations. This gave rise to 
 
comparison between similar and dissimilar flow Peculiarities in the microfluidic circuit of both 
experiments. 
 The final experiment was performed with the aid of a recent molecular technique in DNA amplification 
known as of RPA kit (recombinase polymerase amplification reaction). It involved performing two main 
reaction experiments; first, was the positive experiment that bears the sample DNA and the latter, negative 
that served as the control without DNA. In the end, quantitative analysis of results was done using an 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MICROFLUIDICS TECHNOLOGY 
In the latter period of the 20th Century, the interest in the innovative use of microfluidic technology for the 
expedient clinical application, especially in the case of “point-of-care” diagnosis of diseases, grew propitiously 
[1], [2]. This growing trend brought about the inception of the device known as “lab-on-a-chip” (LOAC).  
This microfluidic device is a subset of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) for a biological application 
that is collectively known as (BioMEMS)[3]. MEMS technology involves the integration of electrical and 
mechanical components which is inclusive of microsensors, micropumps and microactuators on the same 
platform using standard fabrication techniques of the semiconductor industry with almost the same equipment 
and materials [4]. The technology involved in developing this device comes from a multidisciplinary field 
intersecting engineering, physics, chemistry, microtechnology and biotechnology, with practical applications 
to the design of systems that involves the scaling of single or multiple lab processes into small volumes of 
fluids required to achieve similar results on a macro scale. The advent of this technological breakthrough has 
led the development of Micro-Total-Analysis-Systems (μ-TAS)[5] which is dedicated to the integration of the 
entire sequence of lab processes to perform chemical analysis and can also be used in diverse application other 
analysis [6]. The advent of this technological breakthrough has led the development of Micro-Total-Analysis-
Systems (μ-TAS)[5] which is similar to LOAC platforms because it involves the integration of the entire 
sequence of lab processes to perform chemical analysis that can be used for diverse application other analysis 
[6]. This conventional science behind this technology depends on the behaviour of continuous liquid flow 
through microfabricated channels. Moreover, actuation of flow is mostly implemented with the external 
assistance of micro-pump, which are complicated and cumbersome. Also, the physical properties of fluids at 
the microscale can differ from the generic behaviour of macro-scale quantity in factors such as surface tension 
and energy dissipation, and fluidic resistance. Microfluidics analyses how these properties can change, and 
how they can be worked around, or exploited for specific design requirements. The revolutionary idea of fitting 
an entire laboratory on a chip (Figure1.1) was motivated by the electronic industry providing an entire computer 
on a microelectronic circuit chip. In a typical scenario, the samples need to be collected from the site and sent 
to specialised laboratories for analysis, which is a cost-intensive and time-consuming process. On the other 
hand, miniaturised laboratory analysis techniques offer small volume requirement which means only small 
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Figure	1.1.	Illustration	miniaturization	of	conventional	laboratory	to	a	chip			
quantities of reagents are needed, reducing costs and waste. Moreover, the Analysis times are also efficiently 
shortened since efficiencies are usually higher when working on a smaller scale with operational simplicity 
compared to existing expensive, large size and time-consuming laboratory-based analysis techniques.  All these 
benefits that include fast scan time, portability, cost reduction, disposability, reduced consumption of reagents 
and efficiency are revolutionising clinical diagnostics and many biochemical laboratory procedures by these 
means making the lab-on-a-chip technology ideal for near-patient and point-of-care testing.  
Rapid Development of miniaturised laboratory diagnostic devices which have brought about an enormous 
impact on modern society’s health and life owes its progress to the achievements in the field of microfabrication 
and microfluidics technology in recent years. Since then, there has been tremendous interest in harnessing the 
full potential of this approach and, consequently, the development of many microfluidic devices and fabrication 
methods. Materials such as (poly-dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) and (Polymethyl methacrylate) (PMMA) have 
emerged recently as excellent alternatives to the silicon and glass used in early devices fabricated by MEMS 
(micro-electromechanical systems) processes [7]. The increase in popularity of their utilization in the 
manufacturing of microfluidic devices stems from low cost, excellent optical transparency, suitable 
mechanical/chemical properties and simple fabrication procedures. 
This Simplified device fabrication and the possibility of incorporating densely integrated microvalves into 
designs [8][9]have helped microfluidics to explode into a ubiquitous technology that has found applications in 
many diverse fields. While the area of microfluidics is rapidly advancing and complex operations have become 
possible, limitations still appear in the form detection methods that may not always scale down positively, 
leading to low signal-to-noise ratios. Moreover, due to the chemical and physical properties of the fluid at 

















1.2 POINT OF CARE DIAGNOSTIC 
Also known as point-of-care-testing (POCT) [10]is peripheral laboratory testing or Near Patient Testing (NPT) 
that involves any analytical test performed for or by a patient outside the conventional medical laboratory 
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Figure	1.2.	Picture	of	a	disposable	chip	and	automation	control	device.	
	
setting. The principal concept behind POCT is to provide quick identification of diseases at the time the test is 
carried out.  This innovation improves the likelihood that the patient, physician, and care team will receive the 
results faster thus making room for immediate clinical management decisions to be made. Examples of POCT 
includes sexually transmitted diseases (STD) testing, blood glucose testing, blood gas and electrolytes analysis, 
infectious disease testing, urine strips testing, pregnancy testing and much more.  
Commercialising of this medical diagnostic innovation involves the combination of the POCT concept with 
microfluidic technology [9]. This combination has led to the production of Handheld and portable diagnostic 
kits that come either in multiple parts or compact integrated piece (all in one kit). Fig.1.2 and Fig.1.3 illustrates 
the various parts diagnostic kit that includes the sample collection platform (LOAC) and electronic 
identification component. On the other hand, the integrated diagnostic kit has both the sample and detection 
platforms in a compact piece, leading to possible trade-offs in reusability over compatibility.  
The use of one device to test multiple predisposed disease symptoms has led the POCT leading industries 
leaning towards reusability. This approach encourages sound economic advantages in cost reduction and 
material wastage. Top amongst various design initiatives are the Disposable lab-on-chip platforms that can 
provide these POCT production companies with a convenient means to achieve this economic and versatility 
advantages. Furthermore, user-friendliness approach of diagnostic testing kits operation adds another 
dimension to the overall system, such that a semi-skilled operator or patient self-test can be carried out 
conveniently to achieve reliable results. With this quality, public acceptance and absorption become easier 






















                             Figure 1.3. Picture of lab-on-a-chip with external automation [11]. 
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1.2.1 ON-CHIP SAMPLE PREPARATION  
Sample preparation is the initiation phase in the chip where the raw sample will be introduced to mix with the 
appropriate reagents. This process is the most important step in the full process of bio-analysis because it’s the 
foundation for POCT chip efficacy (i.e. garbage in garbage out). For the nucleic acid test in conventional 
clinical practice, sample preparation involves extraction of DNA/RNA from a raw source of bio-fluid such as 
blood, saliva, urine or tissue section, etc.). The overall protocol can be divided into three significant steps: (1) 
Cell lysis; (2) DNA extraction; (3) DNA purification. Cell lysis is the prerequisite extraction process which 
involves the dissolution of the cell membrane release DNA/RNA. The fluid containing the lysed cells is 
referred to as lysate. Detergent lysis is the most extensively utilised method because its protocols are easily 
miniaturised on-chip [12]–[14]. Good examples of Detergents like SDS or Triton-X can effortlessly disrupt the 
cell membranes by solubilizing their phospholipids [15]. Furthermore, the use high temperature known as 
thermal lysis to break cell membrane is another adaptable on-chip protocol. For instance, thermal treatment on 
a microfluidic chip can seamless be integrated with a Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) thermal cycle [16], 
[17]. The use of ultrasound treatment, unlike the other techniques is it difficult to miniaturise this protocols on 
the chip as a result of the relatively large external device needed to function. Nonetheless, efforts and progress 
on its miniaturisation and efficiency to be realised on-chip [18], [19]. On the bright side, this method is a non-
selective cell type and have a shorter lysis time in comparison to the others. Ultrasound creates minuscule 
gaseous cavitation from dissolved gases as a result of extreme pressure difference in the liquid. The implosion 
of the induced cavitation then creates shock waves comparable to several thousand atmospheres of pressure 
[20], [21] that is sufficient to break the cell membrane to release DNA fragment in length of hundreds bp’s 
[20]. Lastly, another possible lysis mechanism is electrochemical lysis [31] that utilises hydroxide ions 
generated by electrolysis of buffer to disrupt cell membrane.  Extraction of DNA from the lysate in most 
situations typically involves solid phase extraction (SPE) procedures. The nucleic acids subsequently released 
after lysis are purified in a reagent mixture suspension, followed by series of wash steps and elution for 
downstream amplification [22][15]. Nucleic acid purification is significant because some compounds found in 
clinical samples (especially those found in blood) [23] can inhibit subsequent PCR amplification technique. 
However, recently developed PCR assays that are less prone to inhibition with less cumbersome sample 
preparation have been adopted [24], [25]. It is also mentioning that so many isothermal technologies seem to 
be less affected by inhibitory compounds of bio-samples although DNA separation/purification is not always 
necessary if the lysate buffer is specially selected to circumvent the interference to PCR reaction. The most 
common method for on-chip DNA extraction is utilising magnetic beads coated with silica or functionalized 
groups (carboxyl [26], amine [26], biotin [38], nucleotide probes [27] ) to separated DNA from lysate medium.  
This technique is easily adaptable on the chip due to the easy manipulation of microbeads within a compact 
system. Of recent, SPE using chitosan-coated magnetic beads [28][18] has been demonstrated without wash 
steps requirement by moving DNA bound to magnetic beads through a layer of liquid wax. A similar innovative 
approach that drastically eases sample preparation procedure is the coating of magnetic microparticles with 
chitosan [29].  Chitosan is a derivative of chitin extracted from crustacean shells that are commercially 
accessible, low-cost and biocompatible. It is a polysaccharide β-(1→4)-linked D-glucosamine (deacetylated 
unit) and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (acetylated unit) that is predominantly suitable for charge switching owing 
to its wealth of amine groups that can be charge-regulated via pH. The amino group on chitosan has a pH of 
about 6.4 which makes chitosan cationic at pH lower 6.4 [30]. Under this circumstances, the chitosan can be 
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easily bound to a negatively charged DNA and then require a moderately high pH (for example, around 8.5) to 
efficiently elutes the DNA [29]. Chitosan has been applied in recent research to various grades of Whatman 
chromatography paper to serve as chitosan coated membranes [28]; that can be used for DNA extraction on a 
highly reproducible microfluidic platform.    
1.2.2 DNA AMPLIFICATION  
Amplification of DNA is the next phase where the small quantity of DNA purified from the preceding stages 
will be proliferated to achieve the anticipated concentration, which will be suitable for the detection strategy 
being employed. The two methods through which amplification process can be performed are traditional 
thermal cycling PCR or isothermal amplification technique. PCR can be described as a temperature-controlled 
and Enzyme-catalysed biochemical reaction that principally involves repeated thermal cycles carried out to 
ascertain enough copies of DNA to be detected and analysed. The aim of the process is to amplify short pieces 
of a longer DNA molecule [31]. A typical PCR amplification protocol involves a target DNA, a thermostable 
DNA polymerase, two oligonucleotide primers, deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), reaction buffer and 
magnesium [32]. The external device used to facilitate this reaction is called a thermal cycler. This instrument 
is used to subject the chemical processes to a sequence of varying temperatures for specific amounts of time. 
For each protocol, inclusive of temperature variation and time makes a complete amplification cycle. The three 
steps of thermal cycling are (1) DNA melting; (2) Primers annealing; (3) Primers extension. In theory, each 
PCR cycle can double the amount of targeted sequence (amplicon) in the reaction. For instance, 20 cycles 
hypothetically multiply the amplicon by a factor of about one million in a matter of hours [33]. DNA melting 
is expected to occur around 95 °C for a short amount of time (15seconds to 2minutes) [15]. At this temperature 
(denaturing temperature, Td), the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) uncoil from one another, producing the 
necessary single strand DNA (ssDNA) template for replication by the thermostable DNA polymerase. 
Subsequently, the primer annealing process is initiated by a reduction in temperature (annealing temperatures, 
Ta) approximately (40°C to 60°C) for about 15 to 60 seconds [33]. The cooling down of the temperature causes 
the oligonucleotide primers to form stable associations with the denatured target DNA and also serve as primers 
for the DNA polymerase. Finally, the extension process involves the synthesis of a new DNA by raising the 
temperature to about 70°C -74°C within 1 to 2 minutes [33], [34]. On the other hand, isothermal nucleic acid 
amplification technologies use a constant reaction temperature, which translates into less complicated and less 
expensive equipment such as water baths, resistive heaters (hot plates), or via exothermic chemical heating 
[35]. There are many different isothermal protocols, but the distinct advantages they share are suitability for 
low-cost applications and extreme analysis speed in comparison with PCR. 
Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is one of the varied isothermal amplification that uses 4 to 6 
primers with the capability of identifying 6 to 8 different sections of target DNA. LAMP well-suited for field 
diagnostics because it’s very sensitive and fast   [36]. Moreover, the analysis and amplification are so extreme 
that the magnesium pyrophosphate formed during the reaction can easily be observed [36].  
A very popular isothermal technique that is still being employed in several diagnostic devices is helicase-
dependent amplification (HDA). Similar to PCR, this system needs only two primers, and its protocol utilises 
the double-stranded DNA unwinding activity of a helicase to disconnect strands, enabling primer annealing 
and extension by a strand-displacing DNA polymerase [37].  
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Another commonly used technique in clinical diagnostics is Nicking enzyme amplification reaction (NEAR). 
NEAR is extremely fast and sensitive, capable of detecting small DNA target amounts in minutes. This process 
speedily produces many short nucleic acids from the target sequence by utilising a strand-displacing DNA 
polymerase initiated at a nick generated by a nicking enzyme [38]. A nicking enzyme (or nicking endonuclease) 
is an enzyme that breaks a double-stranded DNA into one strand to produce DNA molecules that are “nicked”. 
This enzymatic hydrolysis occurs at specific recognition nucleotide sequences known as a restriction site [39], 
[40].  
Strand displacement amplification (SDA) is also a commonly used clinical diagnostics procedure that utilises 
nicking enzyme. In this case, SDA relies on a strand-displacing DNA polymerase, to initiate at nicks created 
by nicking enzyme at a site contained in a primer. The nicking site is regenerated with each polymerase 
displacement step, resulting in exponential amplification. In summary, the major drawback of PCR is the time-
consuming denaturation process that results in longer amplification period, typically thirty minutes or more in 
comparison to few seconds to minutes for isothermal amplification. However, isothermal amplification is not 
without their drawbacks as nonspecific amplification products are a common issue with their reactions [38].  
Similar to SDA, a new technique termed recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) was introduced in 2006 
and is rapidly the diagnostic means of choice for the swift, explicit, and cost-effective identification of 
pathogens. This RPA advantage is as a result of their sample-preparation simplicity, minimal temperature 
requirements (25–42 °C), and readily available reagents in dried formats especially frozen. The main difference 
between PCR and RPA is substitution heat with protein enzymes for the necessary thermal denaturation 
process. The essential proteins required for strand-displacement activities that are necessary for exponential 
DNA amplification in the absence of thermal cycling comprise of the recombinase, single-strand DNA binding 
protein (SSB), and strand-displacing polymerase. Likewise, their combination has a high specificity and 
efficiency (104 fold amplification within 10 minutes) [41]. Even though RPA clinical results are similar to other 
techniques mentioned; there are also some obvious shortcomings. In comparison to LAMP, which enables 
flexible alterations to primers and probes by software manipulation; RPA is non-complaint as of yet.  As a 
result, the optimal combination of several RPA primer and probe are required. More critical is the verification 
by gel electrophoresis that is usually inhibited by the presence of high molecular weight proteins. Thus, needing 
additional post-amplification purification.  In all, RPA is certainly an auspicious isothermal molecular 
technique for point of care diagnostics.  
1.2.3 DNA DETECTION 
The final phase of the diagnostic process typically embroils differentiating the target-specific amplicons from 
non-specific amplification products, and it revolves around two standpoints; “real-time” or “endpoint 
detection”. Endpoint detection uses Agarose gels for detection, thereby requiring simpler instrumentation and 
providing less complex outputs for clarification. A good example of a commonly used endpoint method to 
characterise DNA components is staining agarose gels with fluorescent dye (ethidium bromide) [42]. After 
staining the nucleic acids are subjected to electrophoresis before visualised through illumination with 300-nm 
UV light [43]. The dye ethidium bromide is very useful to detect both single and double stranded nucleic acids 
(DNA and RNA inclusive). However, there are limitations such as poor precision, low sensitivity, short 
dynamic range less than two logs, low resolution, not–automated process, size-based discrimination only, 
results are an analog representation, and ethidium bromide dyes are not very quantitative. 
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Real-time, on the other hand, integrate ongoing amplification reaction with detection. Real-time methods are 
far superior for quantitative analyte detection with a large dynamic range. Furthermore, real-time chemistries 
allow for the detection of PCR amplification during the early phases of the reaction. One of the most common 
DNA non-specific detection technique in PCR microfluidic chip is the combination of optical technology in 
conjunction with capillary electrophoresis [44], [45]. In this synthesis, the optical approach utilises the 
fluorescence signals from the binding interaction between the dye and the amplified amount of double-stranded 
DNA molecules [44], [46], [47], while capillary electrophoresis is used to separate the DNA molecules 
according to their sizes. Afterwards a DNA template concentration could be acquired before and after PCR or 
calculated from threshold value in real-time by fluorescent intensity difference. Although this method is very 
sensitive and extensively used in PCR, fluorescence-based methods are not acquiescent for miniaturisation and 
integration onto an all in one single-chip, as a result of the requirement of power-intensive laser light sources 
and an optical detection system of a reasonable size [48]. The use of sequence-specific electrochemical DNA 
sensors can be well suited for hand-held instruments. In this system, the sensing protocol involves the 
immobilisation of an oligonucleotide onto a transducer surface, and upon the hybridization of the 
complementary target sequence, the binding event is detected by electrochemical methods [49]. Furthermore, 
the signal detection from hybridization action that involves two primary methods termed labelled and label-
free. In the first approach, target molecules will be labeled with specific identifiers and the signal can be 
generated from the interaction between the label and sensor. An example of such of label-based detection 
techniques is the Electrochemical and magnetic biosensors [50]. The electrochemical surface biosensor 
measures the active redox activity of active labelled target molecules in the form of electric signals. While the 
magnetic biosensor utilises the field of the magnetic bead tagged to the hybridised DNA molecule. This area 
is anticipated to change the underlying resistance of the GMR (giant magnetoresistance) sensor, and 
consequently, the signal can also be measured as a variation in the sensor electric current [50]. In the case of 
the label-free detection techniques, the signal is generated from the intrinsic properties of DNA molecules such 
as electric charge and mass variations.  The total DNA mass on the surface of the sensor can be subjected to 
alterations from hybridization occurrence. These alterations can then be detected using a quartz crystal 
microbalance sensor. Charge variation at the surface of the sensor can also be detected by the use an underlying 
field effect sensor. 
 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH 
The vision of Brunel Doclab research group is to develop a fully integrated Blister microfluidic device for 
point-of-care diagnostics with the capability of detecting single or multiple pathogens of infectious diseases. 
The device under development utilises Isothermal nucleic acid technology for amplification while real-time 
miniaturised fluorometric detection strategies are employed [9].  
This thesis aligns with the group vision but is primarily focused on designing a fast, simple and disposable 
PDMS bio-cartridges capable of performing microfluidic functions necessary for its intend POCT use; DNA 
extraction, purification, amplification, and detection. These features involve of fluids transportation and 
storage. The storage purpose requires the use of on-chip reservoir mostly in the form of blisters that are capable 
of dispelling the fluids its hold when needed. On the other transportation, can be categorised into movement of 
pre-processed and post-processed fluids within the system. Pre-processed fluids are inflow or inbound fluids 
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into the reaction chambers they include reagents and bio-sample while the case of post-processed fluid involves 
fluid flowing outbound d from the reaction chambers into designated chambers for further processing. For both 
microfluidics functions to necessitate the preferred mundane POCT characteristics such as fast processing time, 
low cost per unit production, good precision, and disposability; well-designed networked microchannels, 
chambers, and fluid reservoir are of highly vital importance in the bio-chip modelling. Conventional existing 
bench-tops POCT devices take up to an hour to process extraction and purification. Exclusive of this process 
time is the amplification and detection time that also adds up to the overall process time. These developments 
have made fast and relatively low-cost diagnostic systems imperative in lab-on-chip modelling. 
In design an optimised POCT biochip three designs were taken into considerations in other to achieve the 
design models that will ascertain a well coordinate lab sequence of operation, the specific objectives of this 
research are summarised as follows: 
 
.  
 Develop and fabricate a 3D design concept for a microfluidic cartridge capable of multiplexing 
fluid flow to six individual microchambers and also carry out precise flow regulation by the use 
of a passive valve 
 
 Perform preliminary fluid flow experiment to test the efficacy of the newly fabricated 
microfluidic cartridge using coloured liquid dye as a substitute for laboratory reagents. 
 
 Perform DNA sample preparation in the microfluidic cartridge by the use of chitosan paper, 
liquid waste treatment and also isothermal DNA amplification reaction in six microchambers. 
 
 Develop and fabricate a 3D design concept for silicone rubber blister that can be integrated with 
the microfluidic cartridge. Then afterwards ascertain is efficacy by a fluid flow experimentation 
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1.4 SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY 
 
To tackle the creative design process leading to fabrication and experimentation, two fundamental design 
processes can be used to illustrate the steps taken to developed a valid prototype model.  As shown in Figure 
1.5, process A involves three subsidiary steps that are used to conceptualise intricate parts that make up the 
internal fluid flow network of the microfluidic chip. These components include microchannels, interface ports 




























First and foremost, of these steps in the 3D design process involves creating 3D models that rely on aspect 
ratio specificity. The aspect ratio, on the other hand, was heavily dependent on the quality of the 3D printer to 
be used, which in this case was Viper si2 SLA system. As a result, the range of dimensions used in 
conceptualising the fluidic elements geometries was determined by the aspect ratio of the fabrication technique 
output. In other words, without a definite or clear idea of the prevalent and readily accessible means of 
manufacturing technology, most microfluidic designs will be hard to develop. For example, dimensions, well 
below 200 µm will require relative high cost and slow turnaround for production. Besides, research projects 
Figure	1.4.	Design	flow	process	for	PDMS‐glass	chip	fabrication	
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need cost within reasonable margins while simultaneously allowing transition flexibility of design alterations 
from 3D prototype models to fabricated parts. The last step is process A is the CFD simulation that offers a far 
cheaper means of test the efficacy of the 3D design models without the need for fabrication. Two types of 
simulation were performed using water as the primary fluid since the anticipated reagents and sample template 
have densities similar to it. The first simulation was a multiphase flow simulation that was used to observe the 
behaviour of the primary fluid as it displaces the resident air within the volume domain. Since the chip, 
internally confined space is not a vacuum. Lastly, single phase simulation was also employed to understand 
the velocity trajectory and pressure drop within a particular aspect of the chip, especially the multiplexer and 
passive valve. During the simulation process, the passive valve design that is expected to regulate flow between 
to fluidic regions on the operational principle of pressure drop was successful. Likewise, the multiplexer which 
performs the most important function in the flow network by equally distributing the fluid to six designated 
amplification reaction chambers was also successful.   
Process B involves the transformation of the digitised version of the 3d model to a physical entity. This process 
begins with the material selection process, of which PDMS was found to be the preferred choice. Subsequently, soft 
lithography a commonly used technique in PDMS microfluidics research was needed to cast the PDMS into the desired 
shape. As a result a 3D printer which was required to create the mould required for casting. Afterwards, sealing 
of the PDMS mould became imperative so as to avoid external interference except through the designated 
port interfaces. The sealing process involved installing the chitosan paper into the central reaction chamber 
and Sodium Polyacrylate powder into the waste reaction chamber before using the corona plasma corona 
treater to functionalize both the PDMS mould and glass surfaces to create a strong bond when they pressed 
against each other.  
In-between the process A and process B was the fluidic experimentation process which served as a final 
validation test of the fully conceived cartridge before the anticipated DNA experiment. Furthermore, any time 
the design was found wanting the process A to B was restarted and remained in loop still all microfluidic 
functionalities were confirmed before the approved cartridge was then certified for DNA amplification 
experiment.  
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1.5 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 
The following contributions to knowledge are claimed: 
 
 The design of silicone rubber blister with the capability to serve as both a reservoir and fluid pump 
for a particular volume of liquid. This specific fluid capacity is the anticipated amplification amount 
required to perform successful isothermal DNA reaction on six micro reaction chambers. 
Furthermore, the blister possesses the considerable mechanical strength to prevent unnecessary 
breakage while at the same time flexible enough to deflect appropriately during vigorous compression 
necessary for fluid pumping. 
 
 The design of microfluidic cartridge capable of performing DNA sample preparation (DNA 
extraction, purification and elution) on chitosan paper. The configuration of this model entails the use 
of an embedded chitosan membrane. This membrane was preinstalled in the designated reaction 
chamber for sample preparation during the fabrication process.  
 
 The design of a multiplexer to connect multiple micro-chambers in a parallel configuration for 
simultaneous fluid flow distribution. This innovative design provides the means for the cartridge 
bearing six standalone amplification chambers to receive fluid simultaneously for isothermal DNA 
amplification reactions. 
 
 Conversion of the RPA DNA amplification experiment performed in a laboratory using 
microcentrifuge or PCR tubes to microfluidic cartridge based platforms. This conversion procedure 
is the most important step in point of care diagnostics because it involves the altering the specified 
liquid solution constituents into different components to achieve similar laboratory results.  In this 
thesis, similar improvisation was made to alter the particular liquid mixture of reagent, proteins, 
sample DNA and other necessary chemicals so to comply with the designed microfluidic cartridge.  
 
 Provision of a waste treatment within a microfluidic cartridge to prevent hazardous waste 
contaminating the immediate environment. During DNA purification process, excess or unwanted 
fluid containing biological substances that may constitute health and safety concerns are required to 
be contained within the chip before appropriate disposal. As a result, innovative protocols were 
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1.6 THESIS STRUCTURE 
 
 Chapter Two: Literature Review 
This section discusses the science, technology and materials needed for designing the POCT 
microfluidic cartridge and their relationship with one another.  
 
 Chapter Three: Design and Fabrication of Microfluidic Cartridge 
In this section, the 3D prototype design model of the PDMS microfluidic chip was performed. Also, 
the use of multiphase and single-phase flow simulation analysis is utilised to affirm the design concept 
before fabrication. The overall fabrication process involves manufacturing a PDMS based 
microfluidics chip from a 3D printed mould design by the use of soft lithography and plasma bonding 
technique to seal the cartridge. 
 
 Chapter Four: Fluid Flow Experimentation 
In this chapter, a preliminary test using liquid dyes as a substitute for reagents was carried in 
anticipation of the DNA amplification experiment to verify the efficacy of the chip design and 
functionalities in comparison to CFD results.  
 
 Chapter Five: DNA Amplification Experimentation 
In this chapter, a DNA sample Preparation and amplification experiment was performed on the 
chitosan bearing microfluidic cartridge. The process involved the use of a proprietary product called 
TwistAmp basic kit from TwistDx company based in England. This basic kit comprises of all enzymes 
and reagents required to perform a positive and negative DNA amplification experiments on the 
PDMS-glass cartridge. Afterwards, DNA Agarose Gel Electrophoresis was employed as the endpoint 
method to assess the amplification success. 
 
 Chapter Six: On-chip Blister Design and Fabrication 
The highlights of this section include the 3D design process, material evaluation process and 
fabrication technique utilised to produce a blister which would serve as a passive pump and liquid 
storage device on the microfluidic chip. Also, discussed here were the specific protocols used, in other 
to integrate blister into the PDMS cartridge mould. Also, fluid flow experimentation involving a 
blister filled with liquid dye was expected to dispense liquid into the microchannels of the PDMS 
cartridge was also performed in this section as a preliminary DNA experiment.   
 
 Chapter Seven: Conclusion and Recommendations 
An overview of the characteristics of a DNA hybrid cartridge consisting of glass and PDMS was 
discussed and analysed. Furthermore, the chapter also gave an overview of the successful design 
process used to achieve a functional PDMS-glass cartridge for DNA amplification while also 
affirming the design concepts and empirical results.  
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2.LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section gives an introduction and detailed description of the science, technology and material properties 
needed for the development of the POCT Microfluidics cartridges. As anticipated, the sample fluids or reagent 
utilised in this device is expected to be in a continuous phase. Thus, the science discussed here is constrained 
to laminar flow mechanics, since it’s a better micro hydrodynamic representation of a pressure driven flow 
within the cartridge when observed experimentally or simulated in 3D. Likewise, the effect of viscosity, surface 
tension and capillarity on microchannels are brought into considerations for both single-phase and multiphase 
continuous flows.  On the other hand, the material properties analysis which is a prerequisite requirement for 
chip fabrication was carried out over a wide range of available materials and their unique physical and chemical 
properties suitability in microfluidic applications. Also, the advantages and drawbacks of various commercially 
available microfabrication techniques were also discussed.  
2.2 MICROHYDRODYNAMICS 
Since most microfluidic systems operate at low Reynolds numbers, the physical properties of fluids at the 
microscale can differ from the generic behaviour of macro-scale quantities in factors such as surface tension, 
energy dissipation, and fluidic resistance. The field of micro-hydrodynamics analyses how these properties can 
change, and how they can be worked around, or exploited for specific design requirements. In microfluidic 
systems, fluid movement can be categorised under two means of fluid transportation; which are a continuous 
flow and discrete flow.   
Continuous flow is d¦efined by the incessant and seamless flow of fluid/fluids (miscible or immiscible) which 
are composed of molecules that collide with one another within a confined boundary (microfabricated 
channels). Moreover, these molecules are assumed to obey the continuum assumption [51], which considers 
fluid being made up of particles in a continuous phase rather than in a discrete phase. As a result, physical 
properties such as pressure, density, temperature, and velocity of infinitesimally small fluid particles are 
assumed to vary continuously concerning one another [52]. Most pressure-driven POCT devices to operate 
under these means of liquid transportation. Some examples of pressure driven flow which makes use of 
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micropumps, plungers or mechanical blisters utilise this means of fluid transportation. Furthermore, non-
mechanical techniques such as sound waves or a combination of capillary forces with electrokinetic 
mechanisms (e.g. electro-osmotic flow) [53], [54]also utilise this means.  
On the other hand, discrete microfluidics commonly known as droplet microfluidics utilises minute or discrete 
volume of fluid in the form of droplets contained within an immiscible continuous phase as means of 
transportation [55], [56]. The small volumes of fluid are isolated from each other in continuous motion offer 
the opportunity of novel solutions to today’s biomedical engineering challenges for innovative POCT protocols 
and therapeutics. For instance, droplets allow a significant reduction in sample volumes to be analysed, leading 
to the corresponding reduction in cost. Furthermore, compartmentalization in droplets improves assay 
sensitivity by increasing the effective concentration of rare species and reducing the time needed to reach the 
detection threshold [57], [58]. In addition, the platform dimensional scaling advantage encourages controlled 
and rapid mixing of fluids in the droplet reactors, resulting in significantly reduced reaction time, accurate 
generation and repeatability of droplet operations. Droplet microfluidics incorporates two distinct methods 
which are digital microfluidics and segmented flow microfluidics [59], [60]. 
One of the important properties shared by both types of fluid flow is viscosity (μ); which can be described as 
the ratio of shear stress to velocity gradient. Viscosity describes the resistance of a liquid to any deformation 
caused by either external body immersed in fluid or between different layers [61]. In addition, the higher 
surface to volume ratio, higher mass heat transfer ratio, and low Reynolds number are other characteristic 
properties of fluids in microsystems.  
Another major feature endemic at the micro-scale is the flow disposition which is practically defined as laminar 
flow. Laminar flow or steady flow occurs when fluids move in parallel layers, exhibiting no disorder between 
their repetitive layers [62], [63]. In fluid dynamics, the velocity of flow varies from zero at the walls to a 
maximum along the centre line with the flow regime characterised by high momentum diffusion and low 
momentum convection since there are no cross currents perpendicular to the direction of flow, nor eddies [64], 
[65]. At low velocities, the particles of these fluids are very organised, enabling them to move in straight lines 
parallel to the pipe walls which in turn inhibit lateral mixing as a result of the adjacent layers sliding past each 
other effortlessly. When taking into consideration scientific and empirical observations of fluid flows in 
microchannels of a microfluidic device, Reynolds number of much less than one is observed [64]–[66]. This 
type of flow is also known as creeping motion or Stokes flow, and it is an extreme case of laminar flow where 
viscous (friction) effects are much greater than inertial forces [67]–[69],. This relationship is defined as 
Reynolds number as a dimensionless parameter and is given by the ratio of inertial force (ρV2L2) to viscous 






       
Where, V is the characteristic velocity of the fluid, L is the characteristic length of the geometry, ρ is the fluid 
density, μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
In microfluidics, it is usually assumed no gravity, incompressibility, and dominant viscous forces.  The flow 
of fluid through a microfluidic channel can be characterized by the Reynolds number, similar to equation 2.1: 
 
2.	1 									
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Where, Vavg is the average velocity of the flow, L is the most relevant length scale, ρ is the fluid density and μ 
is the fluid dynamic viscosity. 
The Velocity of fluid flow through a control volume can be described by the complete Navier-Stokes (N-S) 
equations. These equations can be derived from the principles of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. 
Navier-stokes equations are a non-linear set of differential equations which explain the motion of fluid in 
general. This equation is defined by applying Newton’s second law to a fluid motion by the assumption of 
continuum fluid and small fluid velocity compared to the speed of light. The general form of these equations 
has no solution and is used in computational fluid dynamics. Also, the equations do not dictate position but 
rather a velocity. A solution of the Navier–Stokes (N-S) equations is called a velocity field or flow field, which 
is a description of the velocity of the fluid at a given point in space and time. Once the velocity field is solved 
for, other quantities of interest (such as flow rate or drag force) may be found. The complete equation is shown 
below [70]: 
					 ∙ 0			 f 
 
Where v is the flow velocity, ρ is the fluid density, p is the pressure, is the (deviatoric) stress tensor, and f 
represents body forces (per unit volume) acting on the fluid and  is the Del operator.	 
The general form of N-S equations can be simplified by the assumption of incompressible flow which is 
common in microfluidics [71]. This assumption simplifies the form of N-S equations and can be written as the 
following:  
 
					 ∙  
                         
Where, ∂v/∂t is the unsteady acceleration, v∙ v is the convective acceleration, ρ is the density, pressure (- p) is 
the pressure gradient, friction (μ  2v) is the viscosity of the fluid, volume (-ρg) is the body force of fluid. 
In microfluidics, the fluid flow is mostly described by Poisson equation. This equation can be derived from N-
S equations by applying boundary conditions in micro-channels. When solid walls bound a fluid, the fluid 
velocity is assumed zero at the liquid-solid interface. This process is as a result of molecular interactions 
between two phases which force the fluid molecules to seek the momentum and energy equilibrium of solid 
surface. This phenomenon is called no-slip condition and will be used as a boundary condition at the interface 
between the fluid and solid surfaces. Therefore the simplification of N-S applies the following conditions for 
two-dimensional flows [71], [72]: 
 No slip at the wall  
 Infinitesimal gravity, ρg = 0  
 Convection effect is negligible, v∙  =0  
 Laminar flow (steady flow), ∂v/∂t =0 
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fpressure (- p) is the pressure gradient = friction (μ  2v) is the viscosity of fluid 
 
	                                                         
 
The two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates of equation 2.42 are expressed as [71];   
 
                                                              
2.2.1 VISCOSITY EFFECT 
In general, the viscosity is the quantity that describes a fluid's resistance to flow. Fluids resist the relative 
motion of immersed objects through or besides them as well as the motion of layers with differing velocities 
within them in any flow [73]–[75]. These layers move at different velocities, and the fluid's viscosity arises 
from the shear stress between the layers that ultimately oppose any applied force. Viscosity is important 
because it acts as an opposing force in the mixing of two liquids [74]. The viscosity of fluid might change by 
changing the temperature or pressure but if the viscosity of a fluid is constant at all shear rates at constant 
temperature and pressure; the fluid is known as Newtonian. The relationship between the shear stress and 
viscosity and velocity in the Newtonian fluid can be described as follows [76]: 
                                                                            
In which, τ is the shear stress; μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity coefficient (du/dy) is velocity gradient.  
The viscosities of most liquids (Newtonian) decrease with increasing temperature, and vice versa [76]. As the 
temperature increases, the average velocity of the molecules in liquid increases and the amount of time they 
expend "in contact" with their nearest neighbors decreases. Thus, as temperature increases, the average 
intermolecular forces decrease [74], [77]. Another factor is pressure, the viscosity is normally independent of 
pressure, but liquids under extreme pressure often experience an increase in viscosity. Since liquids are 
normally incompressible, an increase in pressure doesn't result in bringing the molecules significantly closer 
together i.e. increase in pressure doesn’t register a significant change in viscosity of an incompressible fluid 
[61], [71].  
In the case of non-Newtonian fluids, the viscosity is a function of mechanical variables such as shear stress or 
time. These fluids are also directly affected by temperature and are classified as shear-thinning and shear-
thickening [76]. Materials that thicken when worked on or agitated are called shear-thickening fluids because 
they experience a decrease in viscosity under shear stress are described as shear-thinning fluids. Blood falls 
into this category and is also known as a Bingham plastic [76] because it requires a threshold shear stress for 
it to make a transition from a high viscosity to a low viscosity fluid. The blood fluid must reach a shear rate of 
about 100 (1/sec) to be assumed Newtonian and after this shear rate is reached the viscosity is about five times 
as great as the viscosity of water [78].  Urine at room temperature can be categorized as a Newtonian fluid 
because it contains about 95% of water [78].  
2.2.2 SURFACE TENSION EFFECT AND CAPILLARITY PHENOMENON  
The cohesive forces between the liquid molecules are responsible for this phenomenon of surface tension that 
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Figure	2.1.	Young	equation	depiction	of	solid‐liquid	interaction	in	ambience	air,	this	schematic	shows
the	 surface	 tension	 forces	 at	 the	 contact	 line.	 a 	 Liquid	 drops	 placed	 on	 a	 flat	 surface	 try	 to	 adopt
spherical	cap	shape	in	other	to	minimize	the	surface	energy.	 b 	The	surface	wettability	in	relationship
to	liquid‐surface	angle	 79 .	
the interface [70], [79].  In a bulk solution, each molecule is pulled equally in every direction by neighbouring 
liquid molecules, resulting in a net force of zero. The molecules at the surface do not have other molecules on 
all sides of them and, therefore, are pulled inwards. Therefore creating some internal pressure and forces on 
the liquid surfaces that contact to the minimal area available [80].  
 















The surface tension depicted in Figure 2.1 is the excess energy per unit area of the fluid surface when it is in 
contact with another material) or phase (solid or fluid) [81], which in turn largely determines the spherical 
shape of the fluid droplet placed on a solid surface. Young’s equation shows a liquid droplet in contact with a 
solid surface and ambient air (Figure 2.1a). The equilibrium forces due to the surface tensions at the liquid-gas 
(γ), solid-liquid (γSL) and solid-gas (γSG) interface dictate the contact angle, θY = (γSG - γSL )/γ of the liquid on 
the solid [79]. On the other hand, Figure2.1b describes the wettability of the internal surface that is a major 
criterion in micro-hydrodynamics for controlling the flow. This phenomenon is solely based on the contact 
angle of water on the solid surface; the surface can either be classified as hydrophilic (water-loving, θY < 90o) 
or hydrophobic (water hating, θY > 90o) [82]. One of the major side effects of high surface tension in fluid 
flowing through a conduit is that is friction resistance between the solid-fluid interfaces. Due to this surface 
tension, a stream of fluid splits to form several small droplets to minimize the total surface energy [79] as a 
result the surface tension tend to zero, this is known as “Rayleigh-Plateau instability”. In general, increasing 
the temperature of liquid will decrease its surface tension. Likewise, Surfactants can also be used to lower the 
surface tension of a liquid [75], [83]. Besides, this procedure can also be applied to interfacial tension between 
two liquids or that between a liquid and gas.  
In micro-scaling, surface tension at the interface between the liquid surface and the microchannel surface is 
significant to the design, with dimensions on the order of microns, the lengths liquids will travel easily using 
the capillary force [82]. At a microscopic scale, with gravitational effects minimal, the surface-to-volume ratio 
increases due to the exceedingly small volumes employed. This characteristic improves the surface tension 
effect that shares a direct relationship with capillarity [81], [82].  
a 														 b 													
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The phenomenon known as capillary action/capillarity is the ability of a liquid to flow against gravity, inertia 
or flow spontaneously without the aid of an external force through a narrow space. This enclosure can be thin 
tubes, microchannels and porous materials such as paper or non-porous materials such as liquefied carbon fibre 
[76], [82]. In addition, it can occur due to inter-molecular attractive forces between the liquid and solid 
surrounding surfaces. Subsequently, at the micro-scale the gravity effect is infinitesimal, so the diameter of the 
tube or cross section of a channel has to suffice for the capillary process to be sustainable. So since the energy 
stored in surface tension is equivalent to the multiplication of the surface tension and surface area; therefore 
reduction in conduit surface area of any microfluidic system will naturally minimize surface energy that 
significantly eases fluid flow [81]. 
Putting this phenomenon in perspective with regards to microfluidics that deal with very narrow channels with 
liquids under infinitesimal gravitation and high viscous forces with amplified fluid-solid surface tension; 
capillarity consequently behaves as a medium through which fluid flow can be alleviated. Similarly, fluid flow 
velocity can also be controlled by altering the capillary surface energy. Capillarity, therefore, plays a major 
role in aiding fluid flow within the LOAC platform by requiring less external pressure or energy input needed 
to actuate the flow [71], [75].  
2.2.3 PRESSURE DRIVEN FLOW 
This phenomenon is also known as Poiseuille flow, and it exhibits a parabolic flow profile which is 
characterized by the liquid movement as a result of the pressure gradient between two or multiple points within 
the system. The liquid control is mostly constrained to a one-dimensional liquid flow in a straight, curved or 
circular microchannel (Figure 2.2) [71], [76], [77]. The nature of process entails the flow of fluid from a region 







Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the parabolic path way of liquid in a cylindrical conduit [84] 
Fluid operations carried out on this platform are either capillary driven or linearly actuated. Capillary driven 
flow involves the high dependence on capillary forces which in turn rely on the channel geometry design (i.e. 
width, length, and height) and surface properties (hydrophobic or hydrophilic) [82]. On the other hand, linear 
actuated devices propel flow by mechanical displacement of liquid through the application of force. For 
instance, fluid stored in a reagent reservoir can be propelled by the aid of a plunger into a micro-conduit of 
negative pressure (Figure 2.3). The common denominator that makes all these methods of fluid actuation 
significant is the presence of the generated pressure gradient. Furthermore, novel methods such as electro-
osmotic force can also be used to induce pressure driven flow through the insertion of in-channel electrodes of 
relatively small electric potentials [85], [86]. 
 Simplified Navier-Stokes equations for pressure driven micro-flows characterized by the significantly reduced 
Reynolds number (Re << 1) 
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Where, p is the pressure, u is the fluid velocity, and  is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid.  
The Hagen-Poiseuille equation describes the relation between pressure and flow rate, In the case of cylindrical 
microchannel experiencing a parabolic flow is given below [87]: 
  
                                                             ∆ 			       
                                                                                                                                                  
Where ΔP is, the pressure drop between the two ends of the cylindrical conduit, L is the total length of the 
channel, r is the radius, Q is the volumetric flow rate of the channel and v is the average flow velocity across 
the section.  
In the case of planar channels with height, h, which is much less than the width w (h<<w,) the solution of the 
Poiseuille flow gives [88], [89]: 
  
    ∆
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Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of external syringe pump used to supply typical pressure-driven 
microfluidic platform for living cell analysis [90]. 
2.2.4 ELECTRIC CIRCUIT ANALOGY CONCEPT OF FLUIDIC RESISTANCE 
The concept of Hagen-Poiseuille equation rewritten as Ohm’s law clearly depicts the average flow rate of a 
liquid within a microfluidic channel as proportional to the pressure gradient imposed on both ends of the 
channel (Figure 2.4) [91], [92]. 
      ∆P R Q                                                                                               
 
The fluidic resistance RH will depend on the geometry of the cross section (e.g. cylindrical and planar). For 
instance, equation 2.9 and equation 2.10 are the cylindrical and planar Hagen-Poiseuille circuit analogy 
representation of equation 2.12 and 2.13  
 
      R
∆
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Figure	 2.4.	 The	 graphical	 illustration	 of	 physical	 similarities	 between	 the	 flow	 of	 fluid	 and	 flow	 of	
electricity.	 a 	Poiseuille	flows	in	a	circular	channel.	 b 	The	hydraulic	resistance	of	the	circular	channel	
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This fluidic resistance is also known as hydraulic resistance and can be used to analyze the flow or pressure 
relationship within complex microfluidic networks. The validity of this concept relies on some basic 
assumptions. First of all, the flow is considered viscous, incompressible and homogeneous with no presence 
of convective mixing. Secondly, the steady-state and laminar flow nature of the flow exhibits a parabolic shape 
profile. Finally, the flow is considered to have a uniform pressure gradient across the microchannel length. By 
this means estimation of the laminar flow within circular or non-circular channels that are either infinite or 
finite in length can be with simple mathematical calculation. For instance, channels connected in series will be 
resolved by using         “RH=RH1+RH2+RH3+…RHn ” which will provide the estimated total fluidic resistance of 
the network. Whereas parallel channels network will have a total resistance of 
“1/RH=1/RH1+1/RH2+1/RH3+…1/RHn ” [92]. 
There is an extensive range of diverse applications of this pressure driven systems in the microfluidic platforms. 
These include the use of plungers, syringes, micropumps (peristaltic and piezo-electric), gas expansion 
principles, pneumatic displacement of membranes, blisters, etc. The advantage they share is the simplicity in 
design and fabrication processes. They are also economical and affordable but suffer the disadvantages of 
reproducibility and limited ability to support very complicated microfluidic processes [93].  
2.2.5 MULTIPHASE FLOW 
This type of flow is mostly attributed to microscale dimensions involving multiple fluids existing in their 
individual flow fields or a shared flow field. Each fluid in this flow is separated by a discernible interface, 
unlike multicomponent flow that has the fluids mixed  
at a molecular level and shares the same mean velocity, pressure, and temperature fields [94], [95]. Multiphase 
flow is a more complicated condition because each fluid component may have different physical and chemical 
properties in the same or different phases (gas, liquid or solid). Good examples are cases involving liquid-gas 
flow that usually have the liquid as the primary phase which may be continuous, while the gas as the secondary 
phase which may be dispersed (air bubbles) or continuous. 
The distinct models used in computational fluid dynamics simulation are [96]:  
2.13	
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Figure	2.5.	Illustration	of	Gas‐liquid	flow	regimes	in	horizontal	pipes	 94 .	
 
 Lagrangian dispersed phase model (DPM) 
 Eulerian-Eulerian continuous phase model (CPM) 
 Eulerian Granular model  
 Volume of fluid (VOF) model 
 Algebraic Slip Mixture Model (ASMM)  
 Cavitation Model 
 
Similarly, flow regimes are also very significant in determining flow characteristics of each fluid component 
in relation to their initial volume fraction. Since each fluid is expected to be Immiscible fluids divided by a 
clearly-defined interface they, therefore, have to occupy a finite space about one another in the fluid domain. 
Although this is only expected at before the computation solver starts analysing their projected movement in 
space and time. 
Figure 2.5, is a good example of initial volume fraction state.   
 
Below is the formula for determining volume fraction in a fluid domain: 
 
Vo 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 /
	 	 /
											                2.13 
 
The various types of flow regime present available are: 
 
 Multiphase flow can be classified by the following regimes: 
 Bubbly flow: Discrete gaseous or fluid bubbles in a continuous fluid 
 Droplet flow: Discrete fluid droplets in a continuous gas  
 Particle-laden flow: Discrete solid particles in a continuous fluid 
 Slug flow: Large bubbles (nearly filling cross-section) in a continuous fluid 
 Annular flow: Continuous fluid along walls, gas in center 
 Stratified/free-surface flow: Immiscible fluids separated by a clearly-defined 
interface 
 
In this thesis, Volume of fluid (VOF) model multiphase modelling and Stratified/free-surface flow regimes are 
given preference because they both fit suitably into the simulation and experimental analysis of the POCT chip.  
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2.1.5.1 VOLUME OF FLUID MODEL 
This computational method is most suitable for flow where multiple Immiscible fluids have a distinctly defined 
interface and phase regardless of shared or individual velocity. For example, stratified flows such as; liquid-
liquid (oil-water), (Liquid-Gas (oil/water-air) or Liquid-Liquid-Gas (oil-water-air) is clearly illustrated by 
Figure 2.6. The relative motion of the interface is tracked in the computational domain by the solver as the 
fluids against each in the domain. Given that most liquids are infinitesimally compressible in comparison to 
gases Steady or transient tracking of any liquid-gas interface is achieved by the specific numerical interfacial 















Below is the mathematical assumption used by Ansys fluent [94],[95] for fluid volume occupation in a 
computational domain at an initial state and specific phase. The formal also defines the interface boundary 
between the fluids in the same or different phase. 
 For volume fraction of kth fluid, three conditions are possible: 
 
i. εk = 0 if the cell is empty (of the kth fluid) 
ii. εk = 1 if the cell is full (of the kth fluid) 
iii. 0 < εk < 1 if cell contains the interface between the fluids 
 
Simulation and tracking of the relative motion of the interface(s) between phases are determined by solution 
of a volume fraction continuity equation for each phase [96]: 
  
			 				                                                      2.14 
 
The equation below is used to solve one set of momentum equations for all fluids 32: 
 
			 μ ρ F 																														        2.15                                  
Figure	2.6.	Illustration	of	volume	fraction	of	air‐water.	
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2.3 MICROFLUIDIC LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
Microfluidic large scale integration shares semblance to an electronic circuit that has diverse patterns of wiring 
circuitry responsible for taking current from one point to another [98]–[100]. However, this is a microfluidic 
tool that entails microfluidic channel networks integrated with thousands of micromechanical valves and 
hundreds of individually accessible reservoirs [101] organised systematically to carry out complex POCT, 
medical or biochemical applications. These plumbing networks have microvalves that open or close on the 
pneumatic pressure applied due to elastic membranes that are situated between a liquid-guiding layer and 
pneumatic control-channels [102]. The overall configuration involves combining several microvalves more 
multifaceted units like micropumps, mixers, multiplexers, etc. having hundreds of units on one single chip.  
2.3.1 MICROFLUIDIC MULTIPLEXER 
The fluidic multiplexer is a key component of large microfluidic scale integration networks because it contains 
a blended arrangement of binary valves in patterns that significantly allow specific addressing of a large number 
of independent chambers. It also increases the processing power of fluidic network exponentially via bifurcated 
network of microchannels to specific outlets and enabling complex fluid manipulations with a minimal number 
of controlled inputs [103].		
They are usually designed to be connected to independent microchamber where similar or different 
biochemical reactions can be initiated. Generally, they can be categorised into two modes of operations. These 
are either non-sequential or programmable sequential flow functionalities. A sequential fluidic network (is 
mostly an active device that contains a blended arrangement of active valves in patterns that significantly allow 
specific addressing of a large number of independent chambers or outlet. Thus, for their highly precise and 
programmable operations, they offer more cumbersome and complex means of fluidic operation. Likewise, 
dependency on expensive electro-mechanical devices such as syringe pump, active valves and other external 
devices are mostly certain. On the other hand, non-sequential mechanism offers pre-planned or random pattern 
of flow within the bifurcated channels. For what non-sequential multiplexer lack in precision or flexible mode 
of operation, it makes up in less dependency in external or active microfluidic devices. As a result, they offer 
a more simplified and low-cost solution for liquid distribution. 
2.3.2 MICROMIXER 
Micromixing in microfluidic devices is achieved with the assistance of laminar flow, confined space constraint 
and significant small aspect ratio of microchannel which are endemic factors in miniaturization. In addition the 
significant small length advantage drastically increases the effect of diffusion and advection necessary for 
mixing to occur [104]. Correspondingly the channel geometries of micromixers are also designed to decrease 
the mixing path and increase the contact surface area [104], [107]. Induced mixing at the microscale is 
classified as being passive or active. Passive mixers depend solely on pumping energy, while active mixers 
make use of an external energy source to achieve mixing. 
Active mixing uses external excitation to initiate time-dependent perturbations that stir and agitate the 
streamlines within the fluid for the sole purpose of accelerating the mixing process [108]. They are categorized 
with respect to the type of external perturbation energy such as acoustic (ultrasonic)-driven [109], thermal-
induced [110], pressure field-driven [111], magneto-hydrodynamic [112], electrokinetic [113], 
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Figure	2.7.	Time‐dependent	flow	mixing	behaviour	in	three	different	beating	modes	 a 	and	the	2D
graphical	corresponding	mixing	performance	 b 	 119 .	
dielectrophoretic [114], [115] or electro-wetting [116]. The prominent advantage age of Active micromixers is 
better mixer efficiency in comparison to passive mixers [117]. However, they suffer from the inconvenience 
cumbersome integration encumbrance from their peripheral devices e.g. actuators, which in the end lead to 
complex and expensive fabrication process [104]. Furthermore, the use of ultrasonic waves, high-temperature 
gradients lead to extensive damage biological fluids or matrices.  Some groups have used silica particles 
impregnated with Fe3O4 to actively mix fluids in a microchamber using a magnetic field from either a 
permanent rotating magnet or an electromagnet [118]. The Figure below shows the use of 5 mm neodymium-
iron-boron magnetic particles (MQP-15-7, Magnequench International, Inc, Singapore) for optimum active 
mixing performance at an optional upper-frequency limit of 100 Hz [119]. This time-dependent microfluidic 
operation utilises flow mixing patterns of two dye streams (black and white) in the presence of ciliated 
structures as depicted Figure 2.8. In general, active mixers are not a popular choice when applying 
microfluidics to chemical and biological applications [120]. Overall, implementation of such devices in 
















Passive mixing devices depend exclusively on the energy from fluid pumping and judicious use unique channel 
designs to constrain the flow configuration and therefore increase mixing velocity by reducing the diffusion 
length and optimising the contact surface area between the different fluids [66], [104]. A good example is the 
use of a serpentine microchannel structure to coerce the fluid in mixing; as depicted in Figure2.9. Molecular 
diffusion and chaotic advection are the main reason this mass transport phenomenon are possible. Moreover, 
the design modifications carried out to aid the influence of the internal laminar flow and mixing time reduction 
is achieved by splitting the fluid stream using serial or parallel lamination [121], [122]. For instance, 
hydrodynamically focusing mixing streams [123], injecting bubbles of gas (slug) or liquid (droplet) into the 
flow [124], [125] or improving chaotic advection using ribs and grooves fabricated on the channel walls [126], 
[127]. Unlike active mixers, passive mixers are less costly and involve simpler fabrication methods; they are 
far better to integrate into more complex LOC platforms [104].  
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Figure	2.8.	A	picture	of	a	microfluidic	chip	consisting	of	microfilter,	micromixer	and	microchannel.	 I–
















Since the Reynolds number is typically low in Microsystems, several different means of achieving fluid flow 
control in microfluidics have been developed. The selection of a pump is mostly biased to mostly moderate 
performance and low-cost applications, provided that other requirements, like reproducibility and operational 
stability, can be satisfied.  
The majority of these miniaturised pumps come under the classification of electric/electronic(Figure2.10), 
magnetic, external pressure generators, manual and passive pump systems [128]. Examples of 
electric/electronic pumps are the piezo actuator, electro-osmotic and peristaltic pumps, while the case of 
magnetic systems is represented in the form of magnetohydrodynamic pumps and ferrofluidic pump. Piezo-
electric, electro-osmotic and peristaltic pumps can be used for complex microfluidic operations and can be 
fabricated cheaply. The case of piezo-electric pumps which are the most compact pumps can be used for 
intermediate flow rates (µl) while electro-osmotic pumps due to their simplicity can be easily integrated into a 
microsystem. These integrated pumps are mostly the preferred choice for contemporary applications which 
requires multiple and complex fluidic operations, although the pressure produced by fluid motion cannot be 
necessarily considered independent of scale (miniaturisation). 
Commonly used manual pumps are syringes and blisters, the former entails a plunger pushing fluid through a 
cylindrical cavity while the latter is a fluid enclosed diaphragm that is compressible and deformable as shown 
in Figure 2.10 Whereas passive pumps makes use of surface tension or capillary effect to drive fluid flow. The 
Figure 2.11 shows a passive system that utilises a flexible diaphragm and vent hole that is simultaneous blocked 
when priming the pump, then released to substantially drive fluid at a constant rate through a designated 
microchannel.  
On the other hand, the main benefit of these low-cost syringe pumps and blisters is their ability to initiate flow 
rate across microchannels irrespective of the fluidic resistance. This is because the fluid traffic is largely 
dependent on the forced displacement of the plunger or finger blister (Figure 2.2.6) which in this case is 
sufficient (mechanical advantage). On the other hand, the main drawback of manual pumps is the development 
of pulsatile flows at low flow rates and lack of adequate flow control required for complicated fluid flow 
sequence.  
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Finally, the external pressure generators are mostly mechanical computer-controlled mechanical devices that 
can excite pressure when connected to the microfluidic chip. They can also exist as hydrostatic generators 
which depend on gravity to cause pressure difference for fluid flow. Most of these devices are expensive and 
are not easy to integrate into standalone microfluidic platforms. However, these simple and low-cost pumps 
generate the required pressure difference needed for fluid flow by varying the altitude of the liquid to air 
(atmosphere) interface within different reservoirs. This technique makes it impossible for applications in closed 
fluid flow systems.  In all cases, whether the pump is external or integrated, pressure differences within the 









Figure 2.9. Disposable microfluidic pump (Bartels Mikrotechnik mp6 Micropump) capable of pumping both 
air maximum flow: 18 ml/min (300 Hz) and water maximum flow:  7 ml/min (100 Hz). It is made up of  a heat 
and chemical resistant plastic covering (30 x 15 x 3.8 mm³), weigh 2grams, 2 piezo actuators, 0 - 70 °C 

























Biotech,	 taken	 from	 www.accelbiotech.com	 b 	 Minifab	 3D	 prototype	 blister	 integrate	 microfluidic	
cartridge,	Taken	from	www.minifab.com.au.	
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2.3.4 MICROWELLS 
Also known as multi-well is a flat plate with multiple arrays patterned holes which serve as miniature test tubes 
[130], [131]. These miniaturised systems when integrating to microfluidic platforms offer precise delivery and 
manipulation of fluid through microchannels as well as offering a significant reduction in sample and reagent 

















The capacity to manipulate fluid flow using valves is indispensable in many microfluidic applications [137]. 
There are two types of valves: passive valves that require no energy and active valves that require energy for 
operation. The type of valve used in a device depends on the amount and type of control needed for the 
application [128], [138].  
Active valves often depend on external physical stimulation or macroscale devices to control the actuation. 
They are also possessing complicated fabrication process involving three or multiple layers within the 
multifaceted chip. The principle of operations usually involves a flexible membrane or diaphragm that can 
have its geometrical shape altered by stimuli to resist or allow fluid flow through a fluidic channel. A good 
example of the commonly used membranes is PDMS; which relies on pneumatic pressure stimulation mostly 
driven by air to deflect the valves accordingly [139]–[142]. Likewise, hydrogel-based microvalves [143], [144] 
are good examples of thermos-responsive valves that can open or close a fluidic line. Some recent designs 
include an electromagnetically actuated microvalve [145] that require specific range of magnetic field strength 
for valve control. On the other hand, Passive valves are micro-check valves [146], [147] that far simpler and 
require fewer fabrication procedures. Although, fig 2.29 show certain similarities both active and passive share; 
such as the use of a PDMS membrane to restrict flow in one direction. Passive valve principle of operations 
involves the use of geometrical features to temporarily limiting fluid flow in only one direction as a result of a 
pressure differential. Although surface tension, fluid viscosity and hydrophobicity all come into play to aid the 
microvalve effectiveness [148]. The Figure 2.14 shows a fundamental principle of operation of a passive valve 
Figure	2.12.	A	graphical	depiction	of	Poly	 ethylene	glycol 	 PEG 	Microwells	integrated	with	
PDMS	fabricated	microchannels	for	protein,	lipid	membrane	and	cell	patterning	 132 .	
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when taking into consideration the geometrical anomalies of an abrupt change in width between two 
microchannels on a hydrophobic substrate. It’s expected that a considerable pressure would be needed to push 
the fluid across the restriction. This threshold pressure required to break through the passive valve is expressed 






where L is the length of the microchannel, µ is the viscosity of the fluid, Q is the flow rate, w is the width, and 










At point A which indicates the abrupt change in width from a larger section to a smaller section, the fluid 
flowing across will encounter significant increasing in pressure required to push the further through the narrow 
path. Besides, if the flow is at a low-velocity, the surface tension will be dominant, thereby increasing the flow 
resistance.  This flow resistance is ephemeral and can be regulated by the pressure differential shown in 
equation 2.23. In the case of the threshold pressure needed to push the liquid into the narrow channel, when 
the flow is expected in that direction the method for this geometry can be derived from the principle of virtual 
work [150]. As expected the inflowing fluid into the narrow channel would experience a higher surface-area-
to-volume ratio, resulting in significant increase in the surface energy of the system. Below is the expression 
for the threshold pressure needed to overcome the passive valve:  
 
∆ 2




Where w1 is the width of inlet channel, h1 is the channel depth, h1 is the channel depth, σ is the surface tension, 
θc is the fluid contact angle with the hydrophobic substrate. The most common channel geometry, have equal 
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Figure	 2.15.	 	 The	 principle	 operation	 of	 a	 circular	 ferrofluid	 pump	 used	 to	 manipulate	 fluids	 with	
ferrofluid	plugs	in	circular	microchannels	 98 .	
When the threshold pressure has been breached, that is representative of the pressure sufficient to overcome 
the passive valve; the fluid experience a short-lived rapid increase in velocity. From then onwards minimal 












Figure 2.14. The passive design is based on two extruded symmetric flexible PDMS-based cantilever bars 
which act as valve flaps). The distance of the valve flaps is 20μm, the height of the valve flaps is 70μm and the 
length of the valve flaps is 300, 550, 700, and 1000μm, respectively [151]. 
2.3.6 MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMICS 
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) involves the interaction between the flow of an electrically conducting fluid 
and magnetic fields. This interaction between the electric currents and magnetic fields results in an indigenous 
pressure known as Lorentz body forces on conductive fluids (Figure 2.16) (ferrofluid, a buffer solution or cell 
media) [152]–[154]. This generated force can then be used to propel, stir and manipulate the fluids; since most 
applications use buffers and solutions that are often electrically conductive i.e. capable of transmitting electric 
currents through the solutions [152].  
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In the domain of microfluidics, miniature devices are needed to carry out a large number of operations, MHD 
offers a sophisticated means to manipulate fluid flow in microdevices without a need for mechanical 
components. For example, many MHD pumps can be integrated on a lab-on-chip device to enable complex 
fluidic operations that can be done automatically on a single platform as shown in Figure 2.16 [153], [155]. 
MHD micropumps [156]can be used to pump several conducting liquids especially high conductivity fluids. 
These fluids are sometimes present in the aqueous solutions used in medical/biological applications; hence 
MHD pumps are suitable for POCT. Lab-on-chip applications typically require the use of pumps and valves 
which are usually cumbersome to implement. In an MHD setting, most of the network's channels are equipped 
with individual electrodes which can be intelligently controlled in the presence of a magnetic field to direct 
fluid flow along any desired path without a need for mechanical valves [157]. This operation can be used to 
generate higher flow rates at relatively small electrode potentials, typically below 1V [157]. This difference in 
potential gives MHD an advantage over electroosmosis as liquid flow does not depend on the chemical nature 
of the capillary surface [158]. One of the major main disadvantages of this technique is that of the generated 
Lorentz body forces which scale unfavourably as the conduit's dimensions are reduced. Thus, constraining 
MHD most applications to channel sizes with characteristic dimensions on the order of 100μm or larger [157]. 
Besides, ionisation effect causes the bubbles generation which greatly inhibits the flow rate. The effect of 
Bubble generation is minimized by reversing the direction of the applied voltage which can be done by using 
an alternating current driving mechanism to improve their performance [156]. 
 
2.3.7 DIELECTROPHORESIS 
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) technique can be used to manipulate, transport, separate and sort diverse categories 
of bioparticles in microfluidics although DEP is mostly used as a particle separation technique[159]–[161]. 
DEP is a tool that can be effectively used for nucleic acid hybridization, purification and characterisation in 
POCT devices [162]. While other areas such as manipulation and transportation still require extensive research. 
As a good separation technique, it makes use of a polarisation effect that occurs when a non-
conductive/dielectric liquid is placed in the presence of a non-uniform electric field [53], [87], [163]–[165]. If 
the polarisation effect of the particle supersedes that of the suspending medium, the particle movement will 
tend towards the region of higher field strength (positive DEP), while the reverse case will cause the particle 
to move towards the low potential area (negative DEP). The particles in question maintain an overall net charge 
of zero regardless of their original randomly oriented state or polarised state. A time-average DEP force applied 
on a spherical particle can be represented as the equation below [166], [167]: 
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Where r is the radius of the particle, εo= 8.854×10−12 F/m is the permittivity of the vacuum, εm is the dielectric 
constant of the medium, fCM is a complex variable known as Clausius–Mossotti factor, Erms is the root-mean-
square value of the applied electric field, and ϕ is the phase component of the electric field. The first part (a) of 
equation (2.26) can be referred to as ‘classical DEP force’. This is the force responsible for pushing the particles 
towards or away from the regions of strong electric field, i.e. microelectrode tips, on the polarity of Re[fCM]. 
For example, If Re[fCM] > 0 the particle is pushed towards the regions of strong electric field and such a motion 
is termed positive DEP response. On the other hand, if Re[fCM]<0 the particle is driven away from the regions 
of strong electric field and exhibits a negative DEP response (Figure 2.17a) [168]. 
Subsequently, the second part (b) is called ‘travelling wave (TW) DEP force’. In this case, the force causes 
particles to move towards or away from the direction of the wave propagation, according to the polarity of Im 
(imaginary) [fCM]. For instance, if Im[fCM] > 0 the particle travels towards the smaller phase regions and 
such a motion is designated a co-field TW response. Alternatively, if Im[fCM] < 0 the particle tends to move 












Figure 2.17. Non-uniform electric field can be created by metallic microelectrodes patterned on a substrate: (a) 
the spatial non-uniformity of electric field magnitude induces classical DEP force, while (a) the spatial non-
uniformity of the phase component induces TW-DEP force [121]. Hydraulic resistance and Hagen–Poiseuille’s 
law analogous to a resistor for the electric resistance and Ohm’s law [92]. 
                                               ∗ , ∗ ,
∗ ∗
∗ ∗  
                                                                                                   
fCM is the dipolar Clausius-Mosotti factor which is the characterising parameter of a Dielectrophoretic particle 
[54].  
εp, εm are the complex permittivities of the particle and the medium respectively.  
In turn, the complex permittivity is given by: 
 
                                                                                                                                        
Where εr is the dielectric constant; σ is the conductivity; ω is the frequency of the applied Electric Field, and i 
is √ 1 
2.27	
2.28	
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Figure	2.16.	Dielectrophoretic	 DEP 	separations	can	be	positive	 pDEP 	as	shown	in	 a 	or	 b 	negative	
nDEP 	which	affects	where	cells	are	positioned	within	a	field.	 c :	gives	a	basic	depiction	of	DEP	been	
utilized	in	different	microfluidic	systems	 160 .	
Furthermore, since they all exhibit a substantial amount of dielectrophoretic activity in the presence of non-
uniform electric fields, the requirement for pre-charged particles in the system is not a prerequisite condition 
[168]. The strength of the force exerted by this electric field is directly proportional to the electrical properties 
of the particles’ shape, size and operational frequency of the field. As a result, particles with great sensitivity 
can be manipulated by a designated electric field. Electric field generation requires fabrication of precise 
electrodes for the particles attraction; likewise, these particles may also require formation of intricate channels 
for effective separation. It may have certain disadvantages for use with some particles if their response to the 
field is not strong enough to be detected. In general, dielectrophoresis is a good technique for use in Novel 
methods like binary separation [169], travelling wave DEP [170]  and light-induced DEP [171] have been 
performed. In the case of light-induced DEP, light-induced dielectrophoretic forces are used to manipulate 
aqueous droplets immersed in an electrically nonconductive liquid such as oil with a light intensity as low as 




















Microfluidic devices as the principle of operation is simple and requires less hardware and can also be applied 
to non-conductive liquids (Figure 2.17). Conversely, it covers a wide-span of the potential application when 
compared to standard electrophoresis which requires the spatially uniform electric field to pull a charged 
particle towards the electrode with opposite charge. Of recent researchers, have found ways to use 
dielectrophoresis-based continuous-flow technique for gene vaccination production. This innovative technique 
[161] demonstrates the quick and efficient separation of parental plasmid, miniplasmid, and minicircle DNA 
as shown in Figure 2.18. 
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the	 second	 ridge,	 where	 only	 the	 parental	 plasmid	 DNA	 is	 deflected.	 Thus,	 all	 three	 species	 are
retrieved	in	separate	channels.	 b 	and	 c 	Fluorescence	intensities	up‐	and	downstream	of	the	two	
ridges.	The	scan	paths	are	portrayed	over	the	graphs.	The	black	lines	signify	the	scans	upstream	of
the	ridge;	the	dashed	lines	symbolize	the	scans	downstream	of	the	ridge.	The	red	lines	are	Gaussian
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2.4 MICROFLUIDIC MATERIALS 
In microfluidics, the properties of Material are very crucial because it affects both functionality and 
manufacturability. Consequently, the selection process is the foremost consideration for any successful design 
and fabrication methods of POCT devices. For instance, device performance is critically tied to balancing 
functional requirements that are related to the physical and chemical properties of the intended material.  
2.4.1 REQUIRED PROPERTIES 
The anticipated physical properties required mostly revolves around mechanical resilience (modulus of 
elasticity), visual characteristics (optical) and high-temperature tolerance. Mechanical properties describe the 
rigidity (hardness) or elastic nature of the device. Hardness features are mostly utilized for the framework 
where rugged handling is required. Furthermore, since most POCT chips are subjected to relatively high 
pressures flow when external pumps are utilised. Thus, the designated material are expected to resist rupture. 
As for the utility of elastic materials, their characteristics are mostly employed in the internal membranes of 
micropumps and microvalves. The temperature, on the other hand, is needed for chemical reaction or 
processing done on the chip. For instance, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) relies on repetitive heating and 
cooling cycles for rapid DNA melting and enzymatic replication, during which the temperature fluctuates 
between 52◦C and 96◦C [31], [172]. Thus, a material of considerable temperature resistance is a requirement. 
Another important feature is the surface properties which dictates the solid-fluid interface relationship. A good 
example is the surface interaction between microchannel surfaces and active fluids (reagent). These 
interactions can be described physically as surface hardness and roughness which are the main factors that 
determine hydrophobic or hydrophilic characteristics. When the surface is hydrophilic, capillary flow is 
enhanced, while the opposite applies to hydrophobic surfaces. Although, in recent times innovative methods 
such as surface modification techniques are being employed to treat specific surface to adhere specific surface 
requirements. Regarding requirements, hydrophilic patches are required to accelerate flow, while hydrophobic 
patches for stopping fluid flow [173].  [173].  A common surface modification technique is plasma treatment 
[174]. Applications involving optical properties is usually associated with fluorescence which is the emission 
of electromagnetic radiate 
In in this case Ultra Violet (UV) light to aid chemical reaction or DNA detection. This real-time fluorescence 
detection system [174]. Applications involving optical properties is usually associated with fluorescence which 
is the emission of electromagnetic radiation in this case Ultra Violet (UV) light to aid chemical reaction or 
DNA detection. This real-time fluorescence detection system [175]–[177] are usually employed lab-on-a-chip 
applications. Thus the degree of material transparency becomes highly significant.  
Chemical resistance (inertness), antifouling and disposability are also vital requirements in material selection. 
Chemical resistance involves a material surface reaction to chemicals (organic solvent, water, along with 
others). An overview of physical properties for common microfluidic polymers and material are clearly 
depicted in [178]. The main interest in this reaction is the whether the contact surface and overall nature of the 
material is altered or not.  This alteration relates to absorption and adsorption of the small molecules of solvents 
in contact with the material surface. Whereas, when the concerned chemicals or reaction are of biological 
connotations the term biocompatibility is used in reference to the material. For instance, absorption of organic 
solvents in PDMS fabricated chip causes swelling of the chip, which results to distortion of the microchannels 
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[179], [180]. Therefore, the fluid flow within the channels are impaired and might lead to building up of 
excessive back pressure in the pumping mechanism. Similarly, antifouling otherwise known as Protein fouling 
is the accumulation of proteins on a surface, especially in microchannels. Fouling of surfaces in microfluidics 
devices, predominantly, when the protein or enzymatic solutions are often used creates both restrictions of flow 
channels of very small dimensions and also alter the surface chemistry of the channels [181], [182]. The above-
listed surface modification techniques are usually applied to improve microfluidic functionalities. Material 
Disposability comes in two folds which can be identified as cost and eco-friendliness. Material cost plays a 
major role in chip prototyping and commercialization because at low-cost microfluidic POCT device 
prototyping research is made easier while affordability aids commercialization (Table 2.3) of new design 
products. The factors that determine cost are the material availability and cost of synthesis or production. 
Inexpensive materials tend to be ubiquitously available in the market while at the same time easy and cheaper 
to synthesise. Since polymers commonly used in microfluidics device fabrication are non-biodegradable, 
recycling becomes the best effort that helps reduce the high rates of plastic pollution. Then again there have 
been the recent use of biodegradable polymers [183] in microfluidics device in tissue engineering [184], [185]. 
2.4.2 SILICON 
Considering the wide variety of microfabrication processes for microfluidic and MEMS devices which are 
largely inherited from microelectronics fabrication; therefore, making silicon by far the most prevalent 
substrate material in use.  Before the rapid growth of interest in polymer materials for MEMS, silicon was the 
most important material for microelectronics because of its semiconductor properties. Although brittle when 
stressed to the point of fracture, silicon is remarkably effective as a mechanical material [186]. The crystalline 
structure of silicon inhibits gas permeability; which is one of the necessary characteristic vital for cell culturing 
in microfluidic systems [134]. It also exhibits linearly elastic behaviour below its yield strength with no 
hysteresis and suffers no plastic deformation or creep except under very extreme temperatures well beyond 
relevance to microfluidic applications. As a result, their high material stiffness makes it very difficult for the 
fabrication of mechanically movable microfluidic structures (diaphragms) required for microvalves and 
pumps; which fair better under soft and flexible materials. Though, silicon is still a utilised material for moulds 
replication in microfluidics. 
Silicon is also prevalent in microfluidics in the form of polysilicon (i.e., polycrystalline silicon) and amorphous 
silicon. In both cases, the silicon is typically deposited as thin films by vapour deposition and can be doped for 
electronic device functionality.  Polysilicon is used in many diverse ways for surface micromachined sensors 
and actuators. For example, in the case of actuation, polysilicon has been used for electrostatic diaphragms 
[187] and as heating elements for micropumps. Properly doped polysilicon is also effective for sensing 
elements based on capacitive displacement [188] and piezoresistive strain measurement. Another unique aspect 
of silicon is that it can be made highly porous with good uniformity by an anodic electrochemical etch process. 
Porous silicon has an extremely high surface-to-volume ratio, which is particularly advantageous for 
applications with surface reactions involving catalysis, adsorption and desorption [189].  
2.4.3 GLASS 
The term glass usually refers to materials that are predominately amorphous silicon dioxide (SiO2), also known 
as silica. Varieties of glass are made by including other compounds such as sodium carbonate, calcium oxide, 
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and boron oxide to produce different thermal, mechanical, and optical characteristics. Like silicon, glass is 
rigid, dimensionally stable (thickness of 30µm can be handled) and relatively brittle. Many common categories 
of glass are optically transparent, making glass favourable for applications that require imaging or optical 
methods of detection for fluids particles. Glass is a very convenient substrate for microfluidic devices because 
it is readily available and typically cut into rectangular slides or circular wafers. For applications, such as 
capillary electrophoresis, glass microchannel chips are routinely produced as either commercial off-the-shelf 
products or even semi-custom layouts. Unless specifically engineered for electrical conductivity, conventional 
glass exhibits sufficient electrical insulation such that it can serve as a substrate for direct patterning of 
conductive metal lines and functional electrodes [190], [191]. 
A common way of creating channels in glass substrates is by wet etching, typically with a concentrated 
hydrofluoric acid. Wet etching of glass occurs isotropically and typically produces rounded profiles with low 
aspect ratio. Holes and channels in glass substrates can be fabricated by ultrasonic drilling and laser ablation. 
There are also formulations of photosensitive glass that exhibit spatial etch selectivity when exposed to UV 
radiation through a mask [192]. Although the majority of glass microfluidic devices use slides or wafers, glass 
in other forms can also be used to fabricate channel-like structures using spin-on-glass [193] or sputtered films. 
A good example of a commonly used derivative is borosilicate glass. It has an excellent ability to resist strong 
acids, saline solutions, strong oxidising and corrosive chemicals. In the same way, their chemical inertness 
exceeds that of most metals and other materials because at temperatures above 100 ˚C they still retain their 
inertness for a long period. Economically, they are easily mass produced and readily available in differs 
thickness. 
2.4.4 FUSED SILICA QUARTZ 
Fused silica quartz is dissimilar to quartz which is a crystalline material whereas fused silica quartz is 
amorphous, just like other glass forms they are that are mostly made up of silica in its non-crystalline form. 
They can be manufactured using several different processes. Prominent amongst this is a vitreous method 
(splat-quenching or melt-quenching) used to form the quartz by heating the material to its melting point and 
rapidly cooling it, while the fused used Silica is formed by fusing high purity silica in a specially designed 
furnace. The overall procedure is carried out at extremely high temperatures, over 5000C. The microfluidic 
device fabrication processes with this material are similar in precision to the ones used in the electronics 
industry. For instance, the channels for fluid flow are etched into materials by photolithography processes. 
While in the case of multi-patterned layers can be very accurately aligned, and fused together. Recently 
Engineers at Dolomite can now etch optically smooth features with depths of up to 150microns which is far 
deeper than most available solutions in the marketplace which can only offer depths in the area of 20microns  
[194].  
In comparison to glass, quartz is much harder with great thermal shock resistance. It also has an excellent 
chemically inertness; fused silica quartz can handle the high concentration of acids except for hydrofluoric acid 
even at low concentrations. They do have superior optical properties (UV transparency) in comparison to glass 
and can be used for applications such as flow cytometry (cell sorting and cell counting). For example, Institute 
of Photonic Technology in Germany, in collaboration with the Department of Internal Medicine have 
developed a Quartz microfluidic chip that can be used for tumour cell identification using Raman spectroscopy 
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in combination with optical traps [195]. Some other benefits include non-auto-fluorescent and non-porous 
characteristics making it a preferred material for applications in the POCT.  
2.4.5 METALS 
Metals are obviously distinguished by having significantly higher electrical conductivity than other categories 
of materials used in microfluidics. Accordingly, metals are frequently used for electrical functional components 
such as electrodes, conducting lines, or signal interface contacts. As conductors of electricity, metals may also 
be used to modify electromagnetic fields, which may subsequently be used in novel ways for applications such 
as biological cell manipulation[196]. Another functional merit for metals is high thermal conductivity. For 
example, a heat spreader based on micro heat pipe design has been constructed from layers of copper and brass 
for microprocessor cooling [197], [198]. The relatively high mechanical strength of metals favours their use 
for high-pressure applications, compared to polymer materials. Some metal alloys that have favourable 
magnetic properties have been incorporated into functional components such as nickel- iron rotors for active 
mixing [199], [200].  Magnetic components have also been combined with deformable polymer structures for 
functionality as micropumps [201] and microvalves. Some microfluidic devices also take advantage of shape 
memory alloys. Nickel-titanium (NiTi), which changes from its austenite phase to its martensite phase upon 
cooling and the corresponding shape change, can be used for device actuation. 
Gold, nickel, and copper are among the most commonly used metals in microfluidic devices. Gold is often the 
material of choice for electrical purposes because of superior resistance to corrosion and oxidation, even though 
other materials such as copper have lower electrical resistivity (1.7 × 10−6 Ωcm for copper versus 2.2 × 10−6 
Ωcm for gold). Nickel, copper, and alloys based on nickel or copper are favourable for structures made by 
electroplating and electroforming. Single nickel electroforming step is a good example of commercially viable 
means of making a metal microfluidic structure such as ink-3Djet print heads [202]. In contrast to gold and 
copper, the much higher resistivity of platinum (10.6 × 10−6 Ωcm) makes it favourable for resistive heating. 
Other metals such as aluminium and tungsten are prevalent in microelectronics but less common in microfluidic 
devices.  
Recent publications have shown that gold, silver and gold-silver alloy nanoparticles [203] now offer an 
alternate solution to optical detection through resonant light scattering spectroscopy (RLS) [204]. This 
unconventional route approaches the perspective of gold and silver particles as substitutes for fluorescent 
probes in certain microfluidic applications. Still, the possibility of dark field RLS detection [204] and 
quantitation of metal nanoparticles in POCT devices are opening thought-provoking potentials for the advance 
development of microfluidic detection systems [205], [206]. 
Another important role of metals in microfluidic device fabrication is tooling. Even if the final device made of 
a different material, it is sometimes beneficial to have finely patterned tooling to transfer the relevant geometry 
by hot embossing or other moulding technique. This system facilitates more rapid high-volume manufacturing 
with good repeatability. One approach, for example, is to begin with laser micromachining of patterned tooling 
in a thin metallic sheet, then to transfer the pattern by hot embossing onto a thermoplastic (PMMA) master, 
and to complete the process with the casting of PDMS atop the PMMA master [207]. 
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2.4.6 PAPER  
Paper-based microfluidics” or “lab on paper,” provides an innovative system for manipulation and analysis of 
fluid for a variety of applications. They are typically made up of cellulose or cellulose polymer that possess 
excellent compatibility trait with several medical diagnostics applications and can be chemically modified to 
integrate an extensive range of functional groups that can be covalently bound to DNA or proteins [208], [209]. 
Just like most papers they are easy to stack, store, transport, depose (burning) and most especially available in 
a wide range of thicknesses (0.07-1 mm) [210]. 
Besides, unlike conventional microfluidics, its preference to fluid flow by capillary driven forces makes it 
requires little or no ancillary pump which often requires external power assistance. 
These systems integrate some of the capabilities of conventional microfluidic devices with the simplicity of 
strip diagnostic tests [211], [212]and can be referred to as micro-pads (μPADs). μPADs are very significant in 
comparison because they provide bio-analyses that are more rapid, less expensive, and more highly multiplexed 
than contemporary analyses. They require only minute volumes of fluid and very minimal external supporting 
equipment or power because fluid movement in μPADs is controlled principally by capillarity and evaporation. 
Their Features can be identified by a variety of 2D and even 3D microfluidic channels that have been created 
on paper to confine and manipulate fluid flow within the predesigned pathways on paper [213].Unlike orthodox 
microfluidic devices that have their microchannels fabricated by etching or moulding channels into PMMA, 
glass, PDMS, or other polymers; instead, µPADs make use of patterning sheets of paper into hydrophilic 
channels constrained by hydro hydrophilic cellulose fibres of paper allowing aqueous fluids to wick along the 
channels. The flow rate of the wicking is contingent on the characteristics of the paper, ambient conditions 
(temperature and relative humidity) and most especially dimensions of the channel. Furthermore, the cellulose 
matrix can be combined with conducting carbon or metal fibres [211]. This innovative configuration provides 
electrically conducting or magnetically responsive patterns on the µPADs. The microfluidic paper technology 
is already used extensively in as a point-of-care device in developing countries where healthcare and disease 
screening is expensive and not readily available due to low-infrastructure and limited trained medical and 
health professionals [211], [214]. 
2.4.7 POLYMER 
As a result, the growing demands for cheap and disposable POCT devices during the early 1990s, the selection 
of suitable materials has gradually shifted from the conventional materials such as silicon and glass towards 
polymers. This gradual change, which was eased through by the advent material technological progress, can 
be considered a major innovation in the field of microfluidics POCT that is primarily needed in various 
biomedical and clinical applications.  Compared to other types of materials, polymers represent a wide variety 
of material characteristics for microfluidic devices [215], [216]. They have relatively low mechanical strength, 
low melting point, and high electrical resistance. The main advantage that polymers offer is that they can be 
engineered or synthesised to exhibit certain chemical and physical properties required for targeted functionality 
such as optical transparency, chemical resistance, stiffness and most especially surface energy.  
Polymers chemical classification is based on monotonous structural blocks called monomers that are capable 
of being bonded chemically to other molecules in long chains to form large-sized molecules. These 
macromolecules or polymers can be used to create diverse material properties from their monomers by 
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polyaddition [217] reaction or polycondensation [218].   The most frequently used monomer chemistries 
Acrylates and vinyl polymers, Epoxy resins, Thiol–enes, Polyurethanes, Siloxanes. 
Epoxy polymers are typical derivatives of glycidyl or oxirane group and can be created from a synthesis of 
Bisphenol A epoxy resin, Bisphenol F epoxy resin, Bisphenol F Novolac epoxy resin, Aliphatic epoxy resin 
and Glycidylamine epoxy resin [219]. Further details of the chemistry engineering of epoxy can be found in 
this textbook [220]. A good example of an epoxy-based polymer is SU8, which is a commonly used substrate 
for making a master mould for photolithography technique.  The “8” in SU-8 stands for the eight epoxy groups 
in a bisphenol- A Nova lac glycidyl ether a single molecule cul ar structure. SU8 photolithography produces a 
Good adhesion and high aspect ratio negative photoresist that allows for the creation of deep channel 
microfluidic structures and as well as variant depth through multiple UV light exposure [221] (this technique 
will be discussed in the microfabrication section). Also, they are also suitable polymers material choice for 
prototyping techniques such as stereolithography [222], [223].  
The thiol-ene reaction is acknowledged as a click chemistry reaction given the reactions’ maximum yield, fast 
rate, stereoselectivity and thermodynamic driving force [224]. They are compounds with sulphur hydrogen 
groups also known as alkene hydrothiolation; which is an organic reaction that forms alkyl sulphide [225]. 
They are commercially produced from mixing monomers such as trithiol with triene or tetrathiol with triene in 
varying ratios wich are calculated on the amount of free thiol and allyl(ene) groups in the monomer structure 
[226]. Subsequently, the mixed ratios can then be cured rapidly under UV light through free-radical 
polymerization at ambient temperature and pressure [227]. Thiol-ene chemistry are now seen as  PDMS 
substitutes in soft lithography [228]–[230] for bioanalytical applications because they are not prone to protein 
fouling  [231], [232] to swelling upon contact with organic solvents [233], absorption of small hydrophobic 
molecules [234] and  Most importantly high elastic modulus (PDMS is frequently restricted to comparatively 
low working pressures of about 1 bar [235].They are mostly utilized in microfluidics for surface engineering 
and microchannel patterning [236]. 
Acrylate monomers are typically derivatives of acrylic acid [237] which consist of vinyl hydrogen and the 
carboxylic acid, while vinyl monomers are consist of the vinyl group [238] or ethylene. However, acrylates are 
industrially easier to synthesise than pure vinyl polymers which are toxic and difficult to handle. An example 
of a simple acrylic acid synthesise is the methyl methacrylate which has its vinyl hydrogen and carboxylic acid 
hydrogen substituted by methyl groups to form poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [239], typically known 
for their transparency. On the other hand, vinyl chloride can be polymerised [240] with the assistance of a 
radical a catalyst to form of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) which is widely used the material. 
Polyurethanes (PU) polymers also known as polycarbonates are created by the reaction of two monomers di-
isocyanate and a polyol that contains containing hydroxyl groups in the presence of a catalyst or by ultraviolet 
light stimulation [241]. There are of high relevance in microfluidic prototyping because of their suitability in 
the creation of moulds [242] and as structures [243] in microfluidic devices. This polymer also serves as another 
alternate to PDMS because they are not prone to protein fouling especially when biofluids are involved for 
example blood [244]. However, they are relatively expensive and not usually transparent.Polyurethanes robust 
reaction mechanism can be tailored to fit two typical forms in microfluidics which include elastomers and 
surface coatings. Elastomeric polyurethane (PU) which can be derived from bio-source such as castor oil (CO) 
[243]. This elastomer can be used to produce microvalves elastomer in microvalves that can be integrated with 
microfluidic devices [245]. Also, microchannel formation and sealing (both reversible and nonreversible) is 
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easily attainable in PU components using partial curing [243].One the other hand the coating specification 
applies to surface modification for good compatibility with a wide range of solvents and chemical resistance. 
Siloxane polymers have mostly been used in microfluidics device prototyping for last two decades. They are 
chemically a class of polymers that exhibit an interchanging silicon–oxygen polymer with each pair of silicon 
centres separated by one oxygen atom to form backbone chains that are very elastic. Consequently, this renders 
most siloxanes; elastomers. A principal example is a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) that methyl groups as the 
main polymer backbone. PDMS are of significant importance due to their low critical surface tension, 
flexibility, chemical resistance and surface hydrophobicity in nature. This defining features of PDMS make it 
a very versatile material for the creation of microfluidic devices [246]. Commercial PDMS comprises of the 
polymer matrix (often aromatic siloxanes) and a curing agent which activates ring opening polymerization or 
similar crosslinking. This process usually involves the use of moulds or a solid master that gives the expected 
shape of the PDMS when cured. This process is known as casting [247]. A substitute method of curing similar 
to thiol-ene involves the use of a catalyst (typically a platinum catalyst) on a mixture of SiH and vinyl 
terminated polysiloxanes. A detailed analysis of the synthesis and characterization of siloxanes are found in 
this text [220].  
On the other hand, physical and mechanical properties of polymers can be categorised into three rudimentary 
temperature dependent parameters in the form of glass transition temperature (Tg), heat distortion temperature 
(HDT) and decomposition temperature (TD). Glass transition temperature (Tg), which is of considerable 
technological importance has its derivation from the molecular comportment of the polymer material. It’s an 
amorphous change unique to only polymers that involve reversible hardened or softening above or below a 
threshold temperature.  As the polymer absorbs heat, up to a certain temperature, the intramolecular friction 
holding each fragment/monomer in the polymer chain is weakened by the relative motion as a result of 
absorbed energy. At this point, already hard polymers will have larger segments of their polymer chain moving 
freely, leading to a substantial softening of the material. On the other hand, when already soft polymers cooled 
below their Tg they become hard and brittle, like glass. The case of heat distortion temperature (HDT) describes 
the maximum temperature for which a polymer material susceptible to mechanical failure from stress as it 
would simply give way beyond this temperature. The last important parameter, decomposition temperature 
(TD), is the point at which the physical characteristics of the polymer is permanently altered as a result of the 
total breakdown of the polymer chains. The physical attributes of most polymers can be categories as thermoset, 
thermoplastics and elastomers.  
Thermosets (duroplastic materials) often called resins are usually liquid at room temperature. They typically 
formed from a corresponding monomer that undergoes a crosslinking by a chemical reaction, photoinitiator or 
thermo-initiator for polymerization. Initiated chemical reaction is done by mixing the monomer with a curing 
agent. While crosslinking initiated physically by light (photoinitiator) are typically UV irradiation and curing 
induced at a temperature typically above 2000C [248], [249] are a good example of thermo-initiator reaction.  
All these curing (cross-linking) processes involve an irreversible chemical reaction and once taken place the 
polymer becomes rigid with a significant increase in molecular weight and higher melting point. Furthermore, 
the crosslinking forms close-fitting and solid three-dimensional network that are usually stable at room 
temperature. When subjected to unrestrained heating, the cured material results in reaching the decomposition 
temperature earlier than the melting point which will eventually decompose the polymer. Consequently, a 
thermoset material cannot be melted and re-modelled after undergoing curing process because their Tg is 
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typically rather high and close to the decomposition temperature (TD) so, therefore, they burn instead of 
melting. As a result, thermosets, cannot be recycled therefore less eco-friendly. Well on the brighter side they 
do possess good dimensional stability, thermal stability, chemical resistance and electrical insulation 
properties, which makes them suitable for fabrication of microfluidics devices. Archetypal examples of 
thermoset polymers in microfabrication are the resist materials for microfluidic applications, especially the 
photoresist (negative & positive) SU-8 (see Photolithography).  
Elastomers typically known as silicone rubber are polymers with glass transition temperatures 
characteristically lower than the normal operating room temperature. When they are cooled to their Glass 
Temperature, there is less mobility between the polymer chains that eventually results in the material becoming 
brittle and less elastic. Just as their name (elastomer/rubber) they are known to undergo elastic deformation as 
a result of very weak inter-molecular forces with generally low Young's modulus and high failure strain rate 
in comparison with other materials. They also share similar characteristics with thermoset with regards to TD 
even though thermoplastic elastomer does exist. Engineered thermoplastic elastomers (TPE’s), are one of the 
most multipurpose polymers available [250] because of the combined performance properties of thermoset 
rubber with the processing ease of today plastics. As a result, there is versatility of design options and better 
cost-reduction opportunities. The most commonly used elastomer in microfluidics prototyping is PDMS, and 
recently, fluorinated elastomers (FKM/FFKM) [251]–[253] have gained significant traction in the community. 
These materials are exhibit number of properties that make them excellent materials for microfluidics that 
include very low critical surface tensions, high biocompatibility and outstanding chemical resistance. As well 
most of these fluorinated elastomers have their glass transition temperatures well below room temperature. 
Since elastomers are usually soft, flexible and able to deform elastically without extensive pressure, they are 
therefore an ideal material for active microfluidic components such as membrane and mechanical valves 
needed for microvalves or micropumps. Furthermore, they are also suitable for the creation of deflectable 
channels in regards to TPE material [250], [254].  
Thermoplastics Compared to thermosets is made up of linear molecular chains not cross-linked. This polymer 
chain configuration supports easy movement within the polymer chains bulk as intermolecular forces weaken 
rapidly at high temperatures. Most thermoplastics do have high molecular weight and with unrestricted heating 
at temperatures above their Tg, they melt into a viscous liquid and then solidifies upon cooling [255], unlike 
thermosets that decompose. Thermoplastics, therefore, can be moulded or reshaped by heating. There two 
classes of this polymer. First of all, is the amorphous thermoplastic, which has intermingled molecular chains 
with no crystalline structure present within the material. This polymer Chain disorder leads to intermolecular 
twisting and coiling since there is no crystalline structure present. Consequently, this means the materials are 
susceptible to failure above the glass their transition point due to low Heat distortion temperature, HDT. In 
additional, there are known for mostly their transparent or translucent, low tendency to creep, good dimensional 
stability, low tendency to warp, brittleness, low chemical resistance sensitive to stress cracking. 
On the other hand, Semi-crystalline is denser than amorphous since the degree of crystallinity is proportional 
to density measurement [256], [257]. These thermoplastics have some macromolecules in the form of 
crystalline structures dispersed throughout the material. As a result of this crystalline regions, the materials 
have a tendency to be very hard (resilient intermolecular forces); and capable of withstanding mechanical stress 
above the glass transition temperature (high Heat distortion temperature). Their material properties are 
characterized by being translucent or opaque, good fatigue resistance, toughness, and good chemical resistance. 
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Polymers and other microfluidic materials with their relative commercial viability and general microfluidic use 
can be found in [178]. 
2.4.8 MATERIAL BONDING PROPERTIES 
Bonding in microfluidics is a vital process that involves sealing two or more substrates arranged in a specific 
configuration that forms the internal environment of the Lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices. This internal 
environment consists of microfluidic elements such as microchannels, mixer, valves, reaction chambers, fluidic 
connectors (inlet port and exit port). The Bond strength which is a significant factor in the sealing process can 
be reversible (relatively weak) but most commonly used applications are irreversible (permanent). Similarly, 
the bond interface is also another significant factor for consideration because it must provide appropriate 
chemical or solvent compatibility to avert degradation during usage, without compromising the dimensional 
integrity of the microchannels as a result of deformation during the bonding process.  
The main concerns for the bond interface include surface chemistry, optical properties, material compatibility 
and uniformity of the channel sidewalls. Likewise, the already bonded substrates required to constraining the 
reagents, solvents and bio-samples in specific volumes while also preventing unrestrained dispersion of liquids 
along wettable areas. Furthermore, External contaminants (dust, etc.) are prevented from coming into the chip. 
Likewise, the anticipated fluid waste is restricted from going to outside world (biohazard). Finally, evaporation 
which is the main antagonist of fluid sample and reagents in the chip are brought to a minimal level especially 
during thermochemical reactions.  
The Selection of bonding techniques depends mostly on the materials characteristics and type of constraints 
imposed by the application. Several bonding techniques are available, both past and recent are covered in this 
review journals [258]–[260]. However, this thesis discusses the commonly used techniques in microfluidics 
substrate bonding which include adhesive bonding, thermal fusion bonding, solvent-based bonding, localised 
welding and Surface treatment and modification. 
In general, microfluidic bonding techniques, can be characterised as either indirect or direct. Indirect bonding 
involves the use of an extra layer apart from the substrates in concerned. This layer is an adhesive that seals 
the two substrates and their encapsulated internal microfluidic elements together by charge interactions [261], 
[262]. The charge interactions can be a result of chemical (covalent) bonding or van derWaals forces [262], 
[263]. In contrast, direct bonding methods mate the substrates by molecular entanglement, which is mechanical 
interlocking of two surfaces by relative diffusion between them. This process is done without any additional 
materials added to the interface. It is distinguished by its ability to produce microchannels with homogeneous 
sidewalls [178]. 
 
2.4.9 ADHESIVE BONDING 
Most commonly used adhesive are UV curable [264], with the bonding process performed by applying a thin 
layer of a high viscosity liquid adhesive which is then cured by UV light irradiation. This process is illustrated 
by in Figure 2.20 which shows adhesive layer bonding for PMMA substrates [265]. Another common, 
inexpensive method for adhesive bonding is the use of lamination films as low as 40 µm [264], [266] since 
most Commercial laminators are inexpensive and simple to use. The drawback to this system is intermediate 
adhesive layer mostly produces composite layer chip with inconsistent microchannel sidewalls and clogging 
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Figure	2.18.	Capillarity‐mediated	resin	introduction	of	UV‐curable	adhesive	 304 .	Copyright	Wiley‐VCH	
Verlag	GmbH	&	Co.	KGaA,	copied	with	permission.	
of microchannels. Furthermore, the bonded surfaces tend to have different chemical, optical and mechanical 
properties than the bulk substrate. Although an extensive range of UV-curable adhesives is accessible, they are 
















2.4.10  THERMAL FUSION BONDING  
This direct technique involves the simultaneous application of pressure and heat on both substrates surfaces. 
This bonding process gives a moderately high bonding strength and is mostly applied to thermoplastic materials 
because the Substrates are heated to temperatures near or above the glass transition temperature (Tg). Although, 
unrestrained temperatures and pressures application or use of materials with different Tg may lead to 
microchannel distortion and collapse. Hence, the use of a programmable hot press [265], [267]–[269]such as 
high throughput roller laminator [270] that can properly regulate temperature, pressure, and time is vital to 
attaining high bond strength while preventing deformation of the embedded microchannels due to bulk polymer 
flow. The Use of this method will cause consistent stability of channel cross-sections to be attainable, as 










Figure 2.19. Cross-sectional views of enclosed laser micromachined PMMA channels, with increasing depth 
from a–f, thermally bonded at 180C, well above Tg, using a low bonding pressure below 20 kPa [271]. 
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2.4.11  SOLVENT-BASED BONDING 
This technique is similar to the adhesive indirect method because of it that it requires a solvent between the 
merged surfaces. However, in this case, the solvent used to bond the substrate together, temporarily soften and 
dissolves the material. Consequently, the surface molecules of the materials mix to form a permanent bond as 
the solvent evaporate [153]. Solvent bonding of thermoplastics makes use of polymer solubility in designated 
solvent systems to achieve entanglement of polymer chains across the interface. As a result, the polymer chains 
become mobile and can freely diffuse across the solvated layer, leading to the broad interweaving of chains 
between the surfaces to create exceptionally strong bonds [154]. PMMA substrates immersion in ethanol for 
at last ten minutes before joining them together under pressure is a simple illustration is a solvent bonding that 
has been performed by this group [274].  
2.4.12  LOCALIZED WELDING 
It’s a direct bonding technique that is used on thermoplastic. It involves the use of ultrasonic energy to induce 
heating and to soften at the interface of the mating parts [275]. Another alternative method to is the use of 
microwave energy to heat embedded metal films located between the desired bond surfaces. An advantage of 
this technique is selective use of energy to locally target specific regions or uniformly all mating interfaces for 
bonding [276]. There are commercially viable systems operating at 35 kHz [277] that can be efficiently used 
on thermoplastic polymers such as PMMA (Poly(methyl methacrylate) and PEEK (polyetheretherketone). 
2.4.13  SURFACE TREATMENT AND MODIFICATION  
This form of direct bonding technique that functions by increasing the surface energy of the substrates required 
to bond. Increased surface energy helps to improve the hydrophilic properties of mating surfaces. As a result, 
mechanical interlocking and inter-diffusion of polymer chains between the surfaces are enhanced [278]. The 
substrates are held together by the generation of electrostatic interactions, and also surfaces possessing high 
specific energy in the form of polar functional groups can create hydrogen or covalent bonds across the 
interface that are capable of producing bond strengths beyond the cohesive strength of the bulk polymer [279]. 
Similar to localised welding, selective region use of a mask can be used to apply surface treatment and 
modification to specific regions. For example, PDMS layer to be bonded is covered with a masking material 
during corona discharge treatment to protect areas from exposure to the corona plasma so that only the 
unprotected surfaces are activated. Subsequently, the activated surfaces are hydrophilic, with chemically active 
functional groups that bind to other activated surfaces, while the masked areas remain unbounded [280], [281]. 
This example is an illustration of O2 plasma surface treatment done by the aid of corona discharge (Figure 
2.22). Corona discharge used for bonding is a process by which an electrical discharge occurs between an 
electrically charged conductor (electrode) and the surface of a substrate. This occurrence is as a result of 
potential gradient (electric field) and ionisation of the neutral media fluid, typically air [282].  This fluid 
ionisation process creates a region of plasma around the electrode as free electrons randomly accelerate across 
the air gap in the presence of a high voltage discharge. Subsequently, when a substrate surface is positioned in 
the discharge path, high energy electrons create free radicals by colliding with the surface to break up their 
molecular bonds. These free radicals form various chemical functional groups [283], [284] required for 
effectively increasing surface energy and enhancing chemical bonding to another activated surface, in the 
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presence of oxygen (oxidational reaction). Examples of functional groups include carbonyl (-C=O-). Carboxyl 
(HOOC-), hydroperoxide (HOO-) and hydroxyl (HO-) groups [284], [285]. 
Ultraviolet light (UV), is a simpler alternative to plasmas for the enhancement of substrate surface energy. The 
Exposure of UV light to polymer substrates especially thermoplastics results in photodegradation, which is the 
primary mechanism creates photo-oxidation and breakup of polymer chains on the surface [286]. Typically, 
light exposure within the range of 300–400 nm is usually sufficient to break chemical bonds within most 
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2.5 PROTOTYPE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY 
The need to manufacture POCT devices at relatively cheap cost brought about rapid development 
microfabrication technology in the medical field. The earlier years of microfluidics devices were 
predominantly produced with techniques borrowed from the microelectronics field, and they predominantly 
involved materials like glass, quartz or silicon. However, the advent of new technological processes brought 
into focus the demand for devices which are disposable and inexpensive.  
Contemporary techniques can be distinguished by their individual protocols employed to establish efficient 
channel network or fluid circuit in the chip. The chip functionalities, are largely defined by microchannel aspect 
ratio, with channel dimensions as low 0.5um to as large as 500um. As a result, choice of fabrication methods 
is tied to the anticipated channel dimensions on cost and production time. They can be divided into two areas: 
material depositing techniques and material removing technique. 
2.5.1 MATERIAL DEPOSITING TECHNOLOGY 
This technology represents the successive build of bulk material on a substrate or a Standalone structure which 
can be used directly or as a mould for replication of microfluidic components. Parts produced can be used 
Directly or bonded to achieve expected functionality, while the case of replication involves the indirect use of 
fabricated parts to create intended components for utilisation.  In layer-to-layer manufacturing, a part is broken 
down into multi-slices that are then created and coupled using solvent or heat supported lamination or bonding 
processes. The materials used are usually wax, resin or powder. A good example of this techniques is 3D 
printing.  
2.5.2 3D PRINTING 
3D printing that utilises a layering accretion system to build solid structures from either liquid resin or powder 
from a digital file. This technology offers a broad range of methods to synthesise solid structures of various 
shapes or geometry that differ in physical characteristics on the method of production. These methods include 
stereolithography (vat Photopolymerisation), ink jetting, Binder Jetting, Material Extrusion and Powder Bed  
2.5.3 STEREOLITHOGRAPHY 
Stereolithography (STL) is a conventional additive layer-on-layer manufacturing technique. STL is one of the 
most significant rapid prototyping methods in the microfluidic research industry today. It can be used to create 
very fine structures and, more importantly, allows for fast turnaround of functional prototypes used directly or 
replication moulds. The basic process is called Vat Photopolymerization [311], it involves consecutive 
‘printing’ thin layers of a curable material, e.g., a UV curable material, cumulatively on top of another by the 
use of UV Laser beam. The three-dimensional model (3D CAD design) is divided into thin micro multiple 
layers before light exposure.  Upon exposure to UV light, the surface of the liquid resin solidifies. This 
hardening process is responsible for forming successive individual layers of the anticipated 3D object and is 
carried out repeatedly till the 3D object is formed [312]. 
The Parts produced, based on this technique do have the considerable mechanical toughness and are capable 
of high detail definition. However, they do have some disadvantages such as post production that involves 
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immersion in a chemical bath to eradicate unwanted resin before being cured in an ultraviolet oven. Likewise, 
the support structures which are interminably present can be challenging and time-consuming to remove. Their 
dependency on UV light has gradually being reduced as recent improvement of photoinitiators, have afforded 
several options in the choice of light not restricted to UV. As a result, extensive range of high-intensity light 
sources of differing visible wavelengths can be used as a choice for polymerization [313], [314]. 
2.5.4 3D INKJET PRINTING 
Inkjet 3D printing process is similar to regular inkjet paper printer but in this case light curable resins and wax 
instead of inks. In this combination, the wax is expected to create spatially constrained volumes which are to 
be filled with the light curable resins. The sequence of layer building involves an array of nozzles that create 
droplets of heated low viscous wax that instantaneously form cavities which are subsequently spotted with 
resin before cured by light exposure.  
Similar to STL this system can be used for an extensive range of microfluidic fabrications involving mould 
replications. Although their final product finish is not as detailed as STL; they are still relatively close in 
comparison. Furthermore, the print mixture of UV curable acrylic resins and waxes makes easy post cleaning 
process because the waxes serve as supporting materials that can be removed easily.  The foremost downside 
of inkjet printing is that most parts produced from this technique cannot be used directly because due to low 
chemical or biological compatibility [315]. 
2.5.5 BINDER JETTING  
The technology was originally developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1993. The 
technological process of layering involves the use of glue applied through jet nozzles to bind together powder 
based particles spread in equal layers using a slider that guarantees a smooth and even surface. The building 
space is typically a platform onto which a thin layer of powder is spread cumulatively to form the shape of a 
programmed 3D object. After the consecutive accumulation of layers, the finished part is typically tempered 
to allow full curing of the glue. Subsequently, the non-bound powder particles are then cleaned off.  
This system pales in comparison to STL or 3Dinkjet in product finish but what it lacks in finishing it makes up 
in cost and faster turnaround. Conversely, the major setback of this technique is the dominant chemical and 
physical properties of the part created is defined by the glue used. Also, parts created by this process can’t be 
transparent because of the solid particles combination. Likewise, inconsistent binding of particles can result in 
porosity which makes it highly unsuitable for direct microfluidic use because of potential leakages. Again, this 
method is mostly suitable for mould creation for microfluidic chip models of bigger aspect ratio because the 
difficulty of removing powder from long and narrow channels. 
2.5.6 MATERIAL EXTRUSION  
The Fused deposition modelling (FDM) technology is a commonly used material extrusion technique. The 
process involves a precise control of heated material through a plastic filament or coiled metal wire. Two 
nozzle builds layers; one for the primary material and another for the support structure. The primary nozzle 
extrudes molten material forcefully out in both horizontal and vertical directions before hardening. The material 
mostly used are Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) and Polylactic acid (PLA).  Concurrently, secondary 
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nozzle also typically ejects water soluble material for internal structures while low mechanical strength 
structures for external support. FDM has a unique advantage from other techniques, due to its ability to create 
multi-materials components without the need of specific polymer modifiers [316]. Thus materials with 
different chemical or physical properties can be applied (including stiffness and colour) subsequently. 
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) is a commonly used material in FDM while conventional polymers such 
as PC, PCL, PP or PS can be used as well in this process. The main weakness of FDM is the inconsistent 
definitions of the part geometrical structure as a result of the layer deposition characteristics that tend to mirror 
vivid shapes of the cylindrical wire used for layer formation 269. As a result, the final microchannel surfaces 
are rough, and sidewall shapes are skewed. This disadvantage disqualifies direct microfluidic use because the 
skewed channels can cause flow obstruction, leakages and most especially surface binding issues. Still, FDM 
can be suitable for mould replication because of fast turnaround, low cost of fabrication and no post curing. 
 
2.5.7 POWDER BED  
This process is similar to binder jetting, but in this case, a high-powered laser is used to fuse Small particles 
plastic, metal, ceramic or glass powders into a concise bulk of the anticipated 3D object. Unlike binder jetting, 
the chemical and biological compatibility of the created parts is defined only by the bulk material properties. 
The most commonly used technique for this process is Selective laser sintering (SLS) which builds up layers 
by using a laser beam to scan selectively across the surface of the powder bed. After each cross-section is 
scanned, the fused powder mass bed is lowered by one layer thickness before a new layer is applied on top and 
the routine is repeated until the object is completed. In SLS there is no requirement for support structure since 
all untouched powder remains become support for the sintered ones.   
As of yet, this technique suffers major limitations in either direct use or indirect (mould replication) use in 
microfluidic research because the created parts are porous thus leading to mechanical toughness and surface 
finishing impairment. 
2.5.8 LITHOGRAPHY  
It a hybrid of both material removing and deposition technology. It is essential to note that lithography can be 
defined regarding direct use only. In the broad spectrum of prototyping, techniques lithography leans towards 
material deposition, although it requires material removal techniques as a complementary process to achieve 
the anticipated functioning POCT chip. The rudimentary process behind is selective lithography imprinting, 
which involves creating patterns on specific areas while simultaneously protecting areas not preferred 
untouched. For instance, ink can be used to create patterns on a material while the areas that are expected to be 
untouched are covered with wax. Good examples of these techniques that can be utilized for microfluidics 
fabrication are optical and x-ray lithography.  
2.5.9 OPTICAL LITHOGRAPHY  
 Optical lithography makes use of UV light to transfer geometric patterns onto sensitive materials are known 
as photoresist on the surface of a substrate. The commonly used substrate and photoresist are a silicon wafer 
and SU-8. The process starts with the deposition of silicon dioxide (SiO2) which serves as a barrier layer on 
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the surface of the wafer. Subsequently, a technique is known as spin coating[317], [318] is used to build the 
required height in micrometres by uniform layer on layer deposition on the wafer surface. Irradiation is then 
applied through a glass photomask that can cause the exposed resist to either be more soluble (positive resist) 
or less soluble (negative resist). For positive resists, the dissolution by solubility that occurs due to light 
exposure is washed away by the developer solvent to leave precise openings surrounded by walls of resisting 
untouched. The exact opposite is the case for negative resists as exposure to light induces polymerization that 
causes the resist to be insoluble to the developer solution, whereas the unexposed area is then removed by the 
developer solution. 
The main advantage of this technique above others is the closure of micro-channels which is inclusive in the 
fabrication method without any additional bonding process. Micro-channel development depends on several 
key factors which include resisting material, spin rotational speed, the power of exposure and tilting angle of 
the substrate. Likewise, this newly created channels can also be sealed by creating a second SU-8 layer on top 
by similar light exposure and developer treatment. Also, the use of SU-8 can also allow on-chip integration to 
other SU-8 created functional components, like micropumps, microvalves, and complex microfluidic networks 
The recent improvement in technology has afforded cheaper, and faster alternative using dry film resist (DFR) 
[319], [320]. DFR offers numerous advantages over liquid resist (SU8) such as good adaptability, exceptional 
adhesion to any substrate, decent flatness, no requirement of liquid handling, even resist distribution, low 
energy exposure, low cost and short processing time. However, the main challenge of this method is the setting 
up cost which is relatively very high in comparison to other techniques even though DFR have cheaper to setup 
than SU-8. Furthermore, SU-8 are predisposed to large internal stress and once developed; they are very 
difficult to be removed from structures. Likewise, both liquid and a DFR require a uniform flat substrate to 
create precise structures; they also are not effective in create non-flat surface structures and require an 
extremely clean room environment for its protocols. 
2.5.10  X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY 
Lately, X-ray lithography has been adapted [321]–[323] for fabricating polymer microchannels using PMMA 
as substrate. PMMA is a suitable material for this process because of its high sensitivity to X-ray absorption 
(mild X-rays of 0.7-0.8mm) and degradation. This technique is similar to the positive resist technique of optical 
lithography. But in this case, the photomask that bears the geometrical patterns is made of gold. Gold is a 
typical X-ray absorber because of its high atomic number, and the mask thickness depends on of the intensity 
of the exposure. For example, the gold mask must be approximately five to ten micrometres thick to absorb x-
rays with energy in the range of 5 keV to provide corresponding depth into PMMA of several hundred 
micrometres [324]. As the thick gold layer absorbs X-rays, the sections that are transparent to the X-rays are 
degraded. On the other hand, the photoresist which is PMMA can be spun as one single layer, multiple layers 
or joined as a pre-cast commercial sheet. The sheet is joined to the substrate by the liquid monomer, MMA. 
After the exposure, the degradation of PMMA into soluble oligomer [325] before they are dissolved in a 
developing solvent comes as a result of X-ray induced scission reactions. 
This technique yields better high aspect ratio structures than photolithography because X-ray operates at a 
much shorter wavelength than UV light, even Deep UV (DUV)[326] light and also provide increased lateral 
resolution. However, their setup cost goes into millions of dollars, and operating cost can run into hundreds of 
dollars per hour just to recuperate the actual operating expenses. Nevertheless, subsequent duplicates PMMA 
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moulds can be made from the master synchrotron made a mold reduce cost by injection moulding or hot 
embossing. This method is mostly suited from replication, not direct use.  
 
2.5.11  MATERIAL REMOVING TECHNOLOGY  
Unlike material depositing techniques, material removing techniques create structures by locally removing 
material from designated parts of bulk. In microfluidics techniques such as laser ablation, micromilling or 
etching are commonly used. These methods typically create negative spaces that form the microchannels and 
fluidic elements in substrates. However, they are not suitable when the cost of the substrate is a major concern.  
2.5.12  ETCHING  
This technology is one of the earliest fabrication method used in microelectronics or MEMS involving silicon 
and glass. Likewise, they have mostly being used as a complementary process in techniques as optical 
lithography and micromachining. Due to current trend glass, microfluidics components seem to be the preferred 
choice in the POCT field due to its physical characteristics of transparency. Etching techniques are categorised 
either as dry or wet etching. When the material is removed from it can do by either process it can either be 
isotropically (uniformly in all directions) or anisotropic etching (constant surface area and uniformity in depth). 
The major difference between the two processes is the material removal rate which is faster in wet-etching and 
can be subjected to varying temperature or the concentration of the wetting agent. However, both require mask 
similar to optical lithography so only unmasked areas will be touched. In dry etching, the removal process is 
done by physical, chemical or both means. Physical dry etching utilises plasma that generates bombarding ions, 
electrons or photons with high kinetic energy to knock out the atoms from the substrate surface, which in turns 
results in material disintegration by evaporation. While, the case of chemical dry etching don’t require actual 
liquid etchants but instead gas etchant such as tetrafluoromethane (CH4), sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), nitrogen 
trifluoride (NF3), chlorine gas (Cl2), or fluorine (F2) [327] to cause surface ablation. A commonly known 
combination (physical and chemical) is called reactive ion etching. This process is the most extensively used 
dry etching technic because it's faster and able to achieved better resolution than both the physical and chemical 
results. The method of operation involves dissociation of enchanting molecules to more reactive species by 
high energy collision from plasma ionisation reaction.  
On the other hand, wet etching involves exposing the substrates to corrosive solvents in liquid form. As the 
liquid etchant diffuses across the exposed surfaces, a reduction-oxidation reaction occurs between the liquid-
solid interfaces causing degradation. Furthermore, the rate degradation determines is determined by 
the concentration of the etchant. Isotropic wet etching uses a combination of hydrofluoric acid, 
nitric acid, and acetic acid (HNA) as etchant solvent for silicon. While, potassium hydroxide 
(KOH), ethylenediamine pyrocatechol (EDP), or tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) are 
some of the anisotropic wet etching agents for silicon [328]. The major advantages dry etching 
is anisotropic etch profile is easily attainable, enchant consumption is relatively small.  Whereas, wet etching 
requires simple equipment and possess high substrate selectivity. For the disadvantages, dry etching requires 
complex equipment and protocols, while their substrate material selectivity is very low.   On another hand wet 
etching chemical cost are relatively high, and small geometries precisions are not consistently accurate (prone 
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to undercutting) [329], [330]. In general, it is possible to use this technique for replication mold or direct use 
in microfluidic chips fabrication.  
2.5.13  LASER ABLATION 
This micromachining process involves using a powerful laser to shape or create geometric structures on a 
substrate. Just as lithography and etching techniques discussed ablation might be achieved by exposure through 
a mask. The defining difference between the substrate and mask is the significant absorption at the laser 
wavelength. For the mask, they are expected to have very low absorption, e.g. most metals. A good example 
of a commonly used substrate is PMMA due to its significant absorption of the emission wavelength of the 
laser (i.e. 427 °C for PMMA) [331]. Alternatively, direct-write maskless systems can still be used to create 
channels and other microfluidic structures. In this process, the laser is held at a constant position while the 
platform that bears the substrate is moveable. This technique has a better turnaround because the design of the 
microchannel network can be changed quickly during the prototyping process instead of time spent designing 
new masks. One the other hand, the drawback of this method is the inability to mass produce parts since they 
are made in a sequential manner.  
In general, the shape develops by laser ablation are usually square or rectangular with straight edges. Moreover, 
laser-ablated channels have far worse surface roughness than most material removing techniques. The degree 
of roughness is highly reliant on the absorption of the polymer at the excimer wavelength. While, the depth of 
laser-ablated channels is dependent on many parameters including polymer absorption, laser power, pulse rate, 
and some passes made across the channel. There are varieties of commercially available plastics such as 
polycarbonate, polystyrene, cellulose acetate, and poly(ethylene terephthalate) [306], [332], [333] that can be 
used to fabricated microchannels using ArF excimer laser (193 nm)[334]. 
2.5.14  MICROMILLING 
micromilling process involves micro-cutting that is characterized by the mechanical interaction of a fast 
spinning piercing tool that causes splintering within specifically defined paths on the substrate. The residue of 
this process is usually in the form of chips [335] that can be easily blown or washed off. This method is mostly 
suited to mould replication in microfluidics, and the type of material general used as substrate are metals (e.g. 
aluminium). Although polymers can also be subjected to this process, they are highly selective due to their 
comparable mechanical strength to metals. PMMA is a good example of commonly used polymers because of 
its good mechanical strength, thermal resistance, and dimensional stability. Furthermore, PMMA optical 
transparency also provides a major advantage. The capability of producing high-quality microchannels and 
other geometric structures are determined by the material, diameter and sharpness of the cutting tools. The 
main cutting tools in this miniaturisation process are cemented carbide and diamond. Both tools achievable 
minimum width of the microchannels is proportional to the diameter of the tool. There are commercially 
available carbide tools down to the size of 5µm while diamond is within the Range of 100µm. However, tools 
below 100µm are prone to unpredictable failures. In the case of tool sharpness, diamond mills are within the 
range of 50nm and are capable of surface roughness Ra 10nm with no burrs (channel edge roughness). 
Whereas, carbide mills have a sharpness around 1µm to 10µm [336]with considerable burrs.  
The major shortcoming of micromilling is the difficulty in defining small geometric structures consistently due 
to excessive tool failure. Furthermore, they do have expensive setup cost but are relatively cheaper in 
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comparison to lithography. On the bright side, Micromilling is a capable and cost-effective technique to 
fabricate PMMA microfluidics for research purposes.  
2.5.15  MICRO ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING 
Micro Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) is quite similar with the principals of macro Electrical Discharge 
Machining the only difference is the plasma channel diameter. Micro-scale EDM is a thermal process that 
utilises electrical discharges to erode electrically conductive materials. Since the materials only applicable are 
metals, this easily categorises this method as means for mould making.  This process involves two electrodes 
that are separated by a dielectric medium, then brought together to a specific threshold were the dielectric 
medium breaks down and becomes conductive. As a result, sparks will be generated between the electrodes 
that create a successive surge of thermal energy. When this thermal energy is released, it causes the material 
surface to melt and evaporate rapidly, creating voids. The precise control of the energy magnitude regarding 
voltage and current can help create micro features on any electrically conductive material. Since µEDM is a 
no-contact and no-force process in comparison to micromilling they can easily be used to cut micro features of 
complex shapes and thin walled microchannels without distortion. Moreover, the µEDM process leaves no 
burrs. The major drawbacks are the use of only conductive materials, i.e., (insulators) are out of the process. 
Moreover, setup cost is more expensive than conventional micromilling. 
2.6 PROTOTYPE REPLICATION TECHNOLOGY 
This technological process is employed for the sole purpose of replicating parts and components that are 
integral to the entire POCT chip formation at a mass production level. Commercial viability is also key to this 
process, as a low cost at high quality improves marketability. Consequently, this is targeted towards end users, 
but some of its methods can also be utilized in research prototyping. A typical process involves selection of 
precision fabrication technique to create a master mould that bears the intended design to be replicated through 
a specific process to several parts.  
2.6.1 INJECTION MOLDING 
In this replication method, wet or dry etching techniques are employed to create structures with higher aspect 
ratios [337] and precise geometrical features on a silicon substrate. Subsequently, nickel electroformed [337] 
is the process used to produce the metal master mould by electroplating a layer of metal, with a thickness within 
the range of few micrometres to a few millimetres. Metal masters are a lot stronger and longer lasting than 
masters made of silicon, glass or polymers. They can be utilised to yield hundreds of thousands of injection 
moulded parts with features microfluidic elements. The replication process involves the nickel electroformed 
being mounted onto a mould insert and the polymer of choice is melted to a viscous liquid when pushed by a 
mechanical screw through a heated chamber. Afterwards, the liquid polymer is injected at high pressure into 
the mounted mould (with nickel electroformed), and as contact is made with the mould walls, the heated 
polymers start to cool down, resulting in well-defined solid features [338]. Injection moulding technique is 
very versatile and almost any plastic part, or component can be made efficiently. PMMA [339] and PC [340] 
are good examples of polymers used in this replication process. The major advantage of this technique is 
accuracy; it can be used to produce channel sizes ranging from10µm to few hundred micrometres. Their major 
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Limitation is that they are not cost effective for research prototyping since few copies are required with a 
frequent change of designs. 
 
2.6.2 HOT EMBOSSING  
This method shares a similar process to injection moulding in the case of metal master mould preparation. 
However, this technique involves the use of a hydraulic press to imprint the master mould forcefully on a 
polymer material after it has been softening to a temperature close to the Tg. The stamp with the mould design 
is applied at low pressure for a period less than 10 minutes on the plastic. As a result, plastic, microchannel 
features are the exact mirror of the metal stamp. Alternatively, this same process can still be done in plastic at 
room temperature, but high pressures. Though the turnaround time is a lot shorter, the product finishing is 
much more dependent on numerous constraints including imprinting pressure, imprinting time and properties 
of the plastic itself [340]. Moreover, the lifespan of room temperature imprinting is a lot shorter than at elevated 
temperature.  
Hot embossing or room temperature imprinting can be successive done on several types of plastic with 
excellent device-to-device reproducibility. Good examples of plastics include polystyrene (PS)[341], 
polyethylene tetra phthalate glycol (PETG)[342], polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)[343], polyvinylchloride 
(PVC), and polycarbonate[344]. Just like injection moulding their downside is the setup cost and lack of 
flexibility in design altering needed for prototyping research. 
2.6.3 SOFT LITHOGRAPHY 
Soft lithography is a widely used rapid and efficient way to create microfluidic prototypes. This method is a 
very cost effective and is used extensively for research for research purposes. As with all other techniques 
described thus far, a positive relief master may be needed, but not necessary in silicon. As for this technique, 
since its research inclined the turnaround time is highly dependent on the fabrication method of making the 
master mould. As of recent 3D printing techniques have been useful in fulfilling this requirement because of 
the flexibility involved in design changes endemic in rapid prototyping. In the case of material utilised, an 
elastomeric polymer that is liquid at room temperature is required to be cast onto the master mould and allowed 
to cure at a high temperature. Subsequently, the cured material with the micropatterns is bonded to another 
substrate more likely glass, before they are functional. A commonly used material for this process is PDMS 
because of its favourable mechanical and optical properties. PDMS is a mixture ratio of a prepolymer and 
curing agent. A standard mix ratio is 10:1 (i.e. 10g of prepolymer to 1g of curing agent) [246]. As a result, the 
mechanical properties of PDMS can be narrowly altered by either increasing the prepolymer to reduce elastic 
modulus or increasing curing agent to increase elastic modulus. The curing process of PDMS can occur slowly 
at room temperature or speedily at a slightly elevated temperature (generally 40–70 °C for PDMS) before they 
are peeled off the mould. Polyurethane elastomer is an excellent alternative to PDMS as it has better relative 
mechanical strength [345] with optical transparency. However, the protocols involved in casting are very 
stringent and do have potential health [346] concerns.   
The major drawback in soft lithography is the design limitation since most moulds are created as either positive 
or negative the outcome of the cast is a 2.5-Dimensional (2.5-D) object that requires another layer substrate 
(glass or similar material) to complete it. Although, the fabrication of 3-D is not somewhat impossible but will 
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require several designs of moulds, that are individually representative of different layers in a multi-layer three-
dimensional structure [347].  
 
2.7 SUMMARY 
Viscosity and surface tension and wetting stood out to be the most important factors in designing the 
microfluidic cartridge due to the larger surface to volume ratio in the microchannels. The common purpose 
they share is to provide fluid flow with minimal drag and ease of manipulation during transit. For viscosity, 
since most of the anticipated transport fluids and chemical reagent share similar characteristics with water-
based solutions, and the viscosity of water is usually sufficient and appropriate in most microfluidic devices. 
Therefore, viscosity will only be critical in oil based or highly viscosity fluid systems which are beyond the 
scope of this thesis. The case of surface tension is mostly applicable in interfacial tension that exists in 
multiphase flow at liquid-gas interfaces. At this boundary, the cohesion of liquid molecules at the surface is 
greater than the adhesion of the gas molecules. Consequently, considerable surface tension at the interface can 
reduce adverse bubble formation in continuous the flow. Similar to surface tension is the wetting phenomenon 
that is primarily concerned with the solid-liquid interface. In microfluidics, the solid microchannels surfaces 
can either be described as hydrophobic or hydrophilic respect to the fluid interface. In hydrophilic channels, 
which are known to have minimal boundary slip, the fringe particles of the transport fluid tend to have a 
stronger adhesive relationship with its surface than cohesion with themselves. As a result, they are a significant 
influence in the phenomenon of capillarity, which is a self-perpetuating fluid motion that enables fluid spread 
easily on surrounding adhesive surfaces. This mostly advantageous in enhancing fluid motion in microchannels 
with minimal means of fluid actuation. Although they are helpful in fluid transport, fluid manipulation or 
handling may require a more complicated process and most of all; they are susceptible to drag which can 
interfere with the delicate interfacial tension at the liquid-gas interface in a pressure driven flow. Thus, they 
may be easily prone to bubbles formation. On the plus side, they are preferable more in biochemical reactions 
involve liquid separations. On the other hand, hydrophobic surfaces offer considerable boundary slip due to 
the negligible adhesive interactions with the fluid particles. Thus, there will be less fluid contact, resulting in 
minimal drag between the surfaces. In comparison to fluid motion of on hydrophilic surfaces that self-actuating, 
hydrophobic surfaces, requires an existential force such as pressure to propel the fluid through the 
microchannels. This attribute makes them more susceptible to manipulation in a pressure actuated flow system. 
Furthermore, advancement in technology has offered innovative surface modification techniques that can be 
used to create favourable wetting characteristic on a material to be utilised for specific microfluidic 
applications.  
For instance, surface roughness can be a means to amplify hydrophobicity while the use of surfactant or plasma 
treatment to increase the surface energy that will enhance hydrophilicity. Thus, the understanding of the 
interactions between the biomolecules and surfaces play a major role in the material selection process. 
Amongst the various material discussed polymers as the substrate has shown better significance due to their 
wide range of physical characteristics suitable for microfluidic applications. Practical cases are their 
mechanical resilience, transparency and high-temperature tolerance and biocompatibility that form the major 
features needed for core chip functions such as DNA amplification and detection. PDMS, PMMA, PC and 
COC tend to be most widely used polymers due to their low cost, ease of fabrication and market availability.  
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However, other materials that pale in comparison to polymers such as metals, silicon, etc. which don’t account 
for the bulk parts of the POCT chip, do contribute to other microfluidic elements creation or enhancement. For 
instance, silicon can be used for electromechanical components such as electrostatic diaphragms for valves or 
pumps. Also, gold can be used as alternate means of optical high-sensitivity detection by in microfluidic 
channels by Resonant light scattering spectroscopy. On the other hand, fabrication techniques mainly revolve 
around setup cost, production cost, surface roughness, the simplicity of operation and aspect ratio definition. 
Of all the above attributes mentioned, none of the fabrication technique discussed offers a total solution. 
Moreover, it can be deduced that as the surface finish and aspect ratio improves there is a significant 
correspondence in the product and setup cost. Besides, prevalent technology makes some of these techniques 
not yet appropriate for POCT device creation because of the poor surface finishing or the limited choice of 
materials that can be processed with their respective protocols. Nonetheless, 3D print offers a reasonable 
solution in academic or research environment as a result of the recent improvement and commercial availability 
of printers in the marketplace. While for the commercial aspect, hot embossing and injection moulding are the 
still the best available option as of yet.  
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3.DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF CARTRIDGE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In this section, a 3D concept model of a microfluidic cartridge was designed to achieve rudimentary functions 
of DNA extraction, purification, and amplification. The concept model of the microfluidic cartridge entails 
element such as inlet, outlet, chambers, valve, multiplexer and most importantly the microchannels that link 
all components up. Taking into cognizant the knowledge gain from the literature review, the choice of material 
was PDMS, while the means of cartridge fabrication was soft lithography. Likewise, the means of sealing the 
cartridge was done utilising the plasma bonding technique also described in chapter two. 3D printing which 
was key in determining the aspect ratio of design modelling process was chosen as a means fabricate moulds 
required for casting the PDMS structure. Furthermore, the principle of passive valve operation, discussed in 
the literature review was also considered when designing the passive valve and multiplexer which are both 
required for the chip to perform its primary functions. The means of validating the prototype cartridge model 
was done by the use of computational fluid dynamic simulation. 
3.2 DESIGN OBJECTIVES: 
The design process aimed to fabricate a microfluidic cartridge capable of performing complex fluid handling 
operations that are representative of laboratory chemical protocol in a continuous flow process. In order to 
achieve this cartridge functionality, the following objectives were met: 
 Design a 3D model microfluidic chamber that will perform DNA extraction and elution.  
 Design a 3D model microfluidic waste chamber that will handle waste treatment  
 Design a 3D model microfluidic chambers that will perform DNA amplification 
 Design a multiplexer to distribute fluid to the designated amplification chambers 
 Design a passive valve to regulate flow within the cartridge 
 Perform computational fluidic dynamics simulation to validate the cartridge functions 
 Fabricate the concept cartridge model by soft lithography using PDMS and a 3D printed mould 
 Performing a sealing process with glass slide using plasma the bonding technique  
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Figure	3.1.	Pictorial	illustration	of	microchannel	aspect	ratio	of	 unit	mm .	
3.3 DESIGN GEOMETRY OF FLUIDIC ELEMENTS 
This chapter is primarily concerned with the interconnectivity and interdependency between the inlet, outlet, 
microchannels and chambers on the chip. Each pair of fluidic elements plays unique roles within the 
distribution flow network. Likewise, their dimensions and geometrical configurations are prerequisite 
parameters for determining flow characteristics of the anticipated fluid movement. The predefined sectional 
boundary of the chip was derived from a “50mm x 75mm” glass microscope slide. This slide provides the area 
which all the fluidic elements will be positioned spatially to one another in the flow network. In the case of 
depth of the chip, 4mm provides material thickness sufficient to enhance strength as well as provide excess 
space regarding the height of fluidic elements. The Solid Works 3D design software is the means utilised to 
create 3D prototype design concepts. 
Lab-on-a-chip protocols are the prerequisites before any design conceptualization, and in this section, a 
summarised version is utilised to form a fluid flow pattern on the positive mould (detailed experimental 
protocols are discussed in the amplification chapter). The pre-requisite aspect ratio of 0.5 mm was used to 
define most of the microchannels within the microfluidic chip model design as depicted in Figure 3.1. This 
aspect ratio was the preferable choice when the relative sizes of other fluidic element and most the available 
3D printer quality were all taken into consideration. Detailed design configurations of the other modular 
features of the cartridge are discussed in the later sections of this chapter. The below are the required fluidic 
elements: 
 
 One amplification inlet port 
 One sample inlet port 
 Six amplification outlet ports 
 One waste outlet port 
 One central reaction chamber (CRC) 
 One waste reaction chamber (WRC) 
 Six amplification reaction chambers (ARC) 
 One passive valve  
 One non-sequential multiplexer 








3.3.1 3D GEOMETRY DESIGN OF INLET AND OUTLET PORTS 
The design concept revolves around apertures that fit with individual microfluidic external fittings and 
connectors (e.g. syringe) for mostly the case of the inlet. Although, they may also apply to outlets if the 
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Figure	3.2.	3D	geometrical	design	of	inlet	and	outlet	 unit	mm .
processed sample is to be extracted for post-processing in the case of DNA gel analysis. In all, outlets and 
inlets as supposed to be open enough to permit airflow and sufficiently reduce environmental or ambient 








3.3.2 3D GEOMETRY DESIGN OF CENTRAL REACTION CHAMBER 
This design aims to create a chamber with functions such as; less flow resistance (that aids quick fill-up) and 
minimal air bubbles formation. It is also worth mentioning that it is imperative for this specific design functions 
should have experimental repeatability. Furthermore, the design also took into consideration space 
management and anticipated fluid volume capacity due to the insertion of a chitosan membrane within the 
chamber Figure 3.3b.  The chosen shape is trapezoidal, and Figure 3.4a shows the dimensions of the reservoir 
geometric design.  The volume capacity of the central reaction chamber (CRC) is 115 µL without the chitosan, 
but have a net volume 65 µL with the chitosan thickness of 650µm. The determinant factor for the liquid 
capacity was deducted from the experimental liquid sample requirement. 
3.3.3 3D GEOMETRY DESIGN OF WASTE REACTION CHAMBER 
The reasons for a circular waste chamber are space management and proximity to the reaction chamber. Smooth 
and quick waste deposition in the waste chamber was significant to the chip function as a result proximity of 
both reaction chambers was imperative in the design modelling.  The proximity of the waste chamber to the 
reaction chamber was imperative. Likewise, as a result of proximity space management (Figure 3.3a) was 
considered because a high-volume capacity bigger than the CRC was required. Furthermore, circular chambers 
require less space in comparison to trapezoidal chambers for equal volume due to their cross-sectional area. 
The capacity of the design model (Figure 3.3c) is 220 µL which is twice the volume of the CRC. This volume 
disparity, provide sufficient room to accommodate the total volume expelled from the CRC as well as the 
chemical waste treatment that involves volume expansion. 
Chemical waste treatment primary functions are to store and treat the liquid from expelled CRC. In other words, 
the main purpose is to prevent waste fluid in the WRC from going into the immediate environment to biological 
pollution. This chemical process involves the use of proprietary superabsorbent polymers (SAP) also referred 
to as Sodium Polyacrylate. These polymers are extremely hydrophilic and can absorb and retain extremely 
large quantities of a liquid relative to their mass (about 500 times its weight). Below are the physical properties 
of the gotten from the manufacturers [348]: 
 Appearance: White Powder  
 Absorption Capacity: De-ionized water 400 times 
 Absorption Capacity: 0.9% NaCl solution 60 times 
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 Bulk Density: g/cm3 0.6  
 pH: 6 to 8 
 
SAP does have the capability to be concentrated up to 99.9% liquid and then solidify in gel-like substance 
within forty to fifty seconds depending on the chemical nature of the waste liquid. For instance, it is indicated 
by the manufacturer that 35g will solidify approximately 800ml of liquid. So, therefore, by mathematical 
deduction of cross multiplication: 10 grammes of SAP (Figure 3.3c) will solidify approximately 220ml of 
liquid. This liquid amount (220ml) is about four times the capacity of the central reaction chamber (Figure 
3.3b) with chitosan and twice without. With this liquid volume design consideration, a proper contingency for 

























3.3.4 3D DESIGN OF A MICROFLUIDIC AMPLIFICATION CHAMBERS 
The geometrical design of this chamber is prescribed from previous research was done by Doclab at Brunel 
University  [349], that made use of similar chamber design and spatial configuration. This choice of reservoir 
design was chosen as a result of the real-time Fluorescence DNA detection device [350] manufacture 
specifically for the geometrical shape characteristics. Focus, in this thesis, was to use this design features, but 







Figure	 3.3.	 a 	 3D	 geometry	 design	 of	 central	 reaction	 and	 waste	 chambers.	 b 	 Central	 reaction
chamber	 with	 chitosan.	 c 	 Waste	 reaction	 chamber	 with	 Sodium	 Polyacrylate	 Superabsorbent
powder .	
Figure	3.4.	 a 	2D	schematic	diagram	of	central	reaction	chamber.	 b 	2D	schematic	diagram	of
waste	reaction	chamber.	
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up simultaneously within a very short period. So below is the 3d design concept of the parallel linked 
amplification chambers (Figure 3.5). Volume capacity of each chamber is 35µL which is aligned with the 















3.4 3D DESIGN OF PASSIVE MICROVALVE 
The passive valve design in this thesis utilises a geometrical feature to control or regulate fluid flow between 
to key process termed first half and second half which are properly illustrated in more detail in later sections. 
Furthermore, this device also brings to together the main sections of the microfluidic cartridge (Figure 3.6) as 
shown in Figure 3.7. Fluid flows into the WRC for processing indicates the end of the protocols within the first 
half of the experimental process. As fluid volume builds up in the waste reservoir, the passive valve temporally 
restricts flow to microfluidic multiplexer till the start of the second half process. Figure 3.9 shows the fluid 
flow overreach into the multiplexer during the waste volume fill-up process. This action is critically needed to 
avoid complicated fluid handling mechanisms, while at the same time prevent contaminants from entering the 
amplification chambers which may have an adverse effect on the overall experimental results.  Figure 3.8 gives 
a vivid process involving several test configurations used to develop an efficient passive valve. Although, the 
variables tested were restricted to a range of values from “200 to 500 microns” aspect ratio that was within the 
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From the figure above the section bounded by red dotted lines are representative of the sequence involving 
fluidic processes within the CRC and WRC, while the processes that occur within the multiplexer and ARC 
are represented by the blue dotted lines. Each section is connected to another by a passive valve. The mechanics 
of the passive valve design involves the use of a narrower channel to bridge to similar channels of similar 
geometries. This geometric interruption is responsible for regulating flow between each section by hindering 
flow temporally as a result of pressure variation across the narrow channel. The (narrowness Figure 3.8) of the 
passive is proportional to the passive valve resistance which relies heavily on the aspect ratio finish of the 
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3.4.1 MULTIPHASE FLOW SIMULATION OF PASSIVE VALVE 
 In this simulation, the computational domain of the test model is filled with air at the initial stage. Unlike 
single phase flow, that assumes the model to be a vacuum that will be filled gradually by an independent fluid. 
The initially filled region will be progressively displaced by another fluid inflow into the computational 
domain. Both the fluids in this simulation a separated by an Interfacial surface tension boundary that prevents 
unwanted mixture of the fluids. Although, constraints such as wall condition, pressure, the speed of flow and 
most especially geometrical shape may cause a temporary rupture in the interfacial boundary film; leading to 
air bubbles formation.  The goals of this experiments are to ascertain proper filling of both chambers without 
air bubble formation, and time it takes before the passive valve seal is breached. 
Below are the boundary conditions for the experiment carried out using Ansys Workbench CFX. 
Initial Boundary conditions: 
• Simulation time 20 seconds 
• Chamber volume 50µL 
• Air @ 250C (fills the chamber) 
• Ambient pressure 1 atm 
• Air density 1.185 kgm-3 
• Inlet-Water flowrate 8µL/s  
• Water density 998 kgm-3 
• Water (liquid)-Air (gas) Interfacial surface tension 0.072Nm 
• Wall (solid)-liquid (water) surface tension hydrophobic condition 
• Free surface flow 
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3.4.2 SINGLE PHASE FLOW SIMULATION OF PASSIVE VALVE 
Unlike multiphase simulation, single phase involves only one fluid moving through a vacuum while 
simultaneously interacting with the geometrical constraints within the defined volume domain. As a result, the 
variation of pressure and inflow velocity within the domain will be captured. 
Below are the boundary conditions for the experiment carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics. 
Initial Boundary conditions: 
• Ambient pressure 1 atm 
• Inlet-Water flowrate 8µL/s  
• Water density 998kg/m3  


























and	 passive	 valve	 300µm	width .	 The	 first	 legend	 on	 the	 right‐hand	 side	 indicates	 the	 Reynolds	
number,	while	the	second	legend	highlights	flow	velocity	in	metres	per	seconds	 m/s .	
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3.4.3 SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF PASSIVE VALVE 
The simulation performed in Figure 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 were done on three different passive valve thickness 
as shown in Figure 3.8. After this simulation exerscise, the width thickness of 300µm was selected. The 






























In Figure 3.13, two broken lines (red and blue) originate from a common nodal point where pressure was 
expected to be equal. The red line indicates pressure variation for all the different width, while the blue line 
represents the waste channel flow. Furthermore, the green line which is highlighted by the marker A specifies 
the region where the pressure seal likely breaks. At this threshold point the maximum buildup of pressure stalls. 
The simulation results at a flowrate of using water at 8µL/s are graphically illustrated in Figure 3.14, as it 
highlights the individual pressure differential of all the selected narrow passive valve widths along with the 
waste channel. The graph shows the why the flow preferably moves to the waste channel by the 
disproportionate pressure variation of the blue line in comparison with the others. This flow singularity can be 
illustrated in Figure 3.12, as it shows a transient acceleration of flowrate from ( 0.0092m/s to 0.0128m/s) into 
waste channel. 
Likewise, the reference point A depicts the transitional point between the more extensive and narrow section 
where the valve seal has a high probability of failure. An interesting repetitive pattern which shows pressure 
steadily decline at a very listless pace as it approaches the reference marker A. Afterwards, there is a sharp 
decline in pressure as the flow progressively moves past the narrow section. This phenomenon explains the 
sudden and short-lived rapid increase in velocity as fluid enters the constricted channel due to a sudden drop 
in pressure. From then onwards minimal pressure differential is required to maintain flow through the narrow 
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before fluid gets to the reference point A (101325.8158 Pa). At this point the valve has a high probability failure 
rate in contrast to the 200 and 300 microns valves that exhibited steady decline. Although, 200 microns valve 







There are three critical reasons for this choice. First, the 200 microns dimension is very close to the 3D printer 
most exceptional aspect ratio which may give room for inconsistent geometrical layer formation.  Secondly, 
the pressurized high flow at a rate within the region of 10µl/s may result in liquid shearing along the narrow 
channel dominated by high surface tension due to its hydrophobic characteristics and a large surface to volume 
ratio. This drawback may result in air bubble formation mostly when multiple fluids are expected to be used 
on a single cartridge serially; resulting in the valve functionality impairment. However, the possibility of this 
occurrence can be mitigated by significantly reducing the length of the passive valve. The Third factor brings 
into focus time constraint as shown in Figure 3.10 that utilizes Ansys multiphase CFD simulation to depict 
water been regulated to the waste chamber before the 300 microns valve seal breaks above the period of 17 
seconds. As a result, a slimmer version of the valve will require need more time which may not be suitable for 
the overall fluid processing time of the microfluidic cartridge. Also, the use of excessive pressure to compensate 




3.5 3D DESIGN OF A MICROFLUIDIC MULTIPLEXER  
The design of a parallel circuit that is utilised in distributing equal amplification reagents simultaneously to the 
six amplification reaction chambers (ARC). The spatial configuration of the multiplexer channels circuit is 
Figure	3.14.	Line	graph	showing	the	pressure	along	passive	valves	width	 300µm,	400µm	and	500µm 	
in	comparison	with	the	pressure	along	the	channel	leading	to	the	waste	chamber.	
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Figure	3.15.	Spatial	configuration	of	a	0.5mm	aspect	ratio	multiplexer	microchannels	linked	to
the	six	amplification	chambers		
contingent on the limited space as illustrated in (Figure 3.6) as the dotted blue lines. Furthermore, Figure 3.6, 
also shows critical node points (a, b and c) that were specifically chosen to be key distribution points for each 
six ARC. Node “a” is the main distribution point that creates two different microchannel paths to node “b” and 
“c” equidistant from each other. Furthermore, since each of chambers was prearranged as secondary nodes (b1, 
b2 and b3) are directly interlinked to primary node “b” at equal distance. Likewise, secondary node (c1, c2 and 
c3) are linked to primary node “c” at equal distance. For unique cases, such as serpentine microchannel link 
between b-b2 and c-c2 are a result of space management consideration when equal distance is to be applied to 
all secondary links (b-b1, b-b2, b-b3, c-c1, c-c2 and c-c3). Each of this secondary links of equal length from 
their primary nodes a form a non-sequential multiplexer that divides the dispensed amplification reagent into 

















3.5.1 MULTIPHASE FLOW SIMULATION OF MULTIPLEXER 
The simulation protocols and parameters employed here are similar to that of the passive valve. The goal of 
this simulation observes the capability and efficiency of the multiplexer to fill each of the six amplification 
chambers.  Below are the Initial Boundary conditions for the experiment carried out using Ansys Workbench 
CFX. 
• Simulation time 30 seconds  
• Inlet-Water flowrate 8µL/s  
• Water density 998 kgm-3 
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3.5.2 SINGLE PHASE FLUID FLOW SIMULATION OF MULTIPLEXER 
The goal of this experiment was to deduct the change in fluid flow velocity through multiplexer bifurcated 
microchannels as well as the pressure drop across each of them. Below are the boundary conditions for the 
experiment carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics. 
Initial Boundary conditions: 
































Figure	 3.17.	 Illustration	 of	 pressure	 variation	 within	 the	 volume	 domain	 as	 fluid	 move	 from	 central	
chamber	through	the	passive	valve	 300µm	width 	to	the	multiplexer	for	distribution	the	amplification	
reservoirs.	
Figure	3.18.	Depiction	of	 flow	velocity	variation	 in	the	volume	domain	with	passive	valve	of	 300µm
width 	 connected	 to	 a	 multiplexer.	 The	 first	 legend	 on	 the	 right‐hand	 side	 indicates	 the	 Reynolds
number,	while	the	second	legend	highlights	flow	velocity	in	metres	per	seconds	 m/s 	
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3.5.3 SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLEXER 
The primary goal was meant to be achieved with the multiphase and single phase simulation. The multiphase 
simulation displayed in Figure 3.16 was used to observe the fluid filling pattern of the bifurcate microchannels 
as well as their ability to completely fill up all six connected chambers.  At the  6.2 seconds mark of Figure 
3.16, it shows similar fluid distribution along the six multiplexer veins with subtle differences which mainly 
as a result of the difference in geometrical features such as microchannel bends and elbows. Subsequently, as 
flow progressed the liquid filling amongst the six chambers could be seen as unconventional as it developed 
into a non- sequential pattern. In summary the multiphase showed the efficacy of the multiplexer to fill up the 






















Single phase simulation was deployed to investigate the subtle flow resistance in the multiplexer channels and 
also the anomaly in the filling pattern in the ARC. During this flow process, subtle fluctuations in pressure and 
velocity were expected. This anticipated instability in flow velocity is depicted in Figure 3.18. In the Figure, 
the average speed in all reaction chambers is less than or equal to a Reynolds number of 1.  As for the rest areas 
inclusive of the multiplexer and passive valve the change in flow is very subtle. Similarly, in the case of 
pressure in the volume domain; it can be observed in Figure 3.17 pressure variation from of flow from the 
passive valve to all outlet ports of the ARC are within the range of 101325.5 Pa to 101325.0 Pa. This pressure 
variation is vividly captured in the multiplexer by the use of flow distribution vein outlines illustrated in Figure 
3.19 (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 and R6) which have their origins from node (b and c). Pressure drop analysis performed 
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Table 3.1. The derivation of fluidic resistance from critical pressure points concerning datum pressure. Note 
due to the subtle change in pressure registered at nine decimal places, the equal depiction of decimal numbers 






















































0.101331054    
     
RA1 0.101326406 4.64811E-06 3.78E-01 1.23E-05 
RA2 0.101325531 5.52375E-06 1.82E-01 3.03E-05 
RA3 0.101325359 5.69569E-06 3.51E-01 1.62E-05 
RB1 0.101326418 4.63618E-06 4.57E-01 1.01E-05 
RB2 0.101326179 0.000004875 2.28E-01 2.14E-05 
RB3 0.101326008 5.04681E-06 2.64E-01 1.91E-05 
RB4 0.101325853 0.000005201 2.91E-01 1.79E-05 
RB5 0.101325706 5.34814E-06 2.61E-01 2.05E-05 
RB6 0.101325595 5.45932E-06 1.51E-01 3.62E-05 
RB7 0.101325394 5.66070E-06 4.11E-01 1.38E-05 
RC1 0.101326447 4.60697E-06 3.75E-01 1.23E-05 
RC2 0.101325780 0.000005274 3.28E-01 1.61E-05 
RC3 0.101325394 5.66052E-06 3.43E-01 1.65E-05 
     
RD1 0.101326432 4.62263E-06 4.13E-01 1.12E-05 
RD2 0.101325587 5.46766E-06 1.43E-01 3.83E-05 
RD3 0.101325404 5.65039E-06 4.19E-01 1.35E-05 
RE1 0.101326406 4.64817E-06 4.55E-01 1.02E-05 
RE2 0.101326166 0.000004888 2.41E-01 2.03E-05 
RE3 0.101325991 5.06367E-06 2.82E-01 1.80E-05 
RE4 0.101325841 5.21380E-06 3.31E-01 1.58E-05 
RE5 0.101325700 5.35431E-06 2.06E-01 2.60E-05 
RE6 0.101325588 0.000005467 1.14E-01 4.78E-05 
RE7 0.101325428 5.62675E-06 3.41E-01 1.65E-05 
RF1 0.101326372 4.68257E-06 3.57E-01 1.31E-05 
RF2 0.101325707 5.34724E-06 3.21E-01 1.67E-05 
RF3 0.101325388 5.66629E-06 3.77E-01 1.50E-05 
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Further analysis was carried out on the fluidic resistances at specific junctions (Figure 3.20 and 3.21) where 
pressure loss was expected to critical. Hagen pousilles equation was used to calculate the fluidic resistance as 
shown in Table 3.1. It also worth noting that the reference pressure to used determine the pressure drops in 
each critical point was chosen at node “a.” at this point flow velocity is redeveloping again, pressure is stable, 
and most importantly flow distribution originates there. The anticipated fluctuation of the resistances in each 
location is captured accurately in Figure 3.22 graph which shows a mirror-like a behaviour between branches 
of similar geometrical structures. For instance, branch R1 having a resistance of (rA1, rA2 and rA3) show 
similarities to branch R4 of resistance (rD1, rD2 and rD3). Correspondingly, branch R2 having a resistance of (rB1, 
rB2 and rB3) show similarities to branch R5 of resistance (rE1, rE2 and rE3) and R3 with R6. However, the stark 
dissimilarities between the RBn series and REn series are came a result of the slight geometrical difference in 
dimensions (1.e they don’t share the same dimensions).  
In the case of the non-sequential filing of the amplification chamber, the geometrical features of each ARC 
outlet were taken into consideration. From the Figure 3.23b, a flow line method similar to the passive valve 
analysis was employed across the broad and narrow regions of the ports. These features are similar to a passive 
valve as flow moves from a wide section to a narrow section and as a result, there will be resistance to flow 
due to pressure. This pressure in pressure was captured in the Figure 3.24, that show the various drop in pressure 
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Figure 323 shows a planar section of the provisional passive valve that was representative of the 3D outlet port 
utilized for flow simulation. The intended functionality of this innovation was to ensure all microchambers get 
filled appropriately after passing through the unconventional patterned multiplexer.  
As expected there will be measurable pressure differential to instigate sufficient interferences as flow 
temporally ceases (Figure 3.23) if any chamber fills up until all are full in a non-sequential flow pattern. When 
taking into consideration this non-sequential filing of the designated microchambers, a flow line method similar 
to the passive valve analysis was employed across the broad and narrow regions of the ports. These features 
are similar to a passive valve as flow moves from a wide section to a narrow section and as a result, there will 
be resistance to flow due to the pressure differential. This pressure drop was captured in the Figure 3.24, that 
show the various drop in pressure across each port when liquid enters their chamber. 
 
3.6 CARTRIDGE PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION 
The composition of the cartridge was PDMS and a 75mm x 50mm glass slide. The PDMS was intended to hold 
or bear the internal geometric structures that form the unique modular elements in a complete microfluidic flow 
circuit.  The glass, in turn, was meant to seal the chip to prevent unwarranted liquid leakage.  Soft lithography 
was the selected means to fabricate the chip by the use of a positive 3D printed mould (Figure 3.25). Below 
was the list of the equipment required: 
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 Metal (stainless steel) Jig 
 3D mould 
 Electric Oven 
 Vacuum pump/ Centrifuge 
 Corona Plasma Treater 
 
3.6.1 3D PRINTING OF POSITIVE MOULD  
As discussed in the previous chapter the microfluidic moulds were designed using Solidworks CAD software 
and saved as STL files. PDMS based chips can be divided into two major components which are the negative 
PDMS mould and glass slide.  The use of 3D printers to is to create positive moulds which will be utilised for 
making negative PDMS mould. This thesis made use of two types of printers: (1) Objet30 Pro and (2) Viper 
si2 SLA system. Objet30 Pro is a 3D inkjet printer that utilises photopolymer for layer deposition and wax as 
support material (chapter 2), while 3d systems Viper SLA utilises stereolithographic technique for printing 
parts. For most of the supportive parts Objet30 Pro was preferred due to turnaround speed, but for the primary 













3.6.2 SOFT LITHOGRAPHY  PDMS PROTOCOL 
Mixing and Degassing: 
It is necessary to carry out this protocol in a clean environment to avoid surface contamination since PDMS 
chips rely on clean glass/plastic substrate to bond properly.  Dow Corning’s Sylgard 184 is the typical choice 
of PDMS for microfluidics. This two-part chemical system involves a mix ratio of cross-linking agent A with 
siloxane agent B. The mix ratio is usually 1:10 (agent A: agent B) shares a direct relationship with the 
mechanical properties of the PDMS produced.  For example, increasing the curing agent ratio in the mixture 
results in increased rigidity of the PDMS. Upon mixing, the PDMS solution was hand stirred for 1-2 minutes 
and then placed in a degassing chamber where the air is sucked out by a vacuum pump at regular intervals for 
about fifteen minutes. Alternatively, a centrifuge can also be used as means of degassing PDMS mixture. Since 
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Figure	3.26.	Encased	3D	printed	mould	in	a	metal	filled	with	liquid	PDMS.		
the mixture is a highly viscous Newtonian liquid solution air bubbles will rise naturally to the surface as it is 
spun in a circular motion. Using this technique the mixture was stirred for 8 minutes. These Mixing and de-
airing process was carried out to avoid air bubble problems that can be localised or widespread, inhibiting the 
gel properties or cure characteristics of the PDMS mould.  
Application of PDMS to the mould: 
The moulds were cleaned by rinsing with isopropanol alcohol and then di-ionized water to remove any dust or 
contamination. Subsequently, the printed mould was placed into a custom-made stainless steel jig as shown in 
(Figure 3.26) before the thoroughly mixed degassed PDMS is poured in gently. The design specification of the 
jig frame is expected to hold the positive mould while simultaneously providing geometric definitions for the 
PDMS to cure. 
PDMS Curing: 
Below are various oven temperature to curing period given in the Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer data sheet 
[351].  
 Cure Time at 25ºC 48 hours  
 Heat Cure Time at 55ºC 4 hours 
 
However, as a result of the low glass transition temperature of the 3D printed moulds, the oven was set at a 













3.6.3 PRODUCTION OF CHITOSAN MEMBRANE 
Chitosan membrane is one of key components that is required to achieve successful DNA Amplification. The 
location of this membrane was in the central trapezoidal chamber of the cartridge. The list below was the 
necessary materials required to produce a membrane thickness of 650 microns. 
Materials required: 
 acetic acid  
 Chitosan  
 DI H2O 
 500µm Whatman paper 
 GPTMS ((3-Glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane) 
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i. For a 10mL solution dissolved chitosan in 2v/v% acetic acid in DI H2O 
ii. Fully dissolve the chitosan in the acetic acid solution using a magnetic stirrer, this can take up to 24 
hours for the high weight percentage solutions, do not add heat.  (Vigorous stirring should not be used, 
chitosan is non-Newtonian) 
 
iii. Add 10uL of GPTMS once chitosan is fully dissolved.   
iv. Add solution immediately to membrane/surface substrate. 
v. Leave the membranes for 8 hours 
vi. Rinse the membranes in 10mM acetic acid solution to remove excess chitosan that is not cross-linked 
to the surface substrate. 
vii. Dry in oven at 60oC overnight or until dry. 
3.6.4 BONDING AND SEALING TECHNIQUE 
The cured PDMS was removed from the mould (Figure 3.27); a handheld corona treater, BD20-AC (Electro-
Technic Products Inc., US), was used to bond the PDMS to a 75x50mm glass slide [352].  The corona device 
is used at a relatively low level to produce a steady but lax corona with marginal crackling and sparking before 
the wire electrode is passed back and forth approximately quarter inch above each bonding surface for twenty 
seconds. The treated surfaces are then pressed together and left untouched for at least one hour at 45° C for the 
glass-PDMS (Figure 3.28) surface interface to bond correctly.  Optimal bond strength was observed when the 
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3.7 PDMS-GLASS CARTRIDGE CHARACTERISTICS 
As a result of the high surface-to-volume ratio in microfluidic cartridges, the interaction between liquid 
compounds present in the microchannels and the channel wall material are more amplified compared to lower 
surface-to-volume ratios of macro (conventional) systems. Moreover, since precise fluid control and flow 
stability are critical for successful DNA analysis in microfluidics-based systems; material surfaces with 
intrinsic hydrophobic or hydrophilic natures were brought into focus. In this research, PDMS and glass which 
are the most widely used materials microfluidics research were used to produce a hybrid cartridge for DNA 
amplification. The principal reasons for this choice were due to the simplicity of fabrication, low cost, 
biocompatibility, and optical transparency. As a result, two different types of surfaces with different energy 
level will interact directly with the fluid flowing along the channels. Figure 3.28 is representative of the 
microchannel pathways in the cartridge used in this thesis. It also gives a vivid picture of PDMS to glass surface 
ratio of 3:1 microchannel configuration, were hydrophobic PDMS (contact angle ≈1100) is bonded to 
hydrophilic glass (contact angle ≈24) by plasma treatment. Although, during the bonding process that involves 
plasma treatment, the glass and PDMS surface are made more hydrophilic even this effect is ephemeral [353].  
Recent studies have shown that if the already bonded cartridge is further exposed to 70W of plasma power at 














In other to understand this multi-surface phenomenon, a case scenario of homogeneity was inferred, such as 
PDMS-PDMS or glass-glass. First of all, channel walls that are entirely hydrophilic will have favourably high 
capillarity that requires less power consumption. Furthermore, biological molecules and chemical synthesis 
work preferably quick and efficient well on wettable surfaces [354], as seen in cases of biomolecules separation 
experiments. Good examples are electrophoretic separation [355] and blood plasma separation on a chip [356]. 
On the downsides, flow manipulation is usually complicated and challenging since these kinds of the surface 
may require activities such as fluid properties modification (e.g. viscosity), or sophisticated surface 
modification technique like hydrophobic coating [357] on specific surfaces. In contrast, hydrophobic flows can 
be easily manipulated by pressure and geometrical constraints. For instance, vector quantity such as flow 
velocity can easily be altered by varying pressure or geometric aspect ratios. Also, since there is less contact 
between the solid-liquid interface that results in minimal drag, the flow is more stable and easy to control. The 
disadvantage of this low energy surface is their relative adsorption [358] of an extensive variety of hydrophobic 
Glass	Wall	
PDMS	Wall	
Figure	 3.29.	 Illustration	 of	 a	 glass	 sealed	 rectangularly	 shaped	 polydimethylsiloxane	
microchannel	structure	that	is	exemplary	of	general	PDMS‐glass	cartridge.		
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molecules to their surfaces. For example, PDMS suffers from significant protein fouling due to its hydrophobic 
surface nature. Thus, these gathering of protein aggregates on a surface may limit the practical use of PDMS-
based cartridges from microfluidic applications [359], [360].  
When both surfaces are combined their individual positive effects provide significant advantages to the 
microfluidic cartridge, while the adverse consequences on both sides are considerably brought under control. 
Although, there are more hydrophobic surfaces to hydrophilic surfaces (3:1). As a result, the overall 
microchannel surface characteristic will sway more to the hydrophobicity. For instance, the hydrophilic glass 
surface aids flow through capillary action and appropriate spreading of fluid across the surfaces, while the 
hydrophobic PDMS surfaces provide sufficient fluid flow management options and less vulnerability to bubble 
formations [361]. Also, the PDMS drawbacks of adsorption will be minimised since the presence of glass 
provides expeditious biochemical reactions and even uncontrolled capillarity (high energy surface) will be 
considerably managed. 
3.8 SUMMARY  
This section was divided into three stages. The first stage is the 3D geometry design of the functional fluidic 
elements on the chip such as inlet, outlet, reaction chambers, multiplexer and six amplification chambers. These 
components were all design in anticipation of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis.  The major aspects 
of the design process include central reaction chamber (CRC) where the chitosan membrane will be located 
and the waste reaction chamber (WRC) where fluid leaving the CRC will be treated. Also, designing of a 
multiplexer with multiple microchannels capable of the equal delivery volume of fluid in six prearranged 
amplification reaction chambers (ARC) was achieved here. Moreover, multiplexer geometry was attached to 
the CRC and WRC though a passive flow with the sole function of flow regulation between the three 
components.  
The second stage entails the use of CFD simulation to affirm or ascertain the efficacy of fluid flow within the 
three major entities: CRC, WRC, multiplexer, and ARC. The aim of the flow analysis was to observe noticeable 
flow resistance which will be observable in the velocity and pressure parameters in certain vital geometrical 
areas such as multiplexer burifications and passive valve. Afterwards, Data deduction made from this CFD 
analysis and use of graphs and pictorial illustrations were also employed to highlight the noticeable changes. 
These changes include flow velocity, relative pressure and fluidic resistance. Analysis assisted in the selection 
of the preferable width of 300 microns for the passive valve. 
A good illustration was multiphase flow simulation which showed proper water-air interfacial surface tension 
necessary to prevent air bubble formation. Likewise, there was a uniform distribution of flow in the multiplexer 
to simultaneously fill-up the six amplification chambers. Also, there was also accurate regulation of flow by 
the passive, to first redirect fluid to fill up the waste chamber before going to the multiplexer. As a result, the 
two essential elements, multiplexer and a passive valve which have their functions imperative to the success 
of the category was enough approval for the last stage.  
The last stage involved the chip fabrication process already expounded in the literature review. The soft 
lithography process was successfully carried out using a positive 3d printed mould to create a negative PDMS 
mould that bears the internal and interconnected microfluidic elements geometrical structures. Afterwards, the 
newly casted PDMS mould was then permanently sealed or bonded to a glass slide by plasma surface treatment 
using a corona treater. The result was a successful PDMS-glass chip.  
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4.EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF CARTRIDGE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION  
In this section, an experiment was performed with the cartridge produced during the fabrication process. The 
first fluid flow experiment was conducted on the cartridge without the embedded chitosan membrane to draw 
an observable comparison between the previous CFD simulated model and real-time laboratory fluid flow 
experiment. Afterwards, different cartridge bearing chitosan was to ascertain if the presence chitosan would 
yield similar results before the main DNA amplification experiment was performed.  
The preliminary fluid flow experiment conducted here was done with two sample dye solutions representative 
of sample DNA and amplification reagent. Yellow dye was used for DNA solution while blue dye for the 
amplification reaction. Furthermore, the efficacy of the passive valve to perform DNA purification protocol 
that is imperative in DNA sample preparation was tested. Likewise, the capability of the multiplexer to 
distribute flow to designated amplification chambers was also tested. The full experimental protocols were 
then divided into three categories: (1) DNA extraction by chitosan, (2) DNA purification and waste treatment, 
(3) DNA elution and amplification. Through these experimental protocols, additional validation of the 
microfluidic cartridge was ascertained before expensive laboratory reagents were to be used on it for DNA 
amplification.  
In the DNA experiment, the chitosan bearing microfluidic cartridge required two categories of test. First was 
the control that had no presence of DNA; regarded as the negative DNA experiment. This negative test was 
used to confirm or validate the second experiment bearing DNA, which was represented as the positive DNA 
experiment. The means of achieving this goal was done with the assistance of a proprietary product called 
TwistAmp basic kit [362] from TwistDx company [363] based in England. By default, this kit was intended to 
perform recombinase polymerase amplification by using miniature pellet tubes, contrary to this thesis 
objectives. As a result, efforts were made in this thesis to adjust the volume and chemical enzymes or reagents 
required, so similar results derived with PCR tubes can be achieved utilising a chitosan bearing microfluidic 
PDMS-glass cartridge. Afterwards, an endpoint analysis was required to ensure successful DNA amplification 
and Agarose Gel Electrophoresis was the selected means of achieving these results.  
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4.2 OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIMENT: 
The list of objectives below was developed ascertain the designed and the fabricated microfluidic cartridge 
was able to perform its primary functions that include DNA extraction, purification, elution and amplification 
in a continuous fluid flow process.   
 
 To achieve comparable results with the CFD simulation by performing fluid flow test using coloured 
dye solutions on a cartridge without chitosan. 
 To ascertain microfluidic cartridge can perform its expected functionalities when a chitosan 
membrane is embedded in its central reaction chamber. 
 To establish the use of passive to regulate flow during DNA purification 
 To establish the utilization of a multiplexer to disseminate flow to six amp0lifiaction reservoirs 
 To establish the use of sodium polycarbonate powder for internal liquid waste treatment for biohazard 
prevention. 
 To achieve successful DNA amplification by altering the chemical and volumetric composition of an 
RPA basic kit to suit the protocols required using chitosan membrane. 
 To establish a defined continuous fluid flow protocols using syringe pumps for the DNA extraction, 
purification, elution and amplification process for with and without chitosan membrane. 
 To attest successful DNA amplification took place in the chip by conducting an endpoint analysis 
using Agarose gel electrophoresis on the positive and negative extracted solutions from the cartridges. 
 
4.3 VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
The fluid flow experimentation is categorised into three major processes; (1) DNA sample volume, (2) wash 
Volume and (3) amplification volume. Each picture shown in Figure 4.1 is representative of the different flow 
process. Furthermore, the total volume of each process takes into account the fluidic chambers and 
microchannels interconnections. Below is the formula used to define specific process volume: 
 
T 	 	 	 	 	  
 
	          
 
 V 	  (exclusive of the fluid in the syringe pump tubing connectors) 
 	  (excess volume residing in the inlet microchannels leading to the CRC) 
	  (specific volume targeted for DNA analysis) 
 
Sample volume: 
Figure 5.1a. Shows the total volume necessary for DNA sample fluid. The value is given as 125µL for volume 
without chitosan and 75µL with chitosan.  
 
10 , 65  (with chitosan), 115  (without chitosan) 
4.1	
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                           75 	(with chitosan),  125 	(without chitosan) 
Wash volume: 
Figure 5.1b. Shows the total volume necessary for flushing waste sample fluid. This volume in this domain 
entails the DNA sample and waste chamber volume. The total waste volume required is similar to the total 
volume of the sample fluid since air which is the flushing fluid is passed through the same inlet port. 
 
 The value is given as 125µL for volume without chitosan and 75µL with chitosan.  
 
                           75  (without chitosan),  125 	(with chitosan) 
 
Amplification volume: 
Figure 5.1c. Shows the total volume required for performing successful amplification by filling the CRC and 
most especially the ARC via the multiplexer. The value is given as 370µL for volume without chitosan and 
320µL with chitosan.  
 
		 15 ,  305  (with chitosan), 355  (without chitosan) 
 













4.4 FLUIDIC EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS  
All the experiments performed in this section had their peculiarities, but they all shared similar materials 
equipment.  Below is the list of materials used for both the fluid flow and DNA amplification experiment. 
MATERIALS: 
 Yellow liquid dye: DNA sample representation volume  
 Blue liquid dye: Amplification reagent representation volume 
 Sodium Polyacrylate (Superabsorbent Powder): waste solidifier as known as slush powder 
DNA	Sample			 Wash	buffer	 Amplification	Reagent		
a	 b	 c	
Figure	4.1.	 a 	flow	processes	involving	only	central	reaction	chamber.	 b 	flow	processes	involving
the	central	and	waste	reaction	chamber.	 c 	flow	processes	involving	the	central	reaction	chamber,
multiplexer	and	amplification	reaction	chamber.	
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 Chitosan membrane  
 Synthetic DNA  
 RPA basic kit primers and reagents 
 Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane MWT 121.4 g/mol 
 MES (2-(N-morpholino) ethane sulfonic acid) buffer 
 KCl 
 Di-ionized water 
 
APPARATUS  
 Luer fittings, Luer adapters and accessories 
 PTFE Teflon tubing coil 1/16-inch (outer diameter) x 1/32 inch (internal diameter) 
 PDMS microfluidic chip 
 Electrically powered syringe pump 
 Electric hot plate 
4.5 FLUIDIC EXPERIMENTAL  PROTOCOL 
The Three key samples required for these experiments were the DNA sample solution, amplification mixture 
and air volume as wash fluid. For each solution, a different volume is required as shown in the volumetric 
analysis. As a result, the experimental protocols for both solutions for cartridges with or without chitosan was 
different.  To ensure simplicity of operation, the protocols were dived into first half and second half processes. 
In the first half DNA extraction by chamber fluid filling and purification by passive valve was expected to take 
place. While the second    half entailed   the DNA elution and amplification process. 
The development of each protocol required several experimental tests before a suitable flowrate required for 
each testing was chosen. A peculiar case during this testing process was the appropriate selection of precise 
flowrate required to quickly flush the chamber with air without causing air bubble formation in chamber 
containing chitosan membrane that is hydrophobic. Furthermore, there is a consistent buildup of pressure in 
the waste chamber as the liquid entering reacts instantaneously with the sodium polycarbonate powder. As a 
result, the flushing or purification time had to be quick enough to prevent premature breaking to the passive 
valve seal due to the pressure difference. A time range of 15 to 20 seconds was sufficient to achieve optimal 
purification process. Shown below are the time and flowrate protocols developed for the experiments.  
4.5.1 FLOW CONDITIONS WITHOUT CHITOSAN  
The first half (DNA extraction and purification): 
i. 100µl of yellow liquid dye is pumped in for 45 seconds @ 180µl/min (DNA extraction) 
ii. Interlude of 30 seconds (reaction simulation period)  
iii. 125µl of air (flush) is pumped in for 16 secs @ 480µl/min (DNA purification) 
iv. Interlude of 30 seconds (waste treatment period) 
 
Second half flow (DNA amplification): 
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v. 135µl of blue liquid dye is pumped in for 35 secs @ 240µl/min (DNA elution) 
vi. Interlude of 30 seconds (reaction simulation period) 
vii. 235µl of blue liquid dye is pumped in for 70 secs @ 240µl/min (DNA Amplification) 
4.5.2 FLOW CONDITIONS WITH CHITOSAN  
The first half (DNA extraction and purification): 
i. 100µl of yellow liquid dye is pumped in for 23 seconds @ 180µl/min (DNA extraction) 
ii. Interlude of 30 seconds (reaction simulation period)  
iii. 75µl of air (flush) is pumped in for 10 seconds @ 480µl/min (DNA purification) 
iv. Interlude of 30 seconds (waste treatment period) 
 
The second half (DNA amplification): 
v. 85µl of blue liquid dye is pumped in for 21 seconds @ 240µl/min (DNA elution) 
vi. Interlude of 30 seconds (reaction simulation period) 
vii. 235µl of blue liquid dye is pumped in for 70 seconds @ 240µl/min (DNA Amplification) 
4.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS WITHOUT 
CHITOSAN 
A control experiment was used to evaluate and compare the flow of fluid within the chip without the presence 
of a chitosan paper in the CRC. Considering this experiment to be a mock DNA amplification experiment, the 
flow analysis can be broken down into first half and second half processes. In this segment is a simpler 
summary of the overall process is discussed; a more detailed illustration of the DNA amplification process will 
be discussed in details in later in this chapter. One of the first half processes involves the extraction of DNA. 
This process is illustrated by the Figure 4.2 by the inflow of 100µl to partially fill the CRC to 85% capacity. 
Subsequently, the wash process is then initiated to flush excess fluid into the waste chamber. Figure 4.3 
describes this process by the use of air to flush the yellow dye in the waste chamber to be solidified by the 
slush powder to prevent further fluid outflow from the chip through the waste outlet. Finally, the second half 
processes start with the introduction of the amplification fluid into the CRC to release DNA. Figure 4.4, 
captures this process vividly when 110µl of blue dye is pumped into the CRC. Afterwards, Figure 4.5 shows 
the remaining 235µl being pumped into the six amplification reservoirs. This last process is representative of 
the newly released DNA being pushed into all the ARC’s for the amplification reaction. 
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There were expected observable differences in the filling pattern of 3D simulated flow and real-time 
multiplexer because this a non-sequential device. In the CFD simulation, the fluid build-up in the multiplexer 
differs slightly since the simulation applied a non-slip boundary condition to its material surfaces. Therefore, 
the subtle changes in the simulated flow in each multiplexer vein were dependent on geometrical features in 
contrast to the flow experimentation that shows more resistance to fluid motion during as they spread through 
the multiplexer. This additional resistance effect can be attributed to surface properties of the hybrid cartridge 
that composes of PDMS and glass that form flow pathways of high surface to volume ratio where surface 














Moreover, the CFD depiction of microchamber chamber fill-up process was similar to the fluid experiment 
since they both were haphazard and non-sequential. Although the particular order of their filling was different, 
two major effects differentiated both systems of operation as flow tend to cease before entering the chambers 
and then stop again at the outlet ports after the reservoir is filled (Figure 4.6).  By observation, the first effect 
that causes the fluid entering the chamber to freeze temporally came as a result of the compressed resident air 
which wasn’t displaced quickly enough due to the provisional passive valve in the shape of an outlet port. The 
consequence of this causes air pressure to push back at the liquid at the interfacial boundary layer (air-liquid 
surface tension) where their relative velocity to each other is infinitesimal due to laminar flow at low Reynolds 
number less than one. Since flow in the microfluidic circuit is dynamic, the effect of the air pressure will be 
broken by a transitional pressure differential at the lowest point. That means any of the connected 
microchambers with the relatively low air pressure will be the path of least resistance. Whereas, regions, where 
pressure is high, will remain frozen temporally. The second factor comes into play when the chamber has been 
filled, and flow ceases at the junction of the outlet valve. In this scenario, the effect of the hydrophobic nature 
of PDMS and geometrical structure of the outlet port creates a pressure seal that provides sufficient resistance 
to fluid flow. This seal remains intact till all chambers are filled, and pressure equalization occurs across all 
outlet ports. The overall of the phenomenon observed when filling the six microchambers via a multiplexer 
can be related to multiple passive valves simultaneously connected parallel to each other and also having their 
pressure seal dependent on the pressure drop across all valves. 
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4.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS WITH CHITOSAN 
In this experiment, chitosan is present in the reaction chamber. As a result, there will be a significant reduction 
in volume capacity. Besides, the hydrophobic chitosan is expected to the absorbed minimal quantity of coloured 
dyes that passes through the CRC. In comparison with the control experiment, the specific sample volume 
required is 50µl (75% capacity of the CRC) of yellow dye instead of 100µL for DNA extraction (Figure 4.6), 
while the wash volume of air needed for purification is 75µL. After the wash, the chitosan apparently stained 
with yellow dye as shown in Figure 4.7. This stain may be representative of absorbed DNA. Likewise, when 
50µl of blue dye is pumped to into the CRC as shown in Figure 4.8; the colour in the CRC changes to green. 
As a result of the blue dye mixing with the absorbed yellow dye on the chitosan. Also, the green colour outcome 
as a result of mixing may be representative of the chemical reaction to release DNA elution) from the chitosan. 
Finally, a total volume of 235µL is then subsequently pumped into the six amplification chambers. Figure 4.9 
shows vivid colour green in each of the six chambers as a result of the continuous mix of the absorbed yellow 
dye and flowing blue dye. Just like the previous observations it may be inferred that the green colour mix 
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Figure	 4.8.	 Filing	 of	 the	 central	 reaction	 chamber	 with	 blue	 dye	 that	 mixes	 with	 the	
absorbed	yellow	dye	in	the	chitosan	to	form	a	green	colour	resolution	 DNA	elution .	
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4.8 RPA DNA AMPLIFICATION EXPERIMENT: 
The experiments performed in this section required the use of synthetic DNA and RPA reagents instead of 
coloured dyes.  Two microfluidic cartridges bearing chitosan (Figure4.11) were used, and the fluid flow 
protocols with chitosan were employed for these experiments to achieve the specific goals below. 
 
 Perform negative and positive DNA extraction on-chip by the use of chitosan paper 
 Perform negative and positive DNA purification on chip 
 Perform negative and positive DNA elution on chip 
 Perform negative and positive DNA amplification on chip 
 Perform comparative end point analysis of positive and negative amplification results 
Figure	 4.10.	 Filling	 of	 the	 amplification	 reaction	 chambers	 via	 multiplexer	 to	 give	 a
greenish	blue	resolution	 DNA	amplification	reactions .	
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The RPA protocol requires a single reaction volume of 50µl solution as shown in Table 4.1. In other to merge 
this experimental protocol with the microfluidic chip, two solutions had to be resolved. From Figure 1b, it can 
be seen that there are two inlets: (1) amplification reagent and (2) DNA sample. This improvisation was also 
meant to simulate a realistic scenario of field application of the cartridge where sample biofluid such as blood, 
urine or any format could be pumped through one inlet and another used for the chemical reagents stored or 
pumped through. In the same vein, this alteration also assisted in the DNA extraction process required.  
The first solution, which was representative of the amplification solution involved the substitution of the DNA 
in the original version with Tris and KCl buffer that are mixed and pH adjusted to 9 in the modified version. 
This buffer was required to release DNA bound to the chitosan membrane. The second solution was formed 
from the previously removed DNA which was then added to an MES buffer. This buffer has a pH of 5.0 and 
is specifically needed for DNA extraction on Chitosan Paper. This selected extraction process utilized is pH 
dependent, and it involves the binding of DNA to the chitosan at pH 5.0 provided by the MES buffer. 
Subsequently, this bound DNA can then be released by the Tris-KCl solution of pH 9.0 already in the first 
solution. The third solution, which is similar to the second, was prepared to replace the DNA in the second 
mixture with de-ionized water. This mixture was meant to serve as the control, also referred to as negative 
DNA sample while the former as the positive sample. 
 
The experiment starts with 100µl DNA of sample DNA solution allowed to fill the CRC to a capacity of 50µl 
partially, while the dry region of the chitosan was expected to get wet by wicking. On the other hand, the excess 
50µl compensates for the extra volume needed in the microchannel, tubing and connectors that link the CRC 
and syringe pump. Subsequently, the extraction reaction begins after the filling process was achieved. After 
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Figure	4.12.	Illustration	of	amplification	incubation	using	an	electric	hot	plate
two minutes, DNA purification is initiated which involves flushing the excess MES buffer by air to the waste 
chamber leaving only the wet and properly soaked chitosan membrane.  
 
Table 4.1. Comparisons between the original TwistDx chemical and volume compositions [364] with the 
altered version used for the PDMS-glass chip for DNA amplification. 

























1 Tenth dilution of the 
positive control DNA (in 
dH2O) 
10μl Tris-Kcl reaction buffer  10μl 80μl 
2 Primer A solution 4μl Primer A solution 4μl 24μl 
3 Primer B solution 4μl Primer B solution 4μl 24μl 
4 Rehydration buffer 29.5μl Rehydration buffer 29.5μl 236μl 
5 Magnesium acetate 
solution 
2.5μl Magnesium acetate 
solution 
2.5μl 20μl 
      




After the liquid waste has solidified which takes about twenty to thirty seconds the amplification process was 
then initiated. The first step of the amplification process involves filling the CRC with amplification reagent 
solution to cause elution. The elution process takes about five minutes for a maximum yield of DNA at pH 9.0, 
which was then flushed through the multiplex to the ARC where pre-air dried 2.5µl of magnesium acetate was 
waiting to initiate the amplification reaction. The total volume used for initiating this reaction is 320µl. 
However, in Table 4.1. A reaction volume of 384µl (eight sample reaction) exclusive of the magnesium acetate 
was computed. The purpose of this selected volume was to compensate for the excess fluid in the microchannel 
network and syringe tubing connected to the amplification inlet.  
The initiated recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) reaction is a self-perpetuating process that requires 
the presence of two key proteins the Escherichia coli (RecA) [365]–[367] recombinase and single-strand DNA 
binding protein (SSB)[368], [369]. Although, other subsidiary proteins and cofactors aid the RPA process. A 
good example is T4 UvsY protein [370], [371] which is known to be a recombinase loading factor that supports 
RecA throughout the creation of the nucleoprotein filament [372], [373] with single-stranded oligonucleotide 
primers [374]. Other support factors such as Polyethene glycol [375], [376] act as a crowding agent to amplify 
the interactions of RPA core proteins with DNA, while creatine kinase uses from the pool phosphocreatine to 
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In RPA diagnostics [377], the mechanism of replication involves the strand-displacement of DNA polymerase 
that is necessary to extend the primer at a single of temperature (40–42 °C) [378]. Strand displacement activity 
involves nucleoprotein filament scanning double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) for homologous sequences that it 
needs to interact with to form a D-loop structure [377].  D-loop structure is the substratum of strand 
displacement that entails a local separation of DNA strands in which the matching strand is stabilised by SSBs 
and the target strand is hybridized with primer.  While ATP hydrolysis by recA protein causes recombinase 
disassembly from the nucleoprotein filament allows primer extension by strand-displacing DNA polymerase 
to create a new template. Likewise, newly created DNA strands are repeatedly used for another round of DNA 
synthesis, thus repeating the RPA cycle. As a result, exponential duplication DNA molecules is triggered until 
exhaustion of the phosphocreatine pool [379].  
4.9 EXPERIMENTAL COMPLICATIONS  
There were slight complications during the experiment since both post-amplification analysis of the positive 
and negative reaction solution needed to be extracted of the cartridges. As result sealing of the cartridge was a 
difficult exercise that eventually leads to the loss of some fluid in some of the chambers by evaporation during 
the heating process on the hot plate (Figure 4.12). In the case of the fluid flow experimentation since both 
sample DNA and amplification reagents are colourless, it became reasonably difficult to observe or captures 
fluid progression easily. 
4.10 END POINT DETECTION ANALYSIS 
The anticipated outcome of the positive and negative experiment is to have the positive control reaction amplify 
DNA since the sample template has diluted DNA. Whereas, the negative control reaction is expected to be 
bland since no DNA was used in the experiment. So, in other to affirm this conjecture Gel electrophoresis 
analysis was carried out. The application of gel electrophoresis helps categorise sizes of long or short DNA 
fragments as a result of strand displacement activities according to a standard, or DNA ladder. This separation 
will be made possible by passing an electric current through the gel matrix to cause DNA fragments of the 
same length form a "band" on the gel. Since these fragments can’t be seen by the eye, a DNA-binding dye is 
utilised to aid visualisation. In this analysis gel-red dye [380] was employed to visualise the RPA amplification 
products for both positive and negative chip experiments. This dye is a fluorescent chemical compound that 
can re-emit orange colour that exponentially intensifies after binding to DNA when excited by ultraviolet light 










a 	Eight	reaction	gel	results.	 b 	Twelve	reaction	gel	results	
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The experimental procedure involves the use of 3% agarose gel that was stained with red dye and left for (1hour 
20 minutes) at 75volts. Furthermore, the controlled DNA in the positive experiment has an amplicon product 
of 143bp’s (±10%). So, therefore, ultralow gene ruler ladder was used at both end of the gel with a range of 
300 – 10bps. These experiments were not without complications as clearly seen in Figure 5.3 that has only four 
results for each negative and positive gel analysis. This setback was due to evaporation loss (improper sealing) 
in the two chambers in each experiment. Nonetheless, the outcome of the positive gel showed significant 
evidence of DNA amplification within the range of 100-200bp’s, and most importantly the negative control 
did not indicate that any DNA molecules were present or amplified.  
4.11 SUMMARY  
The purpose of this chapter was to test the ability of the newly developed hybrid microfluidic cartridge to 
perform the key fluid handling operations required for a successful DNA amplification experiment. The first 
experiment was carried out on a cartridge without chitosan in other to mirror the simulation analysis done in 
the previous chapter. Both the CFD and fluid flow analysis shared similar characteristics, but their major 
difference was in the effect of the surface tension in the surface to volume ratio microchannels and chambers. 
This was not properly captured in the simulation. As a result there were the slight noticeable difference in the 
fluid flow patterns in each case. The results of an experiment in the absence of chitosan were also achieved 
with the Cartridge with embedded chitosan membrane.   
Afterwards, a DNA experiment was performed with a proprietary kit known as a TwistDx basic kit. The 
objective of the experiments carried out was to ascertain DNA amplification on the PDMS-Glass chip was 
possible. The TwistDx kit was used to perform to main experiments, which are the positive and negative control 
reaction. In the positive reaction, DNA template was included in the experimental setup, while di-ionized water 
was used instead of DNA for the negative reaction. After each experiment, the fluids in all six amplification 
chambers for both experiments were extracted for agarose gel electrophoresis. This endpoint analysis was 
expected to provide comparative analysis needed to confirm the experimental objectives and as anticipated the 
positive control reaction showed significant signs of amplification in all six chambers. Likewise, the negative 
without DNA showed no sign of amplification. Even though there were slight complications during the 
experiment, due to excessive evaporation when the cartridge was placed on a hot plate, the overall analysis 
was satisfactory. Therefore, it can be inferred that both positive and negative experiment was successful since 
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5.DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF AN ON-CHIP 
BLISTER 
5.1 INTRODUCTION  
In recent times, there have been several innovative steps taken to make chip-based microfluidics devices self-
reliant without the need for complex external devices, which are usually bulky, expensive, and energy 
consuming. Amongst all, the innovative approach this thesis was concerned with was the area of fluid actuation.  
In this section, the design process for developing an inexpensive and disposable silicone elastic blister and its 
integration to the microfluidic cartridge was demonstrated. The primary functions of the blister were to serve 
as a fluidic pump as well as store reagents in the liquid form needed for the DNA amplification. The structure 
of this chapter is in five folds.  First is the 3D concept design of the intended blister geometric structure and all 
accessories needed for it to be functional.  The next step which was the most significant was the material 
selection process which involves selecting the appropriate silicone elastomer and subjecting it to a tensile stress 
test. The choice of silicone material used was a proprietary product termed Blu-stuff [381] while the tensile 
test performed on the material was an ASTM D412 standard test methods for rubber. Third on the list was the 
finite element analysis carried out on the blister to validate if the concept model and material properties will 
enable it to perform its primary functions efficiently. The fourth category was similar to the fabrication process 
of the cartridge that involves using a 3D mould to cast the desired shape from a liquid silicone material. Also, 
the casted blister mould was then integrated into the PDMS-glass chip by soft lithography. Finally, fluid 
experimentation was then performed on the blister PDMS-glass chip to determine its efficacy in microfluidic 
applications.   
5.2 BLISTER DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
Below are the procedures observed to ascertain the blister efficacy on the cartridge: 
 
 To design a 3D model for a blister with specific liquid capacity needed to hold amplification reagent 
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 To design a blister capable of pumping fluid through a microfluidic cartridge network with minimal 
wastage. 
 To successfully select a low-cost and mechanically reliable silicone elastomer as substitute to PDMS 
 To successfully Install a blister on a PDMS-glass microfluidic cartridge 
 To design a fluid control mechanism to regulate flow from blister to cartridge 
5.3 BLISTER GEOMETRY DESIGN 
The Figure 5.1, shows the final design of the internal and external shape of the blister to provide maximum 
compression that will result in minimal reagent wastage after series of trial with different model designs. 
During this designing process, three keys parameters were imperative: 
 
i. Specific volume of reagent 
ii. Fluid control mechanism  
iii. Blister mechanical reliability (deformation) 
 
The specific volume of reagent needed to perform a successful DNA amplification was derived from the 
previous experiment in chapter 4 (400µL). The design of the fluid compartment in Figure 5.1 shows unique 
features aimed at proper fluid expulsion with minimal wastage. 
The microfluidic chip has two inlets (Figure 3.3a), one for biological sample and washes buffer while the other 
is for the amplification reagent. As a result, the blister inclusion into the POCT chip is appropriated to the 











5.4 BLISTER FLOW CONTROL DESIGN 
Similarly, the fluidic control mechanism is also a major determinant for defining the geometrical compartments 
within the blisters. There are two rudimentary functions expected of these flow control devices. First of all, 
they are expected to provide a leak-proof system for storing the fluid till the expected usage. Also, provide a 
means to expel the stored liquid into the microchannels in the chip. Two methods are described in this section. 
Volume	 of	 fluid	
domain	
Figure	 5.1.	 3D	 sectional	 view	 of	 the	 blister	 model	 showing	 the	 region	 where	 fluid	 is
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Figure	5.2.	Fluid	flow	mechanism	using	a	3mm	magnet	lock	
5.4.1 FLOW CONTROL WITH MAGNETIC SEAL  
The first method is a little complicated in the protocol of usage as it involves the use of magnets. Figure 5.2 
shows the three key components required: (1) lock pin, (2) base washer and (3) 3mm magnet that was needed 
















The hollow section above the blister in Figure 5.2 is required to hold the lock pin which is needed to hold the 
blister down by keying into the hole (interference tolerance) in the base washer to avoid negative suction 
pressure after the fluid store has been expunged. Likewise, the hole where the lock pin passes through also 
bears a wider indentation on the top surface that is meant to house the 3mm magnet. The purpose of this magnet 
was to prevent leakage from the fluid compartment. Upon the use of a 20kg-50 kg (not weight) pull strength 













Finally, when reasonable force is applied by a solenoid or finger actuation, it's expected to allow fluid outflow 
in only one direction. The Figure 5.3b is the configuration for the blister with flow control mechanism. 
Figure	5.3.	 a 	Blister	magnetic	seal	release	demonstration.	 b 	base	washer	and	pins	3D	printed	from
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5.4.2 FLOW CONTROL WITH RUBBER SEAL 
The second method takes a much simpler approach shown in Figure 5.4. In this case, the internal magnet was 
replaced with a delicate elastic seal that easily breaks when the longer revised version of lock pin forcefully 
interacts with it. Subsequently, after the seal was broken and the blister is progressively depressed, the fluid 












5.5 MATERIAL SELECTION OF BLISTER 
The core material values required are the young modulus and ultimate tensile strength. Young modulus, the 
degree of stiffness or tendency for an object to deform under load. If its value is low, the material is more 
elastic while stiffer otherwise. This property defines the deformability and flexibility of the blister to undergo 
a geometrical transformation with the less applied load. Ultimate tensile strength is the threshold magnitude of 
stress that will cause failure.  This stress evaluation was very significant, especially during the fabrication 
process when the casted material was to be peeled off the mould. A material with very low tensile strength will 
fracture easily. Likewise, when its deformed under considerable load, it’s imperative that material breakage 
does not occur which may lead to loss of reagents.  
PDMS was organically the first choice since it's an elastomeric material. PDMS Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning 
Corporation) as a material is a combination of two liquids; prepolymer (part A) and a cross-linker (part B). The 
mixing ratios of both liquids provide different values of young modulus and ultimate tensile strength. This 
means that the higher ratio (i.e. more part A) is inverse proportional to the young modulus. As a result, PDMS 
with low modulus tends to be softer and flexible. For example, Table 6.1 shows the fluctuation of young 
modulus and tensile strength of PDMS when a standardised test of ratio 10:1 (part A: part B) cured at various 
temperature. Although recent studies have shown 33: 1 ratio yields an approximate minimum value 0.577 Mpa, 
young modulus [382].  
When the fabrication technique discussed later in this chapter was used on PDMS, it continuously suffered 
breakage during the disassembly process involving separation from the mould. This material failure came as a 
result of reasonable low tensile strength. Though, Table 6.1 shows a maximum tensile strength of 7.65 at 125 
0C which is unreasonable to subject the 3d printed blister die (Figure 5.10) to because of its heat deflection 
temperature about (630C to 670C). Therefore, a material with flexible and strength similar to natural rubber 
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due to its physical similarities to PDMS but with a better tensile strength. Likewise, from an economical 
standpoint, Blu-Stuff is relatively available and cheap. The drawback to this material is transparency; since 
they are opaque, it is impossible to observe fluid movement within it. 
5.6 MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF BLISTER  
In this section, the elastic modulus and ultimate tensile strength were investigated by ASTM D412 - 15a 
Standard test.  D 412 covers the tensile properties of vulcanised rubber, thermoset rubbers and thermoplastic 
elastomers and can be used to determine the Young modulus of the material. 
 
Equipment used: 
 Blu-Stuff silicone dumb bell (dog-bone) shaped mould 
 Tensile testing machine with 30kN load capacity  
 A PC based Software system with the capability to provide and calculate the raw data from the tensile 
test machine. 
 Digital Vernier calliper  
 
The aim of analysis: 
i. To determine the Young modulus 
ii. To determine ultimate tensile strength.  
 
Experimental preparation and procedure: 
 
i. Three "dumbbell" shaped specimens of Blu-Stuff are Produced (ASTM D412 Sample Shape) as 
shown in Figure 5.5b. 
ii. Each specimen was loaded into tensile grips for individual testing as shown in Figures 5.5a. 
iii. The tests begin by gradual separation of the tensile grips at a speed of 0.5 millimetres per second. 
iv. The test ends by after specimen breaks (rupture). 
v. Computational analysis is then carried out to determine the Young modulus 
 
 
Table 6.5.1. Provides a standardised test of ratio 10:1 (part A: part B) cured at various temperature 













3.51 ± 1.11                 7.65 ± 0.27 125 [382] 
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5.6.1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The main difficulty faced during this tensile test for rubber or silicone elastomer was that 1kN load capacity 
machines are usually required, but due to availability and time constraint, a 30kN machine was used. As a 
result, a very slow rate of 0.5mm/s speed was used to offset the excessive force.  Similarly, an extensometer 
which is recommended to improve the accuracy of the elongation measurement wasn’t available for this 
experiment.  
 Ultimate tensile strength is derived from the division of the load at breaking point by the initial cross-sectional 
area as shown in Figure 5.6. Below is the formula used in the calculation. 
 
u 	 	 			 	 	
	 	 	
		                                                              6.1 
 
From Figure 5.6, the initial width is 3mm; thickness is 1mm and load at failure is given as 49N 
 
Therefore,    	 	 			   
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Table 5.2. Mechanical properties of Blu-stuff silicone elastomer 
 
PROPERTY MIN VALUE                   MAX VALUE 





10.88                             10.88 
5.7 FINITE ELEMENT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
The results gotten from the tensile test were further used to analyse the blister deformation using Ansys static 
analysis software. 
 
The aim of analysis: 
 Useful volume Deformation 
 Strain analysis 
 
Material assignment: 
 Blister: Blu-stuff 
 Pin: rigid thermoplastic 
 Washer: rigid thermoplastic 
Boundary condition: 
 Support: fixed 
 Load: 10N (ramped) 
5.7.1 USEFUL VOLUME DEFORMATION 
In this analysis, the initial state of the blister was compared with the fully compressed state to anticipate the 
amount of fluid deposit in pocket spaces create by the deformation. These fluids deposits do not contribute to 
the total volume being pushed through the fluidic network.   Therefore, they are regarded as nonfunctional or 
unusable volume. Likewise, good insight can be derived from this analysis to help determine appropriate 
volume consideration in blister shape and capacity design.From the Figure 5.7, it can be observed that a steady 
force was being applied to deform the blister from a uncompressed to a compressed state. Likewise, Figure 5.8 
depicts the achievement of the design model in the compressed state with less air pocket spaces. Therefore, 
there will be minimum reagent wastage during fluid expulsion to the flow network.  
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5.7.2 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF BLISTER COMPRESSION 
Ansys static analysis software was used to determine the stress the blister undergoes when subjected to an 
external push force from human fingers or mechanical contrivance such as a solenoid. In this analysis, the force 
is expected to be consistently progressive as the blister gradually deforms with or without the back pressure 
from the internal fluid. The back pressure comes as a result of fluid being forced instantaneously from a high 
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5.8 BLISTER FABRICATION 
Processing and Curing of Blister Material were similar to PDMS, Blu-Stuff requires two-part liquid mixing 
agents to initiate the polymerization reaction. Although the ratios are equal (1:1)   the curing takes less than 
twenty minutes at room temperature. The preparation starts with the same volume of each liquid agent 
thoroughly mix for ten seconds before being poured into a mould to set. The replication technique applied in 
this process is similar to the injection moulding, although heat is not required since the material is already in 
liquid form. Figure 5.9 shows an assembly of the blister die which consists of a detachable plunger and a base 
mould. When both are put together their hollow cavities form the groove and path ways for the liquid elastomer 
to fill before setting. 
 
Fabrication protocols: 
i. Thorough mixing of the proprietary blu-stuff elastomer 
ii. Pouring the liquid elastomer into the base mould cavity (Figure 5.10) 
iii. Gradual Insertion of the die plunger, while poking for air bubbles 
iv. Clearing excess liquid from the top of the die assembly 
v. Blu-stuff left to set for twenty minutes 
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5.9 ASSEMBLY OF FLUIDIC ELEMENTS ON CHIP  
This section as depicted in Figure 8.1 shows the installation of the blister mechanism to the PDMS POCT 




i. The 400µL capacity blister was prefilled with 320µl blue dye is installed on chip (Figure 5.12) 
ii. Chip was then enclosed in the metal jig secured with bolts and nuts. 
iii. PDMS is then poured to fill up the jig to a height of 5mm (Figure 5.13a) 
iv. Jig was then placed in the oven for 4hrs at 650C 
v. Set PDMS was then peeled off the mould (Figure 5.13.b) and bonded to a glass slide.  






















Figure	 5.12.	 3D	 design	 assembly	 configuration	 of	 positive	 mould	 microfluidic
cartridge	with	a	blister	and	its	internal	components		
Figure	5.13.	 a 	Fluid	filled	Blister	with	positive	mould	chip	is	installed	in	a	metal	jig	and	filled	with	liquid
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5.10 FLUID FLOW EXPERIMENTATION ON INTEGRATED CHIP 
This experimentation is exclusive for amplification purpose. Similar to the previous experimentation on chapter 
5, a coloured dye is used instead, regent. The targeted region for fluid dispensing is the shown in (Figure 4.1c) 
as the expected volume to be filled. This fluid filling process can only be achieved when the waste outlet is 
securely blocked. This blockage is done to prevent unwanted flow into the WRC that will result in unwanted 
wastage of liquid dye since the blister has a capacity of 400 µL and contains a specific liquid volume (370µL) 
that is needed for the amplification reaction.  
 
Experimental protocols (magnet seal) design model: 
 
i. The waste outlet was securely blocked  
ii. Magnet with 30kg pull strength is held briefly for about two seconds at a distance of 1mm-2mm 
from the top of the blister (Figure 5.14). 
iii. Next, the blister is gradually depressed at a slow pace  














5.10.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This experiment is similar to the previous fluid flow experiment performed without the use of chitosan. 
Although, in this case, only the DNA elution and amplification processes are considered. The Figure 5.15 
illustrates the DNA elution process of filling the CRC with blue liquid dye representing amplification reagent. 
The elution process involved dispensing 135µL of liquid from the blister.  Afterwards, the follow-up process 
shown in Figure 5.16 is the final liquid distribution by the multiplexer to fill-up the ARC for DNA 
multiplication. The whole experiment took place under a minute, with a varying flow rate which is dependent 
on the amount of pressure applied on the blister. The time jump observed in Figure 5.16 at the 11 seconds mark 
to 40 secs was as a result of a significant drop in pressure applied on the blister. 
	 	
Figure	5.14.	The	use	of	magnet	to	release	the	miniature	magnetic	valve	for	fluid	flow	activation	
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Figure	 5.16.	 Extended	 finger	 compression	 exercise	 to	 Filling	 of	 the	 multiplexer	 and	 amplification
reaction	chambers	by	further	finger	compression.	
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5.11 SUMMARY 
In designing this silicone elastomeric blisters, the material selection was critical amongst the process because 
it highlights the durability and particularly the ease of fabrication. The chosen material was a proprietary 
silicone elastomer called Blu-stuff due to its superior young modulus and tensile strength in comparison to 
PDMS. The geometry design for the blister was specifically chosen to provide adequate liquid volume and 
most especially allow appropriate deformation with less dead space volume to avoid wastage. The design 
merits were put to the test when an FEA simulation was performed on the 3D concept model prior to 
fabrication. The test successfully showed a fully compressed blister with minimal air pockets capable of 
housing liquid reagent that will reduce constituent wastage. As a result, the functioning blister showed promise 
of reagent savings. Another challenged resolved the interface mechanism between the blister and the cartridge. 
These mechanisms formed parts assembled to hold liquid in the blister before use. Two types of mechanism 
were described in this section. The only main difference between both setups was one of them uses a miniature 
magnet as a liquid flow stopper while the other a burstable rubber seal. After the successful fabrication of the 
blister with 3D printed moulds and subsequent use of soft lithography technique to integrate the blister with 
the cartridge. The mechanism that utilises a novelty use of a magnet for fluid control was employed in the 
fluidic experiment. At the start of the experiment, a small magnet with a pull strength 20kg was hovered about 
1mm-2mm around the top of the blister to release the internal miniature magnet preventing flow from the 
blister. Afterwards, the 400µL capacity blister prefilled with 380µL of blue reagent was depressed to fill the 
370µL microfluidic network similarly with Chapter 5 DNA elution and amplification experiment without 
chitosan. The slight 10µL difference in the experimental quantity required and prefilled blister was done in 
other to check wastage. In the end, after the blister was fully depressed all the required chambers were 
successfully filled as expected. So, therefore, it can be mathematical deducted that approximately three percent 
of the reagent was lost during this experiment. In conclusion, these auspicious results provide sufficient proof 
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6.CONCLUSIONS  
The core essence of microfluidics is scaling down conventional laboratory protocols to fit miniature devices 
that are highly required in a biomedical environment. So, in this thesis, a catalogue of the various steps, 
technology and science necessary to create a microfluidic cartridge capable of performing multiplex DNA 
amplification reactions was presented. The laboratory protocols that needed to be adapted involved DNA 
extraction, purification, elution and amplification. For these various steps specific, modular microfluidic 
elements were designed to fulfil the intended functionalities. Amongst the key features was the reaction 
chambers that were of three different categories. In no particular order, DNA sample preparation reservoir was 
centrally located trapezoidal and expected to house a chitosan membrane. This unique design was selected due 
to its streamline features that can handle multiple fluid filling processes without air bubble formations that be 
very challenging due to their adverse effects on bio-chemical reactions. The fluid process in this micro-
compartment involves the use of chitosan to extract DNA by binding to it by the aid of a solution at pH 5.0 
and then releasing it when a different mixture at pH 9.0 was pumped in. DNA purification which occurred 
between this extraction and elution processes required designing a waste reservoir capable of storing fluid 
waste internally, to assist the disposability of the cartridge. For this chamber design, the priority was volume. 
So, therefore, a circular shape which is concise and spatial suitable for the 75mm X 50mm cross-sectional area 
of the cartridge was selected. The high capacity volume that was twice the size of the extraction capacity was 
chosen to accommodate the use of sodium polyacrylate powder with antibacterial chemicals that rapidly 
expands in contact with the liquid. This liquid absorbing process was the preferred waste treatment process to 
prevent environmental contamination by converting extra fluid to gel-like substance. The last category is the 
region where amplification reactions were expected to occur, and for this cartridge, six microchambers were 
developed.  Their intended design functions were similar to the extraction micro-reservoir requirements that 
favoured streamline flow to prevent air bubble formation. Although, they had much smaller volume since all 
six of them shared the extraction reservoir. 
 Apart from the interconnecting microchannels, there are also two main parts of the cartridge, which were 
designed specifically for fluid handling operations. They consist of a passive valve and multiplexer. This 
passive valve served as a useful microfluidic tool that is self-regulatory; requiring no external power input to 
control flow from the sample preparation to the waste chamber. The means to achieving this mechanism was 
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selecting a preferable geometrical configuration that created temporally pressure seal to prevent flow in a 
specific direction. This configuration consists of fluid moving from a large to narrow volume domain that 
generates relative high pressure that is required to be surpassed before fluid flow is permitted. On the other 
hand, the multiplexer was needed to distribute liquid simultaneously to the six amplification microchambers 
through a vein network of microchannels. All these designed modular elements combined through a series of 
interface ports and microchannels to form a closed loop microfluidic circuit that was subjected to a multiphase 
and single-phase simulations. The goal of the multiphase simulation was to observe the behavioural patterns 
of the fluid within the specified geometrical designed features to ascertain a semblance of reality. Whereas, 
single phase flow was used to accurately to deduct empirical values that can be analysed to improve or 
understand the relationship between the fluid and geometrical constraints of the microfluidic circuit. The is 
analyses proved useful in determining the best narrow width of the passive valve to be used.   
The preferred means of fabrication was soft lithography that provided low-cost and less complicated means for 
producing a hybrid cartridge of PDMS and glass composition. These commonly used substrates are known to 
have different surface nature. PDMS is hydrophobic, while glass is hydrophilic. As a result, their combination 
produces a slightly different fluid flow pattern in comparison to the CFD simulations that made use of a no-
slip boundary condition of wall surfaces.  The internal microchannel walls of the cartridge were a ratio of 3:1 
in favour of PDMS. That indicated that the overall wall wetting properties was more hydrophobic than 
hydrophilic. Empirically, these dominant wall characteristics provide more flow stability and control, while 
the recessive properties that are hydrophilic helped reduced resistance to flow by maximizing the contact area 
between the liquid-solid interface. In addition to the complimentary synergy of both surfaces; since 
hydrophobic surfaces are mostly not favourable to bio-chemical reaction the presence of hydrophilic glass 
helps mitigate the problem.  
The nature of the DNA experiment performed on the cartridge entailed the use of synthetic DNA and an RPA 
basic kit that had to be altered volumetrically and chemically so as suit DNA sample preparation by chitosan. 
The volumetric process involved creating two key solutions namely; DNA sample mixture and amplification 
reagent. However, the chemical alterations involved introducing MES buffer pH 5.0 for DNA extraction and 
TRIS-KCl pH 9.0 solution for elution. Afterwards, a successful post-amplification technique using agarose gel 
electrophoresis was used to validate that multiplex amplification reactions took place in the cartridge. In other 
to improve the microfluidic cartridge to be compliant with present day demands for close circuit devices that 
are less dependent on power consuming syringe pumps especially in low resource settings. Efforts were made 
to design and fabricate a silicon elastomeric blister that could be easily installed on the chip. Two essential 
functions were required of this device which was fluid pumping and storage. After this innovation was put 
through a liquid flow experiment using coloured dye as substi8te for amplification reagent stored on the chip, 
it successfully demonstrated effectiveness and efficiency to be applicable. 
In conclusion, this thesis can be said to have completed all its stated research objectives by using a relatively 
economical, flexible and hands-on approach for performing multiplex DNA amplification reactions on a single 
microfluidic cartridge. As of present STI’s panel tests that involve that require several assays to run 
simultaneously resulting in high cost due to significant demand in equipment and reagent. Therefore, having a 
single microfluidic cartridge capable of handling multiple biological assays is promising and likewise a 
welcome addition to the prevalent state of the art technologies for the multiplex detection of pathogens related 
to the significant STI diseases. Moreover, implementation of this innovative cartridge design in low resource 
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7.RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
7.1 RECOMMENDATIONS  
These recommendations are the few insights and knowledge obtained during the DNA amplification 
experiments that can provide better results for future biological assays in line with this project. 
 
7.1.1 PASSIVE VALVE: 
In the thesis, only one geometrical design of passive valve was investigated within a limited 3D printer 
resolution. As a result, more work is needed to be done with various geometrical shapes that can act as efficient 
passive valves with the improved time sequence of fluid handling operations without generating any dead 
volume.  
7.1.2 MULTIPLEXER: 
The multiplexer utilised for this microfluidic cartridge was capable but unpredictable or non-sequential when 
filling the designate amplification chambers with liquid. As a result, efforts should be made to design a 
multiplexer that is effective and exceptionally predictable in its fluid filling pattern. So similar shapes of 
chambers to be filled can be arranged in a specific spatial configuration enabling fluid buildup in pre-planned 
orders. 
7.1.3 SIMULATION ANALYSIS 
In the simulation analysis used the microfluidic design the effect of surface tension was not accounted for. 
Since this hybrid cartridge composes of two different surfaces (hydrophobic and hydrophilic), effort should be 
made to run a similar simulation with the wall surfaces at specific adhesive contact angle. This contact angle 
is responsible for the characteristic of the wall when they interact with fluid. As a result, the no-slip boundary 
condition will not apply since a defined wetting characteristic of a microchannel wall will give a better 
semblance to a real-time fluid flow experiment. 
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7.1.4 DNA AMPLIFICATION EXPERIMENT: 
There are areas of the DNA amplification fluid flow protocols that require improvement. Prominent amongst 
these was DNA elution amplification process that is concerned with harvesting the already extracted DNA 
from the chitosan membrane for amplification. The experimental protocols undertaken in this thesis involves 
filling the central reaction chamber completely with amplification reagent and then leaving it for a very short 
period. This pause or interlude is expected to help the elution process yield a maximum DNA harvest before 
the released DNA are then pumped into the amplification chamber. Therefore, to increase the DNA yield during 
the elution process, there should be repeated interlude after each complete chamber fill-up.  For instance, if the 
time to fill up the reaction chamber is twenty seconds at a certain speed and the elution interval period is ten 
seconds, then after every twenty seconds the should be ten seconds pause till all the six amplification reaction 
chambers are filled. This new adjustment in protocol will help ensure maximum yield from the chitosan 
membrane. 
   
7.2 FUTURE WORKS 
In this section, the expedient use of this hybrid microfluidic cartridge for both academic research and 
commercial utilisation is discussed. 
7.2.1 MATERIAL SELECTION: 
PDMS substrate, a commonly utilised material with many attractive properties for device fabrication in the 
biomedical field, suffers significant fouling complications from protein adsorption due to its hydrophobic 
nature, which limits its practical use real biofluid samples. A good example of such biofluid is blood. This 
property makes PDMS use for long-term sustainable applications compromised. As result efforts will have to 
be made to use materials with similar characteristics, and better biocompatibility than PDMS. Such materials 
to be investigated will be PMMA and COC. 
 
7.2.2 DNA DETECTION ON CARTRIDGE: 
This prospective project is a lot more sophisticated because it entails the use of real-time detection technology 
to either serve as a complement or a replacement for more conventional detection means of identifying specific 
pathogens. This state-of-the-art technology provides the PDMS-glass cartridge with the capability to have 
DNA detection on the chip without relying solely on endpoint analysis involving fluid extraction from the chip. 
As result disposability of this cartridge can be truly realised, as all intended microfluidic and medical 
diagnostic. For successful implementation, other detection real-time systems such as electrochemical, magnetic 
beads base and optical Fluorescent Dye DNA Detection techniques would have to be tested. 
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7.2.3 AUTOMATION OF FLUID PROTOCOLS ON CARTRIDGE 
A direct application to the already prescribed RPA protocols in Chapter 4 can be programmed on a device or 
platform capable of carrying out the DNA extraction, purification, elution and amplification protocol given 
that there are already prescribe time sequence for the fluid handling operations. This process will be capital 
intensive, that is why the implementation of the on-chip blister to hold some or most of the reagent will be a 
welcome prospect for simplicity of protocols and low cost of fabrication.  
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During the last two decades silicon and MEMs technology had been the mainstay of early microfluidic 
devices. However, recent times have brought into focus the need for low cost and readily available materials 
capable of achieving the expected microfluidics physical and chemical requirements. Also what mentioning 
is the rapid improvement in microfabrication technology over the years, which has significantly aided new 
and cheaper ways to produce microfluidic Point-Of-Care-Testing devices commercially or for research 
purposes. This review article discusses the usefulness of a wide range of available materials and their unique 
properties suitability in microfluidic applications. Likewise, advantages and drawbacks of manufacturing 
procedures and outputs of different fabrication methods are also brought into focus. Copyright © 2016 IFSA 
Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Microfluidics Materials 
In microfluidics, the properties of Material are very 
crucial because it affects both functionality and 
manufacturability. This therefore makes material 
selection the first consideration for successful 
design, fabrication and efficacy of microfluidic 
POCT devices. For instance device performance 
and proper material selection is critical for 
balancing functional requirements that is related to 
the physical and chemical properties of the 
intended material.  
1.1 Generally Required Properties 
The anticipated physical properties required, 
mostly revolves around mechanical resilience 
(modulus of elasticity), visual characteristics 
(optical) and high temperature tolerance. 
Mechanical properties describes the brittleness 
(hardness) or elastic nature of the device. 
Brittleness features are mostly utilized for the 
framework where rugged handling is required. 
Furthermore since most POCT chips are subjected 
to relatively high pressures flow when external 
pumps are utilized, thus the designated material are 
expected to resist rupture. As for the utility of 
elastic materials, their characteristics are mostly 
employed in the internal membranes of 
micropumps and microvalves. Temperature on the 
other hand are needed for chemical reaction or 
processing done on the chip. For instance, 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) relies on 
repetitive heating and cooling cycles for rapid 
DNA melting and enzymatic replication, during 
which the temperature fluctuates between 52◦C and 
96◦C [31], [172]. Thus, a material of considerable 
temperature resistance is a requirement. Another 
important feature is the surface properties which 
dictates the solid-fluid interface relationship. A 
good example is the interaction between 
microchannel surfaces and active fluids (reagent). 
This interactions can be described physically in 
terms of surface hardness and roughness which are 
the main factors that determines hydrophobic or 
hydrophilic characteristics. When the surface is 
hydrophilic capillary flow is enhanced, while the 
opposite applies to hydrophobic surfaces. 
Although, in recent times innovative methods such 
as surface modification techniques are being 
employed to treat specific surface to adhere 
specific surface requirements. In terms of 
requirements, hydrophilic patches are required to 
speedup flow while hydrophobic patches for 
stopping fluid flow [173].  A common surface 
modification technique is plasma treatment [174]. 
Applications involving optical properties is usually 
associated with fluorescence which is the emission 
of electromagnetic radiation in this case Ultra 
Violet (UV) light to aid chemical reaction or DNA 
detection. This real-time fluorescence detection 
system [175]–[177] are usually employed lab-on-
a-chip applications, thus the degree of material 
transparency becomes highly significant. 
Chemical resistance (inertness), antifouling and 
disposability are also vital requirements in material 
selection. Chemical resistance involves material 
surface reaction to chemicals (organic solvent, 
water etc.) as shown in table 1. The main interest 
in this reaction is the whether the contact surface 
and overall nature of the material is altered or not.  
This alteration relates to absorption and adsorption 
of the small molecules of solvents in contact with 
material surface. Whereas, when the concerned 
chemicals or reaction are of biological 
connotations the term biocompatibility is used in 
reference to the material. For instance, absorption 
of organic solvents in PDMS fabricated chip causes 
swelling of the chip, which results to distortion of 
the microchannels [179], [180]. Therefore the fluid 
flow within the channels are impaired and might 
lead to build up of excessive back pressure in the 
pumping mechanism. Similarly, antifouling 
otherwise known as Protein fouling is the 
accumulation of proteins on a surface, especially in 
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microchannels. Fouling of surfaces in 
microfluidics devices, predominantly, when 
protein or enzymatic solutions are used often 
creates both restriction of flow channels of very 
small dimensions and also alter the surface 
chemistry of the channels [181], [182]. For all the 
above listed chemical material properties surface 
modification techniques are usually applied to 
improve their functionalities. 
Material Disposability comes in two folds which 
can be identified as cost and eco-friendliness. 
Material cost plays a major role in chip prototyping 
and commercialization because at low cost 
microfluidic POCT device prototyping research is 
made easier while commercialization of new 
design products are aided by affordability. The 
factors that determine cost are the material 
availability and cost of synthesis or production. 
Inexpensive materials tend to be ubiquitously 
available in the market while at the same time easy 
and cheaper to synthesize. Since polymers 
commonly used in microfluidics device fabrication 
are non- biodegradable, recycling becomes the best 
effort that helps reduce the high rates of plastic 
pollution. Then again there have been recent use of 
biodegradable polymers [183] in microfluidics 
device in tissue engineering [184], [185]. 
1.2 Silicon 
Considering the wide variety of microfabrication 
processes for microfluidic and MEMS devices 
which are largely inherited from microelectronics 
fabrication; therefore making silicon by far the 
most prevalent substrate material in use.  Before 
the rapid growth of interest in polymer materials 
for MEMS, silicon was the most important material 
for microelectronics because of its semiconductor 
properties. Although brittle when stressed to the 
point of fracture, silicon is remarkably effective as 
a mechanical material [186]. The crystalline 
structure of silicon inhibits gas permeability; which 
is one of the necessary characteristic vital for cell 
culturing in microfluidic systems [134]. It also 
exhibits linearly elastic behaviour below its yield 
strength with no hysteresis and suffers no plastic 
deformation or creep except under very extreme 
temperatures well beyond relevance to 
microfluidic applications. As a result, their high 
material stiffness makes it very difficult for the 
fabrication of mechanically movable microfluidic 
structures (diaphragms) required for microvalves 
and pumps; which fair better under soft and 
flexible materials. Though, silicon is still a 
generally utilized material for moulds replication 
in microfluidics. 
Silicon is also prevalent in microfluidics in the 
form of polysilicon (i.e., polycrystalline silicon) 
and amorphous silicon. In both cases, the silicon is 
typically deposited as thin films by vapour 
deposition, and can be doped for electronic device 
functionality.  Polysilicon is used in many diverse 
ways for surface micromachined sensors and 
actuators. For example, in the case of actuation, 
polysilicon has been used for electrostatic 
diaphragms [187] and as heating elements for 
micropumps. Properly doped polysilicon is also 
effective for sensing elements based on capacitive 
displacement [188] and piezoresistive strain 
measurement. Another unique aspect of silicon is 
that it can be made highly porous with good 
uniformity by an anodic electrochemical etch 
process. Porous silicon has extremely high surface-
to-volume ratio, which is particularly 
advantageous for applications with surface 
reactions involving catalysis, adsorption and/or 
desorption [189].  
1.3 Glass 
The term glass usually refers to materials that are 
predominately amorphous silicon dioxide (SiO2), 
also known as silica. Varieties of glass are made by 
including other compounds such as sodium 
carbonate, calcium oxide, and boron oxide to 
produce different thermal, mechanical, and optical 
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characteristics. Like silicon, glass is rigid, 
dimensionally stable (thickness of 30µm can be 
handled) and relatively brittle. Many common 
categories of glass are optically transparent, 
making glass favourable for applications that 
require imaging or optical methods of detection for 
fluids particles. Glass is a very convenient 
substrate for microfluidic devices because it is 
readily available in flat form, typically cut into 
rectangular slides or circular wafers. For 
applications such as capillary electrophoresis, glass 
microchannel chips are routinely produced as 
either commercial off-the-shelf products or even 
semi-custom layouts. Unless specifically 
engineered for electrical conductivity, 
conventional glass exhibits sufficient electrical 
insulation such that it can serve as a substrate for 
direct patterning of conductive metal lines and 
functional electrodes [190], [191]. 
A common way of creating channels in glass 
substrates is by wet etching, typically with 
concentrated hydrofluoric acid. Wet etching of 
glass occurs isotropically and typically produces 
rounded profiles with low aspect ratio. Holes and 
channels in glass substrates can be fabricated by 
ultrasonic drilling and laser ablation. There are also 
formulations of photosensitive glass that exhibit 
spatial etch selectivity when exposed to UV 
radiation through a mask [192]. Although the 
majority of glass microfluidic devices use slides or 
wafers, glass in other forms can also be used to 
fabricate channel-like structures using spin-on-
glass [193] or sputtered films. A good example of 
commonly used derivative is borosilicate glass. It 
has an excellent ability to resist strong acids, saline 
solutions, strong oxidizing and corrosive 
chemicals. In the same way their chemical 
inertness exceeds that of most metals and other 
materials because at temperatures above 100 ˚C 
they still retain their inertness for a long period of 
time. Economically, they are easily mass produced 
and readily available in differs thickness. 
 
1.4 Fused Silica Quartz 
Fused silica quartz is dissimilar to quartz which is 
a crystalline material whereas fused silica quartz is 
amorphous, just like other glass forms they are that 
are mostly made up of silica in its non-crystalline 
form. They can be manufactured using several 
different processes. Prominent amongst this is 
vitresous method (splat-quenching or melt-
quenching) is used to form the quartz by heating 
the material to it’s melting point and rapidly 
cooling it. While the fused used Silica is formed by 
fusing high purity silica in a specially designed 
furnace. The overall procedure is carried out at 
extremely high temperatures, over 5000C. 
The microfluidic device fabrication processes with 
this material is similar in precision to the ones used 
in the electronics industry. For instance the 
channels for fluid flow are etched into materials by 
photolithography processes. While in the case of 
multi-patterned layers can be very accurately 
aligned and fused together. Recently Engineers at 
Dolomite can now etch optically smooth features 
with depths of up to 150microns which is far 
deeper than most available solutions on the 
marketplace which can only offer depths in the area 
of 20microns [231].  
In comparison to glass, quartz is much harder with 
great thermal shock resistance. It also has an 
excellent chemically inertness; fused silica quartz 
can handle high concentration of acids except 
hydrofluoric acid even at low concentrations. They 
do have superior optical properties (UV 
transparency) in comparison to glass and can be 
used for applications such as flow cytometry (cell 
sorting and cell counting). For example, Institute of 
Photonic Technology inn Germany in 
collaboration with the Department of Internal 
Medicine have develop a Quartz microfluidic chip 
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that can be used for tumour cell identification using 
Raman spectroscopy in combination with optical 
traps [232]. Some other benefits include non-auto-
fluorescent and non-porous characteristics making 
it a preferred material for applications in the POCT.  
1.5 Metals 
Metals are obviously distinguished by having 
Metals are obviously distinguished by having 
significantly higher electrical conductivity than 
other categories of materials used in microfluidics. 
Accordingly, metals are frequently used for 
functional electrical components such as 
electrodes, conducing lines, or signal interface 
contacts. As conductors of electricity, metals may 
also be used to modify electromagnetic fields, 
which may subsequently be used in novel ways for 
applications such as biological cell manipulation 
[196]. Another functional merit for metals is high 
thermal conductivity. For example, a heat spreader 
based on micro heat pipe design has been 
constructed from layers of copper and brass for 
microprocessor cooling [197], [198]. The relatively 
high mechanical strength of metals favours their 
use for high-pressure applications, compared to 
polymer materials. Some metal alloys that have 
favourable magnetic properties have been 
incorporated into functional components such as 
nickel- iron rotors for active mixing [199], [200].  
Magnetic components have also been combined 
with deformable polymer structures for 
functionality as micropumps [201] and 
microvalves. Some microfluidic devices also take 
advantage of shape memory alloys. Nickel-
titanium (NiTi), which changes from its austenite 
phase to its martensite phase upon cooling and the 
corresponding shape change, can be used for 
device actuation. 
Gold, nickel, and copper are among the most 
commonly used metals in microfluidic devices. 
Gold is often the material of choice for electrical 
purposes because of superior resistance to 
corrosion and oxidation, even though other 
materials such as copper have lower electrical 
resistivity (1.7 × 10−6 Ωcm for copper versus 2.2 
× 10−6 Ωcm for gold). Nickel, copper, and alloys 
based on nickel or copper are favourable for 
structures made by electroplating and 
electroforming. Single nickel electroforming step 
are good example of commercially viable means of 
making metal microfluidic structure such as ink-jet 
print heads [202]. In contrast to gold and copper, 
the much higher resistivity of platinum (10.6 × 
10−6 Ωcm) makes it favourable for resistive 
heating. Other metals such as aluminium and 
tungsten are prevalent in microelectronics but less 
common in microfluidic devices.  
Another important role of metals in microfluidic 
device fabrication is tooling. Even if the final 
device made of a different material, it is sometimes 
beneficial to have finely patterned tooling to 
transfer the relevant geometry by hot embossing or 
other moulding technique. This facilitates more 
rapid high-volume manufacturing with good 
repeatability. One approach, for example, is to 
begin with laser micromachining  of patterned 
tooling in a thin metallic sheet, then to transfer the 
pattern by hot embossing onto a thermoplastic 
(PMMA) master, and to complete the process with 
casting of PDMS atop the PMMA master [207]. 
1.6 Paper  
 Paper-based microfluidics” or “lab on paper,” 
provides an innovative system for manipulation 
and analysis of fluid for a variety of applications. 
They are typically made up of cellulose or 
cellulose-polymer that possess excellent 
compatibility trait with several medical diagnostics 
applications and can be chemically modified to 
integrate an extensive range of functional groups 
that can be covalently bound to DNA or proteins 
[208], [209]. Just like most papers they are easy to 
stack, store, transport, depose (burning) and most 
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especially available in a wide range of thicknesses 
(0.07-1 mm) [210]. 
Besides, unlike conventional microfluidics, its 
preference to fluid flow by capillary driven forces 
makes it requires little or no ancillary pump which 
often require external power assistance. 
   These systems integrate some of the capabilities 
of conventional microfluidic devices with the 
simplicity of diagnostic strip tests [211], [212]and 
can be referred to as micro-pads (μPADs). μPADs 
are very significant in comparison because they 
provide bio-analyses that are more rapid, less 
expensive, and more highly multiplexed than 
contemporary analyses. They require only minute 
volumes of fluid and very minimal external 
supporting equipment or power because fluid 
movement in μPADs is controlled principally by 
capillarity and evaporation. Their Features can be 
identified by a variety of 2D and even 3D 
microfluidic channels that have been created on 
paper to confine and manipulate fluid flow within 
the predesigned pathways on paper [213].unlike 
orthodox microfluidic devices that have their 
microchannels fabricated by etching or moulding 
channels into PMMA, glass, PDMS, or other 
polymers; instead µPADs make use of patterning 
sheets of paper into hydrophilic channels 
constrained by hydro hydrophilic cellulose fibers 
of paper allowing aqueous fluids to wick along the 
channels. The flowrate of the wicking is contingent 
on the the characteristics of the paper, ambient 
conditions (temperature and relative humidity) and 
most especially dimensions of the channel. 
Furthermore, the cellulose matrix can be integrate 
with conducting carbon or metal fibers [211]. This 
innovative configuration provides electrically 
conducting or magnetically responsive patterns on 
the µPADs. Paper is already used extensively in as 
point of care device in developing countries where 
healthcare and disease screening is expensive and 
not readily available due to low-infrastructure and 
limited trained medical and health professionals 
[211], [214]. 
1.7 Polymer 
As a result the growing demands for cheap and 
disposable POCT devices during the early 1990s, 
the selection of suitable materials has gradually 
shifted from the conventional materials such as 
silicon and glass towards polymers. This gradual 
change which was eased through by the advent 
material technological progress can be considered 
a major innovation in the field of microfluidics 
POCT which is primarily needed in various 
biomedical and clinical applications.   
Compared to other types of materials, polymers 
represent a wide variety of material characteristics 
for microfluidic devices [215], [216]. They have 
relatively low mechanical strength, low melting 
point and high electrical resistance. The main 
advantage that polymers offer is that they can be 
engineered or synthesized to exhibit certain 
chemical and physical properties required for 
targeted functionality such as optical transparency, 
chemical resistance, stiffness, critical surface 
tension etc. 
1.8    Polymer Chemical Classification 
Polymers chemical classification are based on 
monotonous structural blocks called monomers 
that are capable of being bonded chemically to 
other molecules in long chains to form large-
sized molecules. These macromolecules or 
polymers can be used to create diverse material 
properties from their monomers by polyaddition 
[217] reaction or polycondensation [218].   The 
most frequently used monomer chemistries 
Acrylates and vinyl polymers, Epoxy resins, 
Thiol–enes, Polyurethanes, Siloxanes. 
 
1.8.1 Epoxy Resins 
Epoxy polymers are typical derivatives of glycidyl 
or oxirane group and can be created from synthesis 
of Bisphenol A epoxy resin, Bisphenol F epoxy 
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resin, Bisphenol F Novolac epoxy resin, Aliphatic 
epoxy resin and Glycidylamine epoxy resin [219]. 
Further details of the chemistry engineering of 
epoxy can be found in this textbook [220]. A good 
example of an epoxy-based polymer is SU8 which 
is a generally used microfluidic master-mold 
fabrication photolithography technique.  The “8” in 
SU-8 stands for the 8 epoxy groups in a bisphenol- 
A novalac glycidyl ether a single moleculecular 
structure. SU8 photolithography produces a Good 
adhesion and high aspect ratio negative photoresist 
that allows for creation of deep channel 
microfluidic structures and as well as variant depth 
through multiple UV light exposure [221] (this 
technique will be discussed in the microfabrication 
section). In addition, they are also suitable 
polymers material choice for prototyping 
techniques such as stereolithography [222], [223].  
1.8.2 Thiol–enes 
The thiol-ene reaction is acknowledged as a click 
chemistry reaction given the reactions’ maximum 
yield, fast rate, stereoselectivity and 
thermodynamic driving force [224]. They are 
compounds with sulphur hydrogen groups also 
known as alkene hydrothiolation; which is an 
organic reaction that forms alkyl sulphide [225]. 
They are commercially produced from mixing 
monomers such as trithiol with triene or tetrathiol 
with triene in varying ratios wich are calculated 
with respect to the amount of free thiol and 
allyl(ene) groups in the monomer structure [226]. 
Subsequently, the mixed ratios can then be cured 
rapidly under UV light through free-radical 
polymerization at ambient temperature and 
pressure [227]. 
Thiol-ene chemistry are now been seen as  PDMS 
substitutes in soft lithography [228]–[230] for 
bioanalytical applications because they are not 
prone to protein fouling  [231], [232] to swelling 
upon contact with organic solvents [233], 
absorption of hydrophobic small molecules [234] 
and  Most importantly high elastic modulus 
(PDMS is frequently restricted to comparatively 
low working pressures of about 1 bar [235]. 
They are mostly utilized in microfluidics for 
surface engineering and microchannel patterning 
[236]. 
1.8.3 Acrylates and Vinyl Polymers 
Acrylate monomers are typically derivatives of 
acrylic acid [237] which consist of vinyl hydrogen 
and the carboxylic acid, while vinyl monomers are 
consist of vinyl group [238] or ethylene. However 
acrylates are industrially easier to synthesize than 
pure vinyl polymers which are toxic and difficult 
to handle. An example of a simple acrylic acid 
synthesise is the methyl methacrylate which has its 
vinyl hydrogen and carboxylic acid hydrogen 
substituted by methyl groups to form poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) [239], typically known for 
their transparency. On the other hand vinyl 
chloride can be polymerize [240] with the 
assistance of a radical a catalyst to form of 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) which is widely used 
material. 
1.8.4 Polyurethanes 
Polyurethanes (PU) polymers also known as 
polycarbonates are created by the reaction of two 
monomers di-isocyanate and a polyol that contains 
containing hydroxyl groups in the presence of a 
catalyst or by ultraviolet light stimulation [241]. 
There are of high relevance in microfluidic 
prototyping because of their suitability in creation 
of moulds [242] and as structures [243] in 
microfluidic devices. This polymers also serves as 
another alternate to PDMS because they are not 
prone to protein fouling especially when bio fluids 
are involved for example blood [244]. However 
they are relatively expensive and not usually 
transparent. 
Polyurethanes robust reaction mechanism can be 
tailored to fit two typical forms in microfluidics 
which include elastomers and surface coatings. 
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Elastomeric polyurethane (PU) which can be 
derived from bio-source such as castor oil (CO) 
[243]. This elastomers can be used to produce 
microvalves elastomer in microvalves that can be 
integrated with microfluidic devices [245]. In 
addition, microchannel formation and sealing (both 
reversible and non-reversible) is easily attainable 
in PU components by means of partial curing 
[243]. 
One the other hand the coating specification 
applies to surface modification for good 
compatibility with a wide range of solvents and 
chemical resistance. 
1.8.5 Siloxanes 
Siloxane polymers have mostly been used in 
microfluidics device prototyping for last two 
decades. They are chemically a class of polymers 
that exhibit an interchanging silicon–oxygen 
polymer with each pair of silicon centres separated 
by one oxygen atom to form backbone chains that 
are very elastic. Consequently, this renders most 
siloxanes as elastomeric materials. A principal 
example is a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) that 
methyl groups as the main polymer backbone. 
PDMS are of significant importance due to their 
low critical surface tension, flexibility, chemical 
resistance and surface hydrophobicity in nature. 
This defining features of PDMS comprises of the 
polymer matrix (often aromatic siloxanes) and a 
curing agent which activates ring opening 













This process usually involves the use of moulds or 
a solid master that gives the expected shape of the 
PDMS when cured. This process is known as 
casting [247].  
A substitute method of curing similar to thiol-ene 
involves the use of a catalyst (typically a platinum 
catalyst) on a mixture of SiH and vinyl terminated 
polysiloxanes. A detailed analysis of the synthesis 
and characterization of siloxanes are found in this 
text [220]. 
1.9 Polymer Physical Properties 
The physical and mechanical properties of The 
physical and mechanical properties of polymers 
can be categorised into three rudimentary 
temperature dependent parameters in the form of 
glass transition temperature (Tg), heat distortion 
temperature (HDT) and decomposition 
temperature (TD). 
Glass transition temperature (Tg), which is of 
considerable technological importance has its 
derivation from the molecular comportment of the 
polymer material. it’s an amorphous change unique 
to only polymers that involve reversible hardened 
or softening above or below a threshold 
temperature.  As the polymer absorbs heat, up to a 
certain temperature the intramolecular friction 
holding each fragment/monomers in the polymer 
chain is weakened by the relative motion as a result 
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At this point already hard polymers will have larger 
segments of their polymer chain moving freely, 
leading to a substantial softening of the material. 
On the other hand, when already soft polymers 
cooled below their Tg they become hard and brittle, 
like glass. The case of heat distortion temperature 
(HDT) describes the maximum temperature for 
which a polymer material susceptible to 
mechanical failure from stress as it would simply 
give way beyond this temperature. The last 
important parameter, decomposition temperature 
(TD), is the point at which the physical 
characteristics of the polymer is permanently 
altered as a result of the total breakdown of the 
polymer chains. At this point in temperature, the 
polymer is known to decompose. 
 
1.9.1 Thermosets (duroplastic materials) 
These materials often called resins and are usually 
liquid at room temperature. They typically formed 
from a corresponding monomer that undergoes a 
crosslinking by a chemical reaction, photoinitiator 
or thermo-initiator for polymerization. Initiated 
chemical reaction is done by mixing the monomer 
with a curing agent. While crosslinking initiated 
physically by light (photoinitiator) are typically 
UV irradiation and curing induced at a temperature 
typically above 2000C [248], [249] are a good 
example of thermo-initiator reaction.  All these 
curing (cross-linking) processes involve an 
irreversible chemical reaction and once taken place 
the polymer becomes rigid with a significant 
increase in molecular weight and higher melting 
point. Furthermore, the crosslinking forms close-
fitting and solid three-dimensional network that are 
usually stable at room temperature. When 
subjected to unrestrained heating, the cured 
material results in reaching the decomposition 
temperature earlier than the melting point which 
will eventually decompose the polymer. 
Consequently, a thermoset material cannot be 
melted and re-modelled after undergoing curing 
process because their Tg is typically rather high 
and close to the decomposition temperature (TD) 
so, therefore, they burn instead of melting. As a 
result thermosets cannot be recycled therefore less 
eco-friendly. Well on the brighter side they do 
possess good dimensional stability, thermal 
stability, chemical resistance and electrical 
insulation properties, which makes them suitable 
for fabrication of microfluidics devices. 
Archetypal examples of thermoset polymers in 
microfabrication are the resist materials for 
microfluidic applications, especially the 
photoresist (negative & positive) SU-8                       
(see Photolithography).  
 
1.9.2 Elastomers 
Elastomers typically known as silicone rubber are 
polymers with glass transition temperatures 
characteristically lower than the normal operating 
room temperature. When they are cooled to their 
Glass Temperature, there is less mobility between 
the polymer chains that eventually results in the 
material becoming brittle and less elastic. Just as 
their name (elastomer/rubber) they are known to 
undergo elastic deformation as a result of very 
weak inter-molecular forces with generally low 
Young's modulus and high failure strain rate in 
comparison with other materials. They also share 
similar characteristics with thermoset with regards 
to TD even though thermoplastic elastomer does 
exist. Engineered thermoplastic elastomers 
(TPE’s), are one of the most multipurpose 
polymers available [250] because of the combined 
performance properties of thermoset rubber with 
the processing ease of today plastics. As a result, 
there is versatility of design options and better cost-
reduction opportunities. The most commonly used 
elastomer in microfluidics prototyping is PDMS, 
and recently, fluorinated elastomers (FKM/FFKM) 
[251]–[253] have gained significant traction in the 
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community. These materials are exhibit number of 
properties that make them excellent materials for 
microfluidics that include very low critical surface 
tensions, high biocompatibility and outstanding 
chemical resistance. As well most of these 
fluorinated elastomers have their glass transition 
temperatures well below room temperature. 
Since elastomers are usually soft, flexible and able 
to deform elastically without extensive pressure 
they are therefore an ideal material for active 
microfluidic components such as membrane and 
mechanical valves needed for microvalves or 
micropumps. Furthermore, they are also suitable 
for the creation of deflectable channels in regards 
to TPE material [250], [254].  
1.9.3 Thermoplastic materials 
Thermoplastics Compared to thermosets is made 
up of linear molecular chains not cross-linked. This 
polymer chain configuration supports easy 
movement within the polymer chains bulk as 
intermolecular forces weaken rapidly at high 
temperatures. Most thermoplastics do have high 
molecular weight and with unrestricted heating at 
temperatures above their Tg, they melt into a 
viscous liquid and then solidifies upon cooling 
[86], unlike thermosets that decompose. 
Thermoplastics, therefore, can be moulded or 
reshaped by heating. There two classes of this 
polymer. First of all, is the amorphous 
thermoplastic, which has intermingled molecular 
chains with no crystalline structure present within 
the material. This polymer Chain disorder leads to 
intermolecular twisting and coiling since there is 
no crystalline structure present. Consequently, this 
means the materials are susceptible to failure above 
the glass their transition point due to low Heat 
distortion temperature, HDT. In additional, there 
are known for mostly their transparent or 
translucent, low tendency to creep, good 
dimensional stability, low tendency to warp, 
brittleness, low chemical resistance sensitive to 
stress cracking. 
On the other hand, Semi-crystalline is denser than 
amorphous since the degree of crystallinity is 
proportional to density measurement [87], [88]. 
This thermoplastics have some macromolecules in 
the form of crystalline structures dispersed 
throughout the material. As a result of this 
crystalline regions, the materials have a tendency 
to be very hard (resilient intermolecular forces); 
and capable of withstanding mechanical stress 
above the glass transition temperature (high Heat 
distortion temperature). Their material properties 
are characterized by being translucent or opaque, 
good fatigue resistance, toughness, and good 
chemical resistance. Table 2 shows various 
thermoplastic materials and their corresponding 
characteristics. 
2. Material Bonding Properties 
Bonding in microfluidics is a vital process that 
involves sealing two or more substrate arranged in 
a specific configuration that forms the internal 
environment of the Lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices. 
This internal environment consists of microfluidic 
elements such as microchannels, mixer, valves, 
reaction chambers, fluidic connectors (inlet port 
and exit port). The Bond strength which is a 
significant factor in the sealing process can be 
reversible (relatively weak) but most commonly 
used applications are irreversible (permanent). 
Similarly, the bond interface is also another 
significant factor for consideration because it must 
provide appropriate chemical or solvent 
compatibility to avert degradation during usage, 
without compromising the dimensional integrity of 
the microchannels as a result of deformation during 
the bonding process.  
The main concerns for the bond interface include 
surface chemistry, optical properties, material 
compatibility and uniformity of the channel 
sidewalls. Likewise, the already bonded substrates 
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Polymer/Material Price Commonly Used Microfluidic Applications 
Cyclic olefin (co)polymer Low Has been utilized, amongst others, as material for microfluidic devices in liquid chromatography [383] and blood typing [384].  
 
 
Polymethylmethacrylate Low Has been used for the Fabrication of devices for on-chip electrophoresis [385] and for the separation of DNA [386]. PMMA 
exhibits very low auto fluorescence, making it an excellent material especially suitable for optical applications.[387]. 
 
Polycarbonate Low has been used, among others, for the creation of microfluidic mixers [126] and devices for DNA amplification [12]. 
Polystyrene Low has been used, among others, as substrate material for cell culture devices [388] and cell growth studies[389] 
Polypropylene Low has been used expansively as substrate material for optical biosensors in CD format [390] and is generally used as a material 
for membranes on chip [391]. 
 
Polyoxymethylene Low mostly used as material for microfluidic moulds [392], [393] and particle separation [394]. 
 
Polyetheretherketone High has been used for the creation of microfluidic networks for capillary electrophoresis [395] and fluidic pre-concentration of 
analytes for mass spectroscopy [396]. 
 
Polyethylene terephthalate Low has been used, amongst others, for the Fabrication of devices for capillary zone electrophoresis [285], [397]. 
Polyethylene 
Polyvinylidene chloride  
Low 
has been used, among others, for the creation of microfluidic pumps[398] and for capillary electrophoresis devices[399]. 
Polyvinyl chloride 
Polysulfone High has been used for the encapsulation of droplets in microfluidic devices [400] and as material for filtration [401]. 
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Table 2. Polymers and other microfluidic materials with their relative commercial viability and general microfluidic use [115].
Polydimethylsiloxane Medium Mostly used in Microfluidics chip prototyping due to its affordable processing with fast turnaround times and also suitable 
for the creation of deflectable channels, membranes and mechanical valves [402]–[405]. 
 
Soda-Lime Glass (Slides) Low Mostly Used in Microfluidics prototyping with PDMS (good bonding substrate), creation of electroosmotic flow chips [406]–
[408].  
Epoxy Resin (SU8) High Used in electroplating moulds, sensors creation, actuators, and most especially, SU-8 can be used to create structures 
(microchannels) with dimensions ranging from millimetres to hundreds of nanometres [409]–[411].  
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required to constraining the reagents, solvents and 
bio-samples in specific volumes while also 
preventing unrestrained dispersion of liquids along 
wettable areas. Furthermore, External 
contaminants (dust, etc.) are prevented from 
coming into the chip. Likewise the anticipated fluid 
waste are restricted from going to outside world 
(biohazard). Finally, evaporation which is the main 
antagonist of fluid sample and reagents in the chip 
are brought to a minimal level especially during 
thermochemical reactions. The Selection of 
bonding techniques depend mostly on the materials 
characteristics and type of constraints imposed by 
the application. Several bonding techniques are 
available, both past and recent are covered in this 
review journals [122]–[124]. 
However, this thesis discusses the commonly used 
techniques in microfluidics substrate bonding 
which include adhesive bonding, thermal fusion 
bonding, solvent-based bonding, localized welding 
and Surface treatment and modification. 
In general microfluidic bonding techniques can be 
characterised as either indirect or direct. Indirect 
bonding involves the use of an extra layer apart 
from the substrates in concerned. This layer is an 
adhesive that seals the two substrates and their 
encapsulated internal microfluidic elements 
together by charge interactions [261], [262]. The 
charge interactions can be a result of chemical 
(covalent) bonding or van derWaals forces [262], 
[263]. In contrast, direct bonding methods mate the 
substrates by molecular entanglement, which is 
mechanical interlocking of two surfaces by relative 
diffusion between them. This process is done 
without any additional materials added to the 
interface. It is distinguished by its ability to 




2.1 Adhesive Bonding 
[Most commonly used adhesive are UV curable 
[264], with the bonding process performed by 
applying a thin layer of a high viscosity liquid 
adhesive which is then cured by UV light 
irradiation. This process is illustrated in Figure 
2.18 which shows adhesive layer bonding for 
PMMA substrates [265]. Another common, 
inexpensive method for adhesive bonding is the use 
of lamination films as low as 40 µm [264], [266], 
since most Commercial laminators are inexpensive 
and simple to use. The drawback to this system is 
intermediate adhesive layer mostly produces 
composite layer chip with inconsistent 
microchannel sidewalls and clogging of 
microchannels. Furthermore, the bonded surfaces 
tend to have different chemical, optical and 
mechanical properties than the bulk substrate. 
Although, an extensive range of UV-curable 
adhesives is accessible, they are typically derived 
from polyester or acrylate resins.  
2.2 Thermal Fusion Bonding  
This direct technique involves the simultaneous 
application of pressure and heat on both substrates 
surfaces. This bonding process gives a moderately 
high bonding strength and is mostly applied to 
thermoplastic materials because the Substrates are 
heated to temperatures near or above the glass 
transition temperature (Tg). Although, 
unrestrained temperatures and pressures 
application or use of materials with different Tg 
may lead to microchannel distortion and collapse. 
Hence, the use of a programmable hot press [265], 
[267]–[269]such as high throughput roller 
laminator [270] that can properly regulate 
temperature, pressure, and time is vital to attaining 
high bond strength while preventing deformation 
of the embedded microchannels due to bulk 
polymer flow. Using this method, consistent 
stability of channel cross-sections can be attained, 
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as revealed in Figure2.3.2 that shows the case of 





































2.3 Solvent-Based Bonding 
This technique is similar to adhesive indirect 
method because it that it requires a solvent between 
the merged surfaces. However, in this case the 
solvent used to bond the substrate together, 
temporarily soften and dissolves the material. 
Consequently, the surface molecules of the 
materials mix together to form a permanent bond 
as the solvent evaporates [153]. Solvent bonding of 
thermoplastics makes use of polymer solubility in 
designated solvent systems to achieve 
entanglement of polymer chains across the 
interface. As a result, the polymer chains become 
mobile and can freely diffuse across the solvated 
layer, leading to broad interweaving of chains 
between the surfaces to create exceptionally strong 
bonds [154].  
 PMMA substrates immersion in ethanol for at 
last 10 minutes before joining them together under 
pressure is a simple illustration is Solvent bonding 
that has been performed by this research group 
[139].  
2.4 Localized Welding 
It’s a direct bonding technique that is 
commonly used on thermoplastic. It involves the 
use of ultrasonic energy to induce heating and 
tempering at the interface of the mating parts [275]. 
Another alternative method is the use of 
microwave energy to heat embedded metal films 
located between the desired bond surfaces. An 
advantage of this technique is selective use of 
energy to locally target specific regions or 
uniformly all mating interfaces for bonding [276]. 
There are commercially viable systems operating 
at 35 kHz [277] that can be efficiently used on 
thermoplastic polymers such as PMMA 
(Poly(methyl methacrylate) and PEEK 
(polyetheretherketone). 
   
 
Figure	 2.1.	 Capillarity‐mediated	 resin
introduction	 of	 UV‐curable	 adhesive	 168 .
Copyright	Wiley‐VCH	Verlag	GmbH	&	Co.	KGaA,
copied	with	permission.	
Figure	 2.2.	 Cross‐sectional	 views	 of	 enclosed
laser	 micromachined	 PMMA	 channels,	 with
increasing	depth	from	a–f,	thermally	bonded	at
180C,	 well	 above	 Tg,	 using	 a	 low	 bonding
pressure	 below	 20	 kPa	 168 .	 Copyright	 IOP
Publishing	Ltd.,	reproduced	with	permission	
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Cost Advantage Limitation Suitable 
Material 
References 
Solvent bonding High Fair Low Low  Low  Simple, fast, low 
temperature, high bond 
strength, low cost 
Soften polymer surface 










High Good High Medium Low High bond strength, low 
cost, low channel 
collapse and clogging 
Sacrificial material 
needed to be applied 
into channel before 










(ultrasonic welding) or 
metal layer (microwave 














low channel deformation 
Surface chemistry 












Low temperature, high 
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(contact printing) or 













High  Fair  Low  Short  Low  Low temperature, high 
bond 
strength, low channel 
clogging, controllable 
adhesive thickness 
Soften polymer surface 








Medium Fair Medium Long Medium Simple, fast, low 
temperature, high bond 
strength, low channel 
clogging, low cost 
Sacrificial material 
need applied into 
channel before bonding 





Medium Fair Low Short Low Low temperature, 
compatible 
with PDMS microfluidics 
Energy director 
(ultrasonic welding) or 
metal layer (microwave 









Medium Fair Low Long Low-
medium 
Simple, fast, low cost, 
low 
temperature, no adhesive 
clogging 
Surface chemistry 
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2.5 Surface Treatment and Modification  
This form of direct bonding technique that 
functions by increasing the surface energy of the 
substrates required to bond. Increased surface 
energy helps to improve the hydrophilic properties 
of mating surfaces. As a result, mechanical 
interlocking and inter-diffusion of polymer chains 
between the surfaces are enhanced [278]. The 
substrates are held together by the generation of 
electrostatic interactions, and also surfaces 
possessing high specific energy in the form of polar 
functional groups can create hydrogen or covalent 
bonds across the interface that are capable of 
producing bond strengths beyond the cohesive 
strength of the bulk polymer [279]. Similar to 
localized welding, selective region use of a mask 
can be used to apply surface treatment and 
modification to specific regions. For example, 
PDMS layer to be bonded is covered with a 
masking material during corona discharge 
treatment to protect areas from exposure to the 
corona plasma so that only the unprotected surfaces 
are activated. Subsequently, the activated surfaces 
are hydrophilic, with chemically active functional 
groups that binds to other activated surfaces, while 
the masked areas remain unbounded [280], [281]. 
This example is an illustration of O2 plasma 
surface treatment done by the aid of corona 
discharge (fig 2.3.3). Corona discharge used for 
bonding is a process by which an electrical 
discharge occurs between an electrically charged 
conductor (electrode) and the surface of a 
substrate. This occurrence is as a result of potential 
gradient (electric field) and ionization of the 
neutral media fluid, typically air [282].  This fluid 
ionization process creates a region of plasma 
around the electrode as free electrons randomly 
accelerate across the air gap in the presence of a 
high voltage discharge. Subsequently, when a 
substrate surface is positioned in the discharge 
path, high energy electrons create free radicals by 
colliding with the surface to breakup their 
molecular bonds. These free radicals form various 
chemical functional groups [283], [284] required 
for effectively increasing surface energy and 
enhancing chemical bonding to another activated 
surface, in the presence of oxygen (oxidational 
reaction). Examples of functional groups include 
carbonyl (-C=O-). Carboxyl (HOOC-), 
hydroperoxide (HOO-) and hydroxyl (HO-) groups 
[284], [285]. 
Ultraviolet light (UV), is a simpler alternative to 
plasmas for the enhancement of substrate surface 
energy. The Exposure of UV light to polymer 
substrates especially thermoplastics results in 
photodegradation, which is the primary mechanism 
creates photo-oxidation and breakup of polymer 
chains on the surface [286]. Typically, light 
exposure within the range of 300–400 nm is 
usually sufficient to break chemical bonds within 














3. Prototype Fabrication Technology 
The need to manufacture POCT devices at 
relatively cheap cost brought about rapid 
development microfabrication technology in the 
medical field. The earlier years of microfluidics 
devices were predominantly produced with 
techniques borrowed from the microelectronics 
field, and they predominantly involved materials 
Figure	 2.3.	 Corona	 discharge	 used	 to	 bond
surfaces	of	PDMS	to	glass.		
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like glass, quartz or silicon. However, the advent of 
new technological processes brought into focus the 
demand for devices which are disposable and 
inexpensive.  
Contemporary techniques can be distinguished by 
their individual protocols employed to establish 
efficient channel network or fluid circuit in the 
chip. The chip functionalities, are largely defined 
by microchannel aspect ratio, with channel 
dimensions as low 0.1µm to as large as 500µm. As 
a result choice of fabrication methods are tied to 
the anticipated channel dimensions on cost and 
production time. They can be divided into two 
areas: material depositing techniques and material 
removing technique. 
3.1 Material Depositing Technology 
This represent the successive build of bulk material 
on a substrate or a Standalone structure which can 
be used directly or as a mould for replication of 
microfluidic components. Parts produced can be 
used directly or bonded to achieve expected 
functionality. While the case of replication 
involves indirect use of fabricated parts to create 
intended components for utilization.  In layer-to-
layer manufacturing a part is broken down into 
multi slices that are then created and coupled by 
means of solvent or heat supported lamination or 
bonding processes. The materials used are usually 
wax, resin or powder. A good example of this 
techniques is 3D printing.  
3.2 3D Printing 
3D printing that utilize a layering accretion system 
to build solid structures from either liquid resin or 
powder from a digital file. This technology offers 
a broad range of methods to synthesize solid 
structures of various shapes or geometry that differ 
in physical characteristics with respect to the 
method of production.  
These methods includes stereolithography             
(vat Photopolymerisation), ink jetting, binder 
Jetting, Material Extrusion and Powder Bed. 
3.2.1 Stereolithography 
Stereolithography (STL) is a conventional additive 
layer-on-layer manufacturing technique. STL is 
one of the most significant rapid prototyping 
methods in the microfluidic research industry 
today. It can be used to create very fine structures 
and, more importantly, allows for fast turnaround 
of functional prototypes used directly or replication 
molds. The basic process is called Vat 
Photopolymerization [311], it involves consecutive 
‘printing’ thin layers of a curable material, e.g., a 
UV curable material, cumulatively on top of 
another by the use of UV Laser beam. The three-
dimensional model (3D CAD design) is divided 
into thin micro multiple layers before light 
exposure.  Upon exposure to UV light, the surface 
of the liquid resin solidifies. This hardening 
process is responsible for forming successive 
individual layers of the anticipated 3D object and 
is carried out repeatedly till 3D object is formed 
[312]. 
The Parts produced, based on this technique do 
have the considerable mechanical toughness and 
are capable of high detail definition. However, they 
do have some disadvantages such as post 
production that involves immersion in a chemical 
bath to eradicate unwanted resin before being cured 
in an ultraviolet oven. Likewise, the support 
structures which are interminably present can be 
difficult and time-consuming to remove. Their 
dependency on UV light has gradually being 
reduced as recent improvement of photoinitiators, 
have afforded several options in the choice of light 
not restricted to UV. As a result, extensive range of 
high-intensity light sources of differing visible 
wavelengths can be used as a choice for 
polymerization [313], [314]. 
3.2.2 3D Inkjet Printing 
Inkjet 3D printing process is similar to regular 
inkjet paper printer but in this case light curable 
resins and wax instead of inks. In this combination, 
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the wax is expected to create spatially constrained 
volumes which are to be filled with the light 
curable resins. The sequence of layer building 
involves an array of nozzles that create droplets of 
heated low viscous wax that instantaneously form 
cavities which are subsequently spotted with resin 
before cured by light exposure.  
Similar to STL this system can be used for an 
extensive range of microfluidic fabrications 
involving mold replications. Although their final 
product finish is not as detailed as STL; they are 
still relatively close in comparison. Furthermore, 
the print mixture of UV curable acrylic resins and 
waxes makes easy post cleaning process because 
the waxes serve as supporting materials that can be 
removed easily.  The foremost downside of inkjet 
printing is that most parts produced from this 
technique cannot be used directly because due to 
low chemical or biological compatibility [121]. 
3.2.3 Binder jetting  
The technology was originally developed at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1993. 
The technological process of layering involves the 
use of glue applied through jet nozzles to bind 
together powder based particles spread in equal 
layers using a slider that guarantees a smooth and 
even surface. The building space is typically a 
platform onto which a thin layer of powder is 
spread cumulatively to form the shape of a 
programmed 3D object. After the consecutive 
accumulation of layers, the finished part is 
typically tempered to allow full curing of the glue. 
Subsequently, the non-bound powder particles are 
then cleaned off.  
This system pales in comparison to STL or 
3Dinkjet in product finish but what it lacks in 
finishing it makes up in cost and faster turnaround. 
Conversely, this technique does have a major 
drawback: the dominant chemical and physical 
properties of the part created is defined by the glue 
used. In addition, parts created by this process can’t 
be transparent because of the solid particles 
combination. Likewise, inconsistent binding of 
particles can result in porosity which makes it 
highly unsuitable for direct microfluidic use 
because of potential leakages. Again, this method 
is mostly suitable for mould creation for 
microfluidic chip models of bigger aspect ratio 
because the difficulty of removing powder from 
long and narrow channels. 
3.2.4 Material Extrusion  
The Fused deposition modeling (FDM) technology 
is a commonly used material extrusion technique. 
The process involves a precise control of heated 
material through a plastic filament or coiled metal 
wire. Layers are built by two nozzles; one for the 
primary material and another for the support 
structure. The primary nozzle extrudes molten 
material forcefully out in both horizontal and 
vertical directions before hardening. The material 
mostly used are Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 
(ABS) and Polylactic acid (PLA).  Concurrently, 
secondary nozzle also typically ejects water 
soluble material for internal structures while low 
mechanical strength structures for external support. 
FDM has a unique advantage from other 
techniques, due to its ability to create multi-
materials components without the need of specific 
polymer modifiers [316]. Thus, materials with 
different chemical or physical properties can be 
applied (including stiffness and color) 
subsequently. Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
(ABS) is a commonly used material in FDM while 
conventional polymers such as PC, PCL, PP or PS 
can be used as well in this process. The main 
weakness of FDM is the inconsistent definitions of 
the part geometrical structure as a result of the layer 
deposition characteristics that tend to mirror vivid 
shapes of the cylindrical wire used for layer 
formation 269. As a result, the final microchannel 
surfaces are rough, and sidewall shapes are 
skewed. This disadvantage disqualifies direct 
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microfluidic use because the skewed channels can 
cause flow obstruction, leakages and most 
especially surface binding issues. Still, FDM can 
be suitable for mold replication because of fast 
turnaround, low cost of fabrication and no post 
curing. 
3.2.5 Powder Bed  
This process is similar to binder jetting but in this 
case, a high-powered laser is used to fuse Small 
particles plastic, metal, ceramic or glass powders 
into a concise bulk of the anticipated 3D object. 
Unlike binder jetting, the chemical and biological 
compatibility of the created parts are defined only 
by the bulk material properties. The most 
commonly used technique for this process is 
Selective laser sintering (SLS) which builds up 
layers by using a laser beam to scan selectively 
across the surface of the powder bed. After each 
cross-section is scanned, the fused powder mass 
bed is lowered by one layer thickness before a new 
layer is applied on top and the routine is repeated 
until the object is completed. In SLS there is no 
requirement for support structure since all 
untouched powder remains becomes support for 
the sintered ones.   
As of yet this technique suffers major limitations in 
either direct use or indirect (mould replication) use 
in microfluidic research because the created parts 
are porous thus leading to mechanical toughness 
and surface finishing impairment. 
 
3.2.6 Lithography  
Lithography is a hybrid of both material removing 
and deposition technology. It is essential to note 
that lithography can be defined regarding direct use 
only. In the broad spectrum of prototyping, 
techniques lithography leans towards material 
deposition, although it requires material removal 
techniques as a complementary process to achieve 
the anticipated functioning POCT chip. The 
rudimentary process behind is selective 
lithography imprinting, which involves creating 
patterns on specific areas while simultaneously 
protecting areas not preferred untouched. For 
instance, ink can be used to create patterns on a 
material while the areas that are expected to be 
untouched are covered with wax. Good examples 
of these techniques that can be utilized for 
microfluidics fabrication are optical and x-ray 
lithography.  
3.2.7 Optical Lithography  
Optical lithography makes use of UV light to 
transfer geometric patterns on top of sensitive 
materials that are known as photoresist on the 
surface of a substrate. Commonly used substrate 
and photoresist are silicon wafer and SU-8. The 
process starts with the deposition of silicon dioxide 
(SiO2) which serves as a barrier layer on the 
surface of the wafer. Subsequently, a technique is 
known as spin coating[317], [318] is used to build 
the required height in micrometers by uniform 
layer on layer deposition on the wafer surface. 
Irradiation is then applied through a glass 
photomask that can cause the exposed resist to 
either be more soluble (positive resist) or less 
soluble (negative resist). For positive resists, the 
dissolution by solubility that occurs due to light 
exposure is washed away by the developer solvent 
to leave precise openings surrounded by walls of 
resist untouched. The exact opposite is the case for 
negative resists as exposure to light induces 
polymerization that causes the resist to be insoluble 
to the developer solution. Whereas the unexposed 
area are then removed by the developer solution. 
The main advantage of this technique above others 
is the closure of micro-channels which is inclusive 
in the fabrication method without any additional 
bonding process. Micro-channel development 
depends on several key factors which include 
resisting material, spin rotational speed, the power 
of exposure and tilting angle of the substrate. On 
the other hand channel, the closure can be achieved 
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after the initial light exposure and developer 
treatment is carried out, a second SU-8 layer is 
spun on top and processed similarly. As well, the 
use of SU-8 can also allow on-chip integration to 
other SU-8 created functional components, like 
micropumps, microvalves, and complex 
microfluidic networks [412]. The recent 
improvement in technology has afforded cheaper, 
and faster alternative using dry film resist (DFR) 
[319], [320]. DFR offers numerous advantages 
over liquid resist (SU8) such as good adaptability, 
exceptional adhesion to any substrate, decent 
flatness, no requirement of liquid handling, even 
resist distribution, low energy exposure, low cost 
and short processing time. However, the main 
challenge of this method is the setting up cost 
which is relatively very high in comparison to other 
techniques even though DFR have cheaper to setup 
than SU-8. Furthermore, SU-8 are predisposed to 
large internal stress and once developed; they are 
very difficult to be removed from structures. 
Likewise, both liquid and a DFR require a uniform 
flat substrate to create precise structures; they also 
are not effective in create non-flat surface 
structures, and require an extremely clean room 
environment for its protocols. 
3.2.8 X-ray Lithography 
Lately, X-ray lithography has been adapted [321]–
[323] for fabricating polymer microchannels using 
PMMA as substrate. PMMA is a suitable material 
for this process because of its high sensitivity to X-
ray absorption (mild X-rays of 0.7-0.8mm) and 
degradation. This technique is similar to the 
positive resist technique of optical lithography. But 
in this case, the photomask that bears the 
geometrical patterns is made of gold. Gold is a 
typical X-ray absorber because of its high atomic 
number, and the mask thickness depends on of the 
intensity of the exposure. For example, the gold 
mask must be approximately 5 to 10 micrometers 
thick to absorb x-rays with energy in the range of 5 
keV to provide corresponding depth into PMMA of 
several hundred micrometers [324]. As the thick 
gold layer absorbs X-rays, the sections that are 
transparent to the X-rays are degraded. On the 
other hand, the photoresist which is PMMA can be 
spun as one single layer, multiple layers or joined 
as a pre-cast commercial sheet. The sheet is joined 
to the substrate by the liquid monomer, MMA. 
After the exposure, the degradation of PMMA into 
soluble oligomer [325] before they are dissolved in 
a developing solvent comes as a result of X-ray 
induced scission reactions. 
This technique yield better high aspect ratio 
structures than photolithography because X-ray 
operates at a much shorter wavelength than UV 
light, even Deep UV (DUV)[326] light and also 
provide increased lateral resolution. However their 
setup cost goes into millions of dollars, and 
operating cost can run into hundreds of dollars per 
hour just to recuperate the actual operating 
expenses. Nevertheless, subsequent duplicates 
PMMA molds can be made from the master 
synchrotron made mold reduce cost by injection 
molding or hot embossing. This method is mostly 
suited from replication, not direct use.  
3.3 Material Removing Technology  
Unlike material depositing techniques, material 
removing techniques creates structures by locally 
removing material from designated parts of a bulk. 
In microfluidics techniques such as laser ablation, 
micromilling or etching are commonly used. These 
methods typically creates negative spaces that form 
the microchannels and fluidic elements in 
substrates. However they are generally not suitable 
when cost of the substrate is a major concern.  
3.3.1 Etching  
This technology is one of the earliest fabrication 
method used in microelectronics or MEMS 
involving silicon and glass. Likewise, they have 
mostly being used as a complementary process in 
techniques as optical lithography and 
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micromachining. Due to current trend glass, 
microfluidics components seems to be the 
preferred choice in the POCT field due to its 
physical characteristics of transparency. Etching 
techniques are categorized either as dry or wet 
etching. When the material is removed from it can 
do by either process it can either be isotropically 
(uniformly in all directions) or anisotropic etching 
(constant surface area and uniformity in depth). 
The major difference between the two processes is 
the material removal rate which is faster in wet-
etching and can be subjected to varying 
temperature or the concentration of the wetting 
agent. Though, both require mask similar to optical 
lithography so only unmasked areas will be 
touched. In dry etching, the removal process is 
done by physical, chemical or both means. Physical 
dry etching utilizes plasma that generates 
bombarding ions, electrons or photons with high 
kinetic energy to knock out the atoms from the 
substrate surface, which in turns results in material 
disintegration by evaporation. While, the case of 
chemical dry etching don’t require actual liquid 
etchants but instead gas etchant such as 
tetrafluoromethane (CH4), sulfur hexafluoride 
(SF6), nitrogen trifluoride (NF3), chlorine gas 
(Cl2), or fluorine (F2) [327] to cause surface 
ablation. A commonly known combination 
(physical and chemical) is called reactive ion 
etching. This process is the most extensively used 
dry etching technic because it's faster and able to 
achieved better resolution than both the physical 
and chemical results. The method of operation 
involves dissociation of enchanting molecules to 
more reactive species by high energy collision 
from plasma ionization reaction.  
On the other hand, wet etching involves exposing 
the substrates to corrosive solvents in liquid form. 
As the liquid etchant diffuses across the exposed 
surfaces, a reduction-oxidation reaction occurs 
between the liquid-solid interfaces causing 
degradation. Furthermore, the rate degradation 
determines is determined by the concentration of 
the etchant. Isotropic wet etching uses a 
combination of hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid, and 
acetic acid (HNA) as etchant solvent for silicon. 
While, potassium hydroxide (KOH), 
ethylenediamine pyrocatechol (EDP), or 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) are 
some of the anisotropic wet etching agents for 
silicon [328]. The major advantages dry etching is 
anisotropic etch profile is easily attainable, enchant 
consumption is relatively small.  Whereas, wet 
etching requires simple equipment and possess 
high substrate selectivity. For the disadvantages, 
dry etching requires complex equipment and 
protocols, while their substrate material selectivity 
is very low.   The major setbacks of wet etching are 
relatively high cost of etchant and inconsistent 
precision (prone to undercutting) of small 
geometries [329], [330]. Overall, it is possible to 
use this technique for replication mould or direct 
use in microfluidic chips fabrication.  
3.3.2 Laser ablation 
This micromachining process involves using a 
powerful laser to shape or create geometric 
structures on a substrate. Just as lithography and 
etching techniques discussed ablation may be 
achieved by exposure through a mask. The 
defining difference between the substrate and mask 
is the significant absorption at the laser 
wavelength. For the mask, they are expected to 
have very low absorption, e.g. most metals. A good 
example of a commonly used substrate is PMMA 
due to its significant absorption of the emission 
wavelength of the laser (i.e. 427 °C for PMMA) 
[331]. Alternatively, direct-write maskless systems 
can still be used to create channels and other 
microfluidic structures. In this process, the laser is 
held at a constant position while the platform that 
bears the substrate is moveable. This technique has 
a better turnaround because the design of the 
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microchannel network can be changed quickly 
during the prototyping process instead of time 
spent designing new masks. While the drawback of 
this method is the inability to mass produce parts 
since they are made in a sequential manner.  
In general, the shape develops by laser ablation are 
usually square or rectangular with straight edges. 
Moreover, laser-ablated channels have far worse 
surface roughness than most material removing 
techniques. The degree of roughness is highly 
reliant on the absorption of the polymer at the 
excimer wavelength. While, the depth of laser-
ablated channels is dependent on many parameters 
including polymer absorption, laser power, pulse 
rate, and some passes made across the channel. 
There are varieties of commercially available 
plastics such as polycarbonate, polystyrene, 
cellulose acetate, and poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
[306], [332], [333] that can be used to fabricated 
microchannels using ArF excimer laser (193 
nm)[334]. 
3.3.3 Micromilling 
micromilling process involves micro-cutting that is 
characterized by the mechanical interaction of a 
fast spinning piercing tool that causes splintering 
within specifically defined paths on the substrate. 
The residue of this process is usually in the form of 
chips [335] that can be easily blown or washed off. 
This method is mostly suited to mold replication in 
microfluidics, and the type of material general used 
as substrate are metals (e.g. aluminum). Although 
polymers can also be subjected to this process, they 
are highly selective due to their comparable 
mechanical strength to metals. PMMA is a good 
example of commonly used polymers because of 
its good mechanical strength, thermal resistance, 
and dimensional stability. Furthermore, PMMA 
optical transparency also provides a major 
advantage. The capability of producing high-
quality microchannels and other geometric 
structures are determined by the material, diameter 
and sharpness of the cutting tools. The main cutting 
tools in this miniaturization process are cemented 
carbide and diamond. Both tools achievable 
minimum width of the microchannels is 
proportional to the diameter of the tool. There are 
commercially available carbide tools down to the 
size of 5µm while diamond is within the Range of 
100µm. However, tools below 100µm are prone to 
unpredictable failures. In the case of tool 
sharpness, diamond mills are within the range of 
50nm and are capable of surface roughness Ra 
10nm with no burrs (channel edge roughness). 
Whereas, carbide mills have a sharpness around 
1µm to 10µm [413], that can create surface 
roughness of about 0.1µm to 0.3µm Ra [336]with 
considerable burrs.  
The major shortcoming of micromilling is the 
difficulty in defining small geometric structures 
consistently due to excessive tool failure. 
Furthermore, they do have expensive setup cost but 
are relatively cheaper in comparison to 
lithography. On the bright side, Micromilling is a 
capable and cost-effective technique to fabricate 
PMMA microfluidics for research purposes.  
 
3.3.4 Micro Electrical Discharge Machining 
Micro Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) is 
quite similar with the principals of macro Electrical 
Discharge Machining the only difference is the 
plasma channel diameter. Micro-scale EDM is a 
thermal process that utilizes electrical discharges to 
erode electrically conductive materials. Since the 
materials only applicable are metals, this easily 
categorizes this method as means for mold making.  
This process involves two electrodes that are 
separated by a dielectric medium, then brought 
together to a specific threshold were the dielectric 
medium breaks down and becomes conductive. As 
a result, sparks will be generated between the 
electrodes that creates a successive surge of 
thermal energy. When this thermal energy is 
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released, it causes the material surface to melt and 
evaporate rapidly, creating voids. The precise 
control of the energy magnitude regarding voltage 
and current can help create micro features on any 
electrically conductive material. Since µEDM is a 
no-contact and no-force process in comparison to 
micromilling they can easily be used to cut micro 
features of complex shapes and thin walled 
microchannels without distortion. Moreover, the 
µEDM process leaves no burrs. The major 
drawbacks are the use of only conductive 
materials, i.e., (insulators) are out of the process. 
Moreover, setup cost is more expensive than 
conventional micromilling. 
 
4. Prototype Replication technology 
This technological process is employed for the sole 
purpose of replicating parts and components that 
are integral to the entire POCT chip formation at a 
mass production level. Commercial viability is also 
key to this process, as a low cost at high quality 
improves marketability. Consequently, this is 
targeted towards end users, but some of its methods 
can also be utilized in research prototyping. A 
typical process involves selection of precision 
fabrication technique to create a master mould that 
bears the intended design to be replicated through 
a specific process to several parts. 
 
4.1 Injection Moulding 
In this replication method, wet or dry etching 
techniques are employed to create structures with 
higher aspect ratios [337] and precise geometrical 
features on a silicon substrate. Subsequently, 
nickel electroformed [337] is the process used to 
produce the metal master mold by electroplating a 
layer of metal, with a thickness within the range of 
few micrometers to a few millimeters. Metal 
masters are a lot stronger and longer lasting than 
masters made of silicon, glass or polymers. They 
can be utilized to yield hundreds of thousands of 
injection molded parts with features microfluidic 
elements. The replication process involves the 
nickel electroformed being mounted onto a mold 
insert and the polymer of choice is melted to a 
viscous liquid when pushed by a mechanical screw 
through a heated chamber. Afterward, the liquid 
polymer is injected at high pressure into the 
mounted mold (with nickel electroforming), and as 
contact is made with the mold walls, the heated 
polymers start to cool down, resulting in well-
defined solid features [338]. Injection molding 
technique is very versatile and almost any plastic 
part, or component can be made efficiently. 
PMMA [339] and PC [340] are good examples of 
polymers used in this replication process. The 
major advantage of this technique is accuracy; it 
can be used to produce channel sizes ranging 
from10µm to few hundred micrometers. Their 
major Limitation is that they are not cost effective 
for research prototyping since few copies are 
required with a frequent change of designs. 
4.2 Hot Embossing  
This method shares a similar process to injection 
molding in the case of metal master mold 
preparation. However, this technique involves the 
use of a hydraulic press to imprint the master 
mould forcefully on a polymer material after it has 
been softening to a temperature close to the Tg. The 
stamp with the mold design is applied at low 
pressure for a period less than 10 minutes on the 
plastic. As a result plastic, microchannel features 
are the exact mirror of the metal stamp. 
Alternatively, this same process can still be done in 
plastic at room temperature, but high pressures. 
Though the turnaround time is a lot shorter, the 
product finishing is much more dependent on 
numerous constraints including imprinting 
pressure, imprinting time and properties of the 
plastic itself [340]. Moreover, the lifespan of room 
temperature imprinting is a lot shorter than at 
elevated temperature.  
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Hot embossing or room temperature imprinting can 
be successive done on several types of plastic with 
excellent device-to-device reproducibility. Good 
examples of plastics include polystyrene 
(PS)[341], polyethylene tetra phthalate glycol 
(PETG)[342], polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 
[343], polyvinylchloride (PVC), and polycarbonate 
[344]. Just like injection molding their downside is 
the setup cost and lack of flexibility in design 
altering needed for prototyping research. 
4.3 Soft lithography 
Soft lithography is a widely used rapid and 
efficient way to create microfluidic prototypes. 
This method is a very cost effective and is used 
extensively for research for research purposes. As 
with all other techniques described thus far, a 
positive relief master may be needed, but not 
necessary in silicon. As for this technique, since its 
research inclined the turnaround time is highly 
dependent on the fabrication method of making the 
master mold. As of recent 3D printing techniques 
have been useful in fulfilling this requirement 
because of the flexibility involved in design 
changes endemic in rapid prototyping. In the case 
of material utilized, an elastomeric polymer that is 
liquid at room temperature is required to be cast 
onto the master mold and allowed to cure at a high 
temperature. Subsequently, the cured material with 
the micropatterns is bonded to another substrate 
more likely glass, before they are functional. A 
commonly used material for this process is PDMS 
because of its favorable mechanical and optical 
properties. PDMS is a mixture ratio of a 
prepolymer and curing agent. A standard mix ratio 
is 10:1 (i.e. 10g of prepolymer to 1g of curing 
agent) [246]. As a result, the mechanical properties 
of PDMS can be narrowly altered by either 
increasing the prepolymer to reduce elastic 
modulus or increasing curing agent to increase 
elastic modulus. The curing process of PDMS can 
occur slowly at room temperature or speedily at a 
slightly elevated temperature (generally 40–70 °C 
for PDMS) before they are peeled off the mold. 
Polyurethane elastomer is a very good alternative 
to PDMS as it has better comparative mechanical 
strength [345] with optical transparency. However, 
the protocols involved in casting are very stringent 
and do have potential health [346] concerns.   
The major drawback in soft lithography is the 
design limitation since most moulds are created as 
either positive or negative the outcome of the cast 
is a 2.5 Dimensional (2.5-D) object that requires 
another layer substrate (glass or similar material) to 
complete it. Although, the fabrication of 3-D is not 
somewhat impossible but will require several 
designs of molds, that are individually 
representative of different layers in a multi-layer 
three-dimensional structure [347] 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, material properties such as 
mechanical resilience, transparency and high-
temperature tolerance and biocompatibility form 
the major characteristics needed in POCT 
substrates.  Amongst the various material discussed 
polymers as substrate have shown better 
significance due to their wide range of material 
characteristics suitable for microfluidic 
applications. Good examples are the combination 
of both good optical and thermal characteristics 
needed in primary chip functions such as DNA 
amplification and detection. PDMS, PMMA, PC 
and COC tend to be most widely used polymers 
due to their low cost, ease of fabrication and market 
availability.  However, other materials that pale in 
comparison to polymers such as metals, silicon, 
etc. which don’t account for the bulk parts of the 
POCT chip, do contribute to other microfluidic 
elements creation or enhancement. For instance, 
silicon can be used for electromechanical 
components such as electrostatic diaphragms for 
valves or pumps. While gold can be used as 
alternate means of optical high-sensitivity 
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detection by in microfluidic channels by Resonant 
light scattering spectroscopy. 
 
On the other hand, fabrication techniques mainly 
revolve around setup cost, production cost, surface 
roughness, the simplicity of operation and aspect 
ratio definition. Of all the above attributes 
mentioned, none of the fabrication technique 
discussed offers a total solution. Moreover, it can 
be deduced that as the surface finish and aspect 
ratio improves there is a significant 
correspondence in the product and setup cost. 
Besides, prevalent technology makes some of these 
techniques not yet appropriate for POCT device 
creation because of the unsatisfactory surface 
finishing or the limited choice of materials that can 
be processed with their respective protocols. 
Nonetheless, 3D print offers a reasonable solution 
in academic or research environment as a result of 
the recent improvement and economic availability 
of printers in the marketplace. While for the 
commercial aspect, hot embossing, and injection 
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1. Microfluidics Technology 
In the latter period of the 20th Century, the 
interest in the innovative use of microfluidic 
technology for expedient clinical application 
especially in the case of “point-of-care” diagnosis 
of diseases grew propitiously [1], [2]. This growing 
trend brought about the inception of the device 
known as “lab-on-a-chip” i.e. the miniaturisation 
of laboratory processes within a microfluidic 
device. This technology is a multidisciplinary field 
intersecting engineering, physics, chemistry, 
micro-technology and biotechnology, with 
practical applications to the design of systems in 
which small volumes of fluids are required. The 
systems developed by microfluidic technology can 
be used to automate biological experiments by 
manipulating geometrically constrained small 
quantities of fluid, typically within the sub-
millimetre scale. This conventional technology 
depends on the behaviour of continuous liquid flow 
through micro fabricated channels. However, 
actuation of flow is implemented with external 
assistance of micro-pumps and micro-valves which 
are complex and cumbersome. The physical 
properties of fluids at the micro-scale differ from 
the generic behaviour of macro-scale quantity in 
factors such as surface tension, energy dissipation 
and fluidic resistance. Microfluidics analyse how 
these properties can change, and how they can be 
exploited for specific design requirements.   
The microfluidic lab-on-chip device is a subset 
of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) for 
biological application which is collectively known 
as (BioMEMS). MEMS technology involves 
integration of electrical and mechanical 
components which is inclusive of micro sensors, 
micro pumps and micro actuators in the same 
platform using standard fabrication techniques of 
the semiconductor industry with similar equipment 
and materials [4]. The advent of this technological 
breakthrough has led to the development of micro-
total-analysis-systems (μ-TAS) which is similar to 
lab-on-a-chip platforms (LOC). LOC technology 
involves the scaling of single or multiple lab 
processes down to chip-format, whereas "μTAS" is 
dedicated to the integration of the total sequence of 
lab processes to perform chemical analysis and can 
also be used in diverse application for other 
analysis including chromatography (Vilker et al., 
2002). Rapid development of miniaturised 
laboratory diagnostic devices could provide a great 
impact on modern society’s health by allowing 
rapid and low cost diagnosis of diseases.  In recent 
years there has been tremendous interest in 
harnessing the full potential of this approach and, 
consequently the development of countless 
microfluidic devices and fabrication methods. 
Materials such as poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) 
and Poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) have 
emerged recently as excellent alternatives to the 
silicon and glass used in early devices fabricated by 
MEMS processes [414]–[416]. Increase in 
popularity of their use in the manufacturing of 
microfluidic devices stems from low cost, excellent 
optical transparency, attractive 
mechanical/chemical properties and simple 
fabrication procedures. 
The revolutionary idea of fitting an entire 
laboratory on a chip was motivated by the 
electronic industry fitting an entire computer on a 
microelectronic circuit chip. In a typical diagnostic 
scenario, the sample is collected from the site and 
sent to centralised laboratories for analysis, which 
is a cost intensive and time consuming process. 
Miniaturised laboratory analysis techniques offer 
many advantages over standard bench-top 
procedures: small volume requirement which 
means only small quantities of reagents are needed 
reducing costs and waste, contamination is reduced 
by removing pipetting stages and lab on a chip is 
conducive to automation, analysis times are also 
effectively shortened since efficiencies are usually 
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higher when working on a smaller scale with 
operational simplicity. Benefits include fast 
analysis time, portability, cost reduction, 
disposability, reduced consumption of reagents and 
efficiency, all of which are revolutionizing clinical 
diagnostics and many biochemical laboratory 
procedures by these means making the lab-on-a-
chip technology ideal for near-patient and point-of-
care testing. Simplified device fabrication and the 
possibility of incorporating densely integrated 
microvalves into designs [416] have helped 
microfluidics to explode as ubiquitous technology 
that has found applications in many diverse fields, 
however complete ‘sample-in to answer-out’ 
solutions have delayed LOC devices reaching the 
market.  Whilst amplification [417] and detection 
methods have been well developed for individual 
systems with low limits of detection; sample 
preparation has had little development and is 
impeding development of true POC devices which 
are simple, rapid, sensitive, specific and affordable 
[9], [165], [417] 
 
2. Point Of Care Diagonistics (Poct) 
POCT is peripheral laboratory testing or Near 
Patient Testing (NPT) that involves any analytical 
test performed for or by a patient outside the 
conventional medical laboratory setting [418], 
[419]. The principal concept behind POCT is to 
provide quick identification of diseases at the time 
the test is carried out [165]. This innovation 
improves the likelihood that the patient, physician, 
and care team will receive the results faster thus 
making room for instantaneous clinical 
management decisions to be made. Examples of 
POCT include blood glucose testing, blood gas and 
electrolytes analysis, infectious disease testing, 
urine strip testing and pregnancy testing. 
Commercialisation of this medical diagnostic 
innovation involves the combination of the POCT 
concept with microfluidic technology. This 
combination has led to production of handheld and 
portable diagnostic kits that come either in multiple 
parts or a compact integrated piece (all in one kit). 
Figure2.10 provides an illustration of the multiple 
parts diagnostic kit that includes the sample 
collection platform (LOAC) and an electronic 
identification component. On the other hand the 
integrated diagnostic kit has both the sample and 
detection platforms in a compact piece, leading to 
possible trade-offs in reusability over 
compatibility. The use of one device to test 
multiple predisposed disease symptoms has led to 
POCT industries investigating reusable devices. 
This approach encourages sound economic 
advantages in cost reduction and material wastage. 
Top amongst various design initiatives are the 
disposable LOC platforms that can provide these 
POCT production companies a convenient means 
to achieve this economic and versatility 
advantages. Furthermore the user friendliness 
approach of diagnostic testing kits operation adds 
another dimension to the overall system, such that 
a semi-skilled operator or patient self-test can be 
carried out conveniently to achieve reliable results. 
With these qualities public acceptance and 
adoption becomes easier which improves 
marketability. Besides the diverse fields of 
applications that are  associated with a number of 
POCT devices, there some important requirements 
of the different market segments that include [131]:  
 
 Portability: miniaturized, hand-held 
device with low energy consumption 
 Output: number of samples/assays per day 
 Cost of instrument: investment costs of 
the instrument (reading device) 
 Cost of disposables: defining the costs per 
assay (together with reagent 
consumption) 
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 Number of parameters per sample: 
number of different parameters to be 
analysed per sample 
 Low reagent consumption: amount of 
sample and/or reagents required per assay 
 Diversity of unit operations: the 
variety/comprehensiveness of laboratory 
operations that can be adopted.  
 Precision: the volume and time resolution 
that is applicable. 
 Programmability: the flexibility to adapt 
liquid manipulating protocols without 






Figure2.1. Pictures of a disposable chip and 





















Figure2.3. illustrates a block diagram of a LOAC 
diagnostic chip. A POCT diagnostic device has 
three fundamental Figure2.3. illustrates a block 
diagram of a LOAC diagnostic chip. A POCT 
diagnostic device has three fundamental 
functionalities: sample preparation, amplification 
(only for DNA) and sample analysis or detection. 
However, an additional step might be needed for 
pre-processing of the sample to increase the 
concentration of the target molecules such as 




Since most microfluidic systems operate at low 
Reynolds numbers the physical properties of fluids 
at the micro-scale can differ from the generic 
behaviour of macro-scale quantities in factors such 
as surface tension, energy dissipation and fluidic 
resistance. The field of micro-hydrodynamics 
analyses how these properties can change, and how 
they can be worked around, or exploited for 
specific design requirements. In microfluidic 
systems, liquid movement can be categorised under 
two means of fluid transportation; which are 
continuous flow and discrete flow.   
Continuous flow is defined by incessant and 
seamless flow of fluid/fluids (miscible or 
immiscible) which are composed of molecules that 
collide with one another within a confined 
boundary (microfabricated channels). Moreover, 
these molecules are assumed to obey the 
continuum assumption [51], which considers fluid 
being made up of molecules in a continuous phase 
rather than in a discrete phase. As a result, physical 
properties such as pressure, density, temperature, 
and velocity of infinitesimally small fluid particles 
are assumed to vary continuously with reference to 
one another [52]. Most pressure driven flow POCT 
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devices operate under these means of fluid 
transportation. Some examples of pressure driven 
flow which makes use of micropumps, plungers or 
mechanical blisters utilize this means of fluid 
transportation. Furthermore non-mechanical 
techniques such as sound waves or a combination 
of capillary forces with electrokinetic mechanisms 
(e.g. electro-osmotic flow) [53], [54] also utilize 
this means.  
On the other hand, discrete microfluidics 
commonly known as droplet microfluidics, utilizes 
minute or discrete volume of fluid in the form of 
droplets contained within an immiscible 
continuous phase as means of transportation 
(Zengerle & Ducrée, 2004; Liu, Deng, Qin, et al., 
2011). The small volumes of fluid are isolated from 
each other in continuous motion offer the 
opportunity of novel solutions to today’s 
biomedical engineering challenges for innovative 
POCT protocols and therapeutics. For instance, 
droplets allow significant reduction in sample 
volumes to be analysed, leading to corresponding 
reduction in cost. Furthermore, 
compartmentalization in droplets improves assay 
sensitivity by increasing the effective 
concentration of rare species and reducing the time 
needed to reach the detection threshold [57], [58]. 
In addition, the platform dimensional scaling 
advantage encourages controlled and rapid mixing 
of fluids in the droplet reactors, resulting in 
significantly reduced reaction time, accurate 
generation and repeatability of droplet operations. 
Droplet microfluidics incorporates two distinct 
methods which are digital microfluidics and 
segmented flow microfluidics [59], [60]. 
One of the significant properties shared by both 
types of fluid flow is viscosity (μ); which can be 
described as the ratio of shear stress to velocity 
gradient. Viscosity describes the resistance of a 
fluid to any deformation caused by either external 
body immersed in fluid or between different layers 
inside the fluid [61]. In addition, the higher surface 
to volume ratio, higher mass-heat transfer ratio and 
low Reynolds number are other characteristic 
properties of fluids in micro-systems.  
Another major characteristic endemic at the micro-
scale is the flow disposition which is practically 
defined as laminar flow. Laminar flow or steady 
flow occurs when fluids move in parallel layers, 
exhibiting no disorder between their repetitive 
layers [62], [63]. In fluid dynamics, the velocity of 
flow varies from zero at the walls to a maximum 
along the centreline with the flow regime 
characterized by high momentum diffusion and 
low momentum convection since there are no cross 
currents perpendicular to the direction of flow, nor 
eddies [64], [65]. At low velocities the particles of 
these fluids are very organized, enabling them to 
move in straight lines parallel to the pipe walls 
which in turn inhibit lateral mixing as a result of 
the adjacent layers sliding past each other 
effortlessly. When taking into consideration 
scientific and empirical observations of fluid flows 
in microchannels of a microfluidic device, 
Reynolds number of much less than 1 is observed 
[63], [64], [66]. This type of flow is also known as 
creeping motion or Stokes flow and it is an extreme 
case of laminar flow where viscous (friction) 
effects are much greater than inertial forces [67]–
[69]. This relationship is defined as Reynolds 
number as a dimensionless parameter and is given 
by the ratio of inertial force (ρV2L2) to viscous 
force (μVL) as follows. 
	
	
													    (3. 10)                           
		 
                                                                   
				 	 																				 
 
Where, V is the characteristic velocity of fluid, L 
is characteristic length of the geometry, ρ is the 
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fluid density, μ is the dynamic fluid viscosity and ν 
is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
 
In microfluidics, it is usually assumed no gravity, 
incompressibility and dominant viscous forces.  
The flow of a fluid through a microfluidic channel 
can be characterized by the Reynolds number, 
similar to equation 3.10: 
 
			 																															(3. 11) 
 
Where, Vavg is the average velocity of the flow, L 
is the most relevant length scale, ρ is the fluid 
density and μ is the dynamic fluid viscosity. 
 
Fluid flow through a control volume can be 
described by the complete Navier-Stokes (N-S) 
equations. These equations can be derived from the 
principles of conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy. Navier-stokes equations are a non-linear 
set of differential equations which explain the 
motion of fluid in general. This equation is defined 
by applying Newton’s second law to fluid motion 
by assumption of continuum fluid and small fluid 
velocity compared to the speed of light. The 
general form of these equations has no solution and 
is used in computational fluid dynamics. Also the 
equations do not dictate position but 
rather velocity. A solution of the Navier–Stokes 
(N-S) equations is called a velocity field or flow 
field, which is a description of the velocity of the 
fluid at a given point in space and time. Once the 
velocity field is solved for, other quantities of 
interest (such as flow rate or drag force) may be 
found. The complete equation is shown below [70]: 
 
	 ∙ 	 						 													 3. 12  
 Where v is the flow velocity, ρ is the fluid density, 
p is the pressure,      is the (deviatoric) stress tensor, 
and f represents body forces (per unit volume) 
acting on the fluid and  is the Del operator. 
The general form of N-S equations can be 
simplified by assumption of incompressible flow 
which is common in microfluidics [71]. This 
assumption simplifies the form of N-S equations 
and can be written as the following:  
					 ∙
 
                          (3. 13) 
 
Where, ∂v/∂t is the unsteady acceleration, v∙ v is 
the convective acceleration, ρ is the density,  
fpressure (- p) is the pressure gradient, ffriction (μ 2v) 
is the viscosity of fluid, fvolume (-ρg) is the body 
force of fluid. 
In microfluidics, the fluid flow is mostly described 
by Poisson equation. This equation can be derived 
from N-S equations by applying boundary 
conditions in micro-channels. When a fluid is 
bounded by solid walls, the fluid velocity is 
assumed zero at liquid-solid interface. This is 
because of molecular interactions between two 
phases which forces the fluid molecules to seek the 
momentum and energy equilibrium of solid 
surface. This phenomenon is called no-slip 
condition and will be used as boundary condition 
at interface between fluid and solid surfaces. 
Therefore the simplification of N-S applies the 
following conditions for two dimensional flows 
[71], [72]: 
 
 No slip at the wall  
 
 Infinitesimal gravity, ρg = 0  
 
 Convection effect is negligible, v∙  
=0  
 
 Laminar flow (steady flow), ∂v/∂t =0 
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Therefore Poisson equation for a pressure driven 
flow is given as: 
fpressure (- p) is the pressure gradient = ffriction 
(μ 2v) is the viscosity of fluid: 
 
                                                   (3.14) 
 
The two dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates of 
equation 2.42 are expressed as (White, 1991);   
 
                                                            (3.15) 
 
3.1. Viscosity effect 
In general, viscosity is the quantity that describes a 
fluid's resistance to flow. Fluids resist the relative 
motion of immersed objects through or besides 
them as well as the motion of layers with differing 
velocities within them in any flow [73]–[75]. These 
layers move at different velocities and the fluid's 
viscosity arises from the shear stress between the 
layers that ultimately oppose any applied force. 
Viscosity is important because it acts as an 
opposing force in mixing of two liquids [74]. 
Viscosity of a fluid might change by changing the 
temperature or pressure but if the viscosity of a 
fluid is constant at all shear rates at constant 
temperature and pressure; the fluid is known as 
Newtonian. The relationship between the shear 
stress and viscosity and velocity in Newtonian fluid 
can be described as follows [76]: 
 
                                                       (3.16) 
 
In which, τ is the shear stress, μ is the fluid 
dynamic viscosity coefficient (du/dy) is velocity 
gradient.  
 
Basically, the viscosities of most liquids 
(Newtonian) decrease with increasing temperature, 
and vice versa [76]. As the temperature increases, 
the average velocity of the molecules in a liquid 
increases and the amount of time they expend 
"in contact" with their nearest neighbours 
decreases. Thus, as temperature increases, the 
average intermolecular forces decrease [74], [77]. 
Another factor is pressure, viscosity is normally 
independent of pressure, but liquids under extreme 
pressure often experience an increase in viscosity. 
Since liquids are normally incompressible, an 
increase in pressure doesn't actually result in 
bringing the molecules significantly closer 
together i.e. increase in pressure doesn’t register a 
significant change in viscosity of an 
incompressible fluid [61], [71].  
In the case of non-Newtonian fluids the viscosity is 
a function of mechanical variables such as shear 
stress or time. These fluids are also directly 
affected by temperature and are classified as shear-
thinning and shear-thickening [76]. Materials that 
thicken when worked on or agitated are called 
shear-thickening fluids. While materials that 
experience decrease in viscosity under shear stress 
are described as shear-thinning fluids. Blood falls 
under this category and is also known as a Bingham 
plastic [76] because it requires a threshold shear 
stress for it to make a transition from a high 
viscosity to a low viscosity fluid. The blood fluid 
must reach a shear rate of about 100 (1/sec) to be 
assumed Newtonian and after this shear rate is 
reached the viscosity is about five times as great as 
the viscosity of water [78].  Urine at room 
temperature can be categorised as a Newtonian 
fluid due to the fact that it contains about 95% of 
water [78].  
 
3.2. Surface Tension Effect and Capillarity 
Phenomenon  
The cohesive forces between the liquid molecules 
are responsible for this phenomenon of surface 
tension which allows the surface of a liquid to resist 
an external force as a result of imbalance molecular 
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attractive forces at the interface [70], [79].  In a 
bulk solution, each molecule is pulled equally in 
every direction by neighbouring liquid molecules, 
resulting in a net force of zero. The molecules at 
the surface do not have other molecules on all sides 
of them and therefore are pulled inwards. This 
creates some internal pressure and forces liquid 
surfaces to contract to the minimal area [80].  
 


















Figure3.1. Young equation depiction of solid-
liquid interaction in ambience air, this schematic 
shows the surface tension forces at the contact line. 
(a) Liquid drops placed on a flat surface try to adopt 
spherical cap shape in other to minimize the 
surface energy. (b) describes the surface wettability 
in relationship to liquid-surface angle [79].  
 
The surface tension depicted in Figure3.1 is the 
excess energy per unit area of the fluid surface 
when it is in contact with another material) or phase 
(solid or fluid) [81]. This largely determines the 
spherical shape of the fluid droplet placed on a 
solid surface. Young’s equation shows a liquid 
droplet in contact with a solid surface and ambient 
air (Figure3.1a), the equilibrium forces due to the 
surface tensions at the liquid-gas (γ), solid-liquid 
(γSL) and solid-gas (γSG) interface dictate the 
contact angle, θY = (γSG - γSL )/γ of the liquid on the 
solid [79]. On the other hand Figure3.1b describes 
the wettability of the internal surface which is a 
major criterion in micro-hydrodynamics for 
controlling in flow. This is solely based on the 
contact angle of water on the solid surface, the 
surface can either be classified as hydrophilic 
(water loving, θY < 90o) or hydrophobic (water 
hating, θY > 90o) [82]. One of the major side effects 
of high surface tension in fluid flowing through a 
conduit is that is friction resistance between the 
solid-fluid interfaces. Due to this surface tension, a 
stream of fluid splits to form several small droplets 
in order to minimize the total surface energy [79]. 
This is known as “Rayleigh-Plateau instability” as 
a result of the surface tension going to zero. In 
general, increasing the temperature of a liquid will 
decrease its surface tension. Likewise Surfactants 
can also be used to lower the surface tension of a 
liquid [75], [83]. Besides, this procedure can also 
be applied to interfacial tension between two 
liquids or that between a liquid and a gas.  
In micro-scaling, surface tension at the interface 
between the liquid surface and the micro-channel 
surface is significant to the design because with 
dimensions in the order of microns, the lengths 
liquids will travel easily using the capillary force 
[82]. At a microscopic scale, with gravitational 
effects minimal, the surface-to-volume ratio 
increases due to the exceedingly small volumes 
employed. This characteristic improves the surface 
tension effect which shares a direct relationship 
with capillarity [81], [82].  
The phenomenon known as capillary action, or 
capillarity, is the ability of a liquid to flow against 
gravity, inertia or basically flow spontaneously 
without the aid of an external force through a 
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narrow space such as a thin tube, microchannels, 
porous materials such as paper or non-porous 
materials such as liquefied carbon fibre [76], [82] 
and it occurs because of inter-molecular attractive 
forces between the liquid and solid surrounding 
surfaces. Subsequently at microscale the gravity 
effect is infinitesimal, so the diameter of the tube 
or cross section of a channel has to suffice for the 
process to be sustainable. So since the energy 
stored in surface tension is equivalent to the 
multiplication of the surface tension and surface 
area; therefore reduction in conduit surface area of 
any microfluidic system will naturally minimize 
surface energy which significantly eases fluid flow 
[81]. 
Putting this phenomenon in perspective with 
regards to microfluidics that deal with very narrow 
channels with liquids under infinitesimal 
gravitation and high viscous forces with amplified 
fluid-solid surface tension; capillarity 
consequently behaves as a medium through which 
fluid flow can be alleviated. Similarly fluid flow 
velocity can also be controlled by altering the 
capillary surface energy. Capillarity therefore 
plays a major role in aiding fluid flow within the 
LOAC platform by requiring less external pressure 
or energy input needed to actuate the flow [71], 
[75].  
 
4. Microfluidic Large Scale Integration 
Microfluidic large scale integration shares 
semblance to an electronic circuit that has diverse 
patterns of wiring circuitry responsible for taking 
current from one point to another [98]–[100]. 
However, this is a microfluidic tool that entails 
microfluidic channel networks integrated with 
thousands of micromechanical valves and 
hundreds of individually accessible reservoirs 
[101] organised systematically to carry out 
complex POCT, medical or bio-chemical 
applications. These plumbing networks have 
microvalves that open or close with respect to the 
pneumatic pressure applied due to elastic 
membranes that is situated between a liquid-
guiding layer and pneumatic control-channels 
[102]. The overall configuration involves 
combining several microvalves more multifaceted 
units like micropumps, mixers, multiplexers, etc. 
having hundreds of units on one single chip [60]. 
 
4.1. Microfluidic Multiplexer 
The fluidic multiplexer is a key component of 
microfluidic large scale integration networks 
because it contains a blended arrangement of 
binary valve in patterns that significantly allow 
specific addressing of large number of independent 
chambers, increase the processing power of fluidic 
network exponentially and enabling complex fluid 
manipulations with a minimal number of 
controlled inputs [101], [104]–[106]. 
 
4.2. Micromixer 
Micromixing in microfluidic devices is generally 
achieved due to the significant small length which 
is an endemic factor in miniaturization. This length 
advantage drastically increases the effect of 
diffusion and advection necessary for diffusion to 
occur [104]. Correspondingly the channel 
geometries of micromixers are also designed to 
decrease the mixing path and increase the contact 
surface area [104], [107]. Induced mixing at the 
microscale is generally classified as being passive 
or active. Passive mixers depend solely on 
pumping energy, while active mixers make use of 
an external energy source to achieve mixing. 
 
4.2.1. Diffusion and Advection 
Diffusion and advection are both relevant in the 
study of transport phenomena in fluid flows. The 
term advection with reference to microfluidics 
refers to the transport of substance (biological 
species) from one region to another [104], [107]. 
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While diffusion is the process by which a 
concentrated group of particles in a volume will by 
Brownian motion spread out over time so that the 
average concentration of particles throughout the 
volume is constant [104]. In this distribution, the 
given entity moves from regions of higher 
chemical potential towards lower chemical 
potentials as shown in Figure4.1. In physics, 
diffusion can be realised as heat diffusion and 
molecular diffusion or Brownian motion.  
Advection and diffusion in micromixers are also 
generally characterized accordingly to three 
nondimensional fluid parameters: Reynolds 
number Re, Pecle´t number Pe, and Strouhal 
number St. Pecle´t number is defined as:     
            
																						 																		                  (4. 10)                                             
  
This is a measure of the relative importance of 
advection and diffusion in providing the mass 
transport associated with the mixing. Advection is 
dominant at high Pe [63]. 
 
The Strouhal number is defined as: 
 
                      																		        (4. 11)                                                                                                                          
 
where f is the frequency of the disturbance action, 
is generally associated with active micromixers, 
and represents the ratio between the residence time 
of a species and the time period of disturbance 
[120], [420], [421]. 
 
Brownian motion acts in the presence of non-
uniform distribution of molecules or particles 
inside a fluid. Diffusion can be described 
mathematically in one dimension by the equation 
below: 
           			                                  (4. 12)                                                                                                                     
 
 Where d is the distance a particle moves in a time 
t, and D is the diffusion coefficient of the particle. 
Because distance varies to the square power, 
diffusion becomes very important on the 







Figure4.1. Illustration of stoke flow diffusion 
occurrence between two different streams at 
relatively equal velocity.  
 
4.2.2 Active Mixing 
Active mixing uses external excitation to initiate 
time-dependent perturbations that stir and agitate 
the streamlines within the fluid for the sole purpose 
of accelerating the mixing process [108]. They are 
categorized with respect to the type of external 
perturbation energy such as acoustic (ultrasonic)-
driven [109], thermal-induced [110], pressure 
field-driven [111], magneto-hydrodynamic [112], 
electrokinetic [113], dielectrophoretic [114], [115] 
or electro-wetting [116]. The prominent advantage 
age of active micromixers is better mixer efficiency 
in comparison to passive mixers [117]. However, 
they suffer from the inconvenience cumbersome 
integration encumbrance from their peripheral 
devices e.g. actuators, which in the end lead to 
complex and expensive fabrication process [104]. 
Furthermore, the use of ultrasonic waves, high 
temperature gradients lead to extensive damage 
biological fluids or matrices.  A number of groups 
have used silica particles impregnated with Fe3O4 
to actively mix fluids in a microchamber using a 
magnetic field from either a permanent rotating 
magnet or an electromagnet [118]. Figure below 
shows the use of 5 mm neodymium-iron-boron 
magnetic particles (MQP-15-7, Magnequench 
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International, Inc, Singapore) for optimum active 
mixing performance at an optional upper frequency 
limit of 100 Hz [119]. This time-dependent 
microfluidic operations utilizes flow mixing 
patterns of two dye streams (black and white)  in 
the presence of ciliated structures as depicted 
Figure4.1. In general, active mixers are not a 
popular choice when applying microfluidics to 
chemical and biological applications [120]. 
Overall, implementation of such devices in 













Figure4.1. Time-dependent flow mixing 
behaviour in three different beating modes (a) and 
the 2D graphical corresponding mixing 
performance (b) [119]. 
 
4.2.3. Passive Mixing 
Passive mixing devices depend exclusively on the 
energy from fluid pumping and judicious use 
unique channel designs to constrain the flow 
configuration therefore increase mixing velocity by 
reducing the diffusion length and optimising the 
contact surface area between the different fluids 
[66], [104]. A good example is the use of a 
serpentine microchannel structure to coerce the 
fluid in mixing; as depicted in Figure4.2. 
Molecular diffusion and chaotic advection are the 
main reason this mass transport phenomena is 
possible. Moreover, the design modifications 
carried out to aid the influence of the laminar flow 
inside and mixing time reduction is generally 
achieved by splitting the fluid stream using serial 
or parallel lamination [121], [122], 
hydrodynamically focusing mixing streams [123], 
injecting bubbles of gas (slug) or liquid (droplet) 
into the flow [124], [125] or improving chaotic 
advection using ribs and grooves fabricated on the 
channel walls [126], [127].  
Unlike active mixers, passive mixers are generally 
less costly and involve simpler fabrication 
methods; they are far better to integrate into more 


















Figure4.2. A picture of a microfluidic chip 
consisting of microfilter, micromixer and 
microchannel. (I–III) Inlets for additional samples, 
lysis buffer, washing and elution buffer. (IV) 
Outlet for gathering of the extracted DNA [116]. 
 
4.3. Micropumps 
Since the Reynolds number is typically low in 
microsystems, several different means of achieving 
fluid flow control in microfluidics have been 
developed. The selection of a pump is mostly 
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biased to mostly moderate performance and low-
cost applications, provided that other requirements, 
like reproducibility and operational stability, can 
be satisfied.  
The majority of these miniaturized pumps come 
under the classification of 
electric/electronic(Figure5.30), magnetic, external 
pressure generators, manual and passive pump 
systems [128]. Examples of electric/electronic 
pumps are the piezo actuator, electro-osmotic and 
peristaltic pumps, while the case of magnetic 
systems is represented in the form of magneto-
hydrodynamic pumps and ferrofluidic pump. 
Piezo-electric, electro-osmotic and peristaltic 
pumps can be used for complex microfluidic 
operations and can be fabricated cheaply. The case 
of piezo-electric pumps which are the most 
compact pumps can be used for intermediate flow 
rates (μL) while electro-osmotic pumps due to their 
simplicity can be easily integrated into a 
microsystem. These integrated pumps are mostly 
the preferred choice for contemporary applications 
which requires multiple and complex fluidic 
operations, although the pressure produced for 
fluid motion cannot be necessarily considered 
independent of scale (miniaturisation). 
Commonly used manual pumps are syringes and 
blisters, while passive pumps makes use of surface 
tension or capillary effect to drive fluid flow. The 
main benefit of these low cost syringe pumps and 
blisters is their ability of initiating flow rate across 
microchannels irrespective of the fluidic 
resistance. This is due to the fact that the fluid 
traffic is largely dependent on the force 
displacement of the plunger or finger (blister) 
which in this case is sufficient (mechanical 
advantage). On the other hand, the main drawback 
of manual pumps is the development of pulsatile 
flows at low flow rates and lack of adequate flow 
control required for complicated fluid flow 
sequence.  
Finally, the external pressure generators are mostly 
mechanical computer controlled mechanical 
devices that can excite pressure when connected to 
the microfluidic chip. They can also exist as 
hydrostatic generators which depend on gravity to 
cause pressure difference for fluid flow. Most of 
these devices are expensive and are not easy to 
integrate into standalone microfluidic platforms. 
However, these simple and low cost pumps 
generate the required pressure difference needed 
for fluid flow by varying the altitude of the liquid 
to air (atmosphere) interface within different 
reservoirs. This technique makes it impossible for 
applications in closed fluid flow systems.  In all 
cases, whether the pump is external or integrated, 
pressure differences within the system are 









Figure4.3. Disposable microfluidic pump (Bartels 
Mikrotechnik mp6 Micropump) capable of 
pumping both air maximum flow: 18 ml/min (300 
Hz) and water maximum flow:  7 ml/min (100 Hz). 
It is made up of  a heat and chemical resistant 
plastic covering (30 x 15 x 3.8 mm³), weigh 
2grams, 2 piezo actuators, 0 - 70 °C operating 
temperature and an estimataed 5000 hours live time 
[129] 
4.3. Microvalves 
The capacity to manipulate fluid flow using valves 
is indispensable in many microfluidic applications 
[137]. There are two types of valves: passive valves 
that require no energy and active valves that use 
energy for operation. The type of valve used in a 
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device depends on the amount and type of control 
needed for the application [128], [138].  
Active valves often use external macroscale 
devices that control the actuation and provide 
energy. Some recent designs include an 
electromagnetically actuated microvalve [145] and 
an air-driven pressure valve [142]. Other active 
valve designs use energy from the driving fluid, 
eliminating the need for external power or energy 
from direct chemical to mechanical conversions. 
Passive valves can be used to limit flow to one 
direction, to remove air, or to provide a temporary 
flow stop. Passive are one way that control flow 
through the resistance of the fluid flow along the 
channel (Figure4.5). By changing the fluid 
resistance (i.e., the geometry) the passive pressure 
theory applies [8]. The passive valve theory is a 
fundamental building block of the structurally 
programmable microfluidic system (sPROMs) 
system and much research effort has been directed 
toward the development of efficient passive valves 
[148]. The passive valve as described in this work 
is a device that utilizes the surface properties of a 
hydrophobic substrate and a geometrical feature 
control to regulate fluid flow [423]. 
If the fluid is flowing at a very low velocity, such 
that the surface tension effects are dominant in 
controlling the flow characteristics, this abrupt 
change in width results in a significant increase in 
the pressure required to move the liquid further as 
shown in Figure4.4. The required pressure, to push 
the liquid into the narrow channel, for this 
geometry can be derived from the principle of 
virtual work (Hosokawa et al., 1999). Since the 
fluid entering the narrow channel would 
experience a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio, 
there would be an increase in the surface energy of 
the system. This can be used to derive the 
expression for pressure needed to overcome the 
passive valve as [148], [150], [424]: 
 
∆  (4.13)                        
 
Where, W1 is the width of inlet channel, h1 is the 
channel depth, h1 is the channel depth, σ is the 
surface tension, θc is the fluid contact angle. 
The most common channel geometry, have equal 
depth along the microchannel. Hence, setting h1=h2 
simplifies equation 2.44 to: 
 
∆ 							 4.14  
 








Figure4.4. A schematic of fluid flow through an 












Figure4.5. The passive design is based on two 
extruded symmetric flexible PDMS-based 
cantilever bars which act as valve flaps). The 
distance of the valve flaps is 20μm, the height of 
the valve flaps is 70μm and the length of the valve 
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5. Pressure Driven Flow 
This phenomenon is also known as Poiseuille flow 
and it exhibits a parabolic flow profile which is 
basically characterised by liquid movement as a 
result of pressure gradient between two or multiple 
points within the system. The liquid control is 
mostly constrained to a one-dimensional liquid 
flow in a straight, curved or circular microchannel 
(Figure5.1) [71], [76], [77]. The nature of process 
entails the flow  
 
of fluid from a region of high pressure to a region 











Figure5.1. Schematic representation of the 
parabolic path way of liquid in a cylindrical 
conduit [84] 
. 
Fluid operations carried out on this platform are 
either capillary driven or linearly actuated. 
Capillary driven flow involves the high 
dependence on capillary forces which in turn rely 
on the channel geometry design (i.e. width, length 
and height) and surface properties (hydrophobic or 
hydrophilic) [82]. On the other hand linear actuated 
devices propel flow by mechanical displacement of 
liquid through application of force. For instance 
fluid stored in a reagent reservoir can be propelled 
by the aid of a plunger into a micro-conduit of 
negative pressure (Figure5.2). The common 
denominator that makes all these methods of fluid 
actuation significant is the presence of the 
generated pressure gradient. Furthermore novel 
methods such as              electro-osmotic force can 
also be used to induce pressure driven flow through 
insertion of in-channel electrodes of relatively 
small electric potentials [85], [86]. 
 Simplified Navier Stokes equations for pressure 
driven micro-flows characterized by the 
significantly reduced Reynolds number (Re<<1) 
 
														 																										 5.10  
                                                                       
 
Where, p is the pressure, u is the fluid velocity and 
 is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid.  
The relation between pressure and flow rate is 
described by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, In the 
case of cylindrical microchannels experiencing a 
parabolic flow is given below [87]:  
                                                                  
													∆ 			                                              (5.11)                       
                                                                             
 
Where ΔP is the pressure drop between the two 
ends of the cylindrical conduit, L is the total length 
of channel, r is the radius, Q is the volumetric flow 
rate of the channel and v is the average flow 
velocity across the section.  
In the case of planar channels with a height, h, 
which is much less than the width w (h<<w,) the 




5.12 									  
                                    





Figure5.2. Schematic representation of external 
syringe pump used to supply typical pressure-
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driven microfluidic platform for living cell analysis 
[90]. 
 
5.1. Electric Circuit Analogy Concept of Fluidic 
Resistance 
The concept of Hagen-Poiseuille equation 
rewritten as Ohm’s law clearly depicts the average 
flow rate of a liquid within a microfluidic channel 
as proportional to the pressure gradient imposed on 
both ends of the channel (fig.5.3) [91], [92]. 
 
∆                                                (5.13)                                                                                                     
 
The fluidic resistance RH will depend on the 
geometry of the cross section (e.g. cylindrical and 
planar). For instance equation 5.11 and equation 
5.12 are the cylindrical and planar Hagen-
Poiseuille circuit analogy representation of 
equation 5.14 and 5.15  
 
											                                       (5.14)    
                                                                                                                 
∑ , ,












Figure5.2. The physical similarities between the 
flow of a fluid and the flow of electricity: (a) 
Poiseuille flow in a circular channel, (b) the 
hydraulic resistance of the circular channel 
(Cgeometry¼ 8p for the circular channel), (c) 
equivalent circuit symbol of a fluidic resistor for 
the hydraulic resistance and Hagen–Poiseuille’s 
law analogous to a resistor for the electric 
resistance and Ohm’s law [92]. 
 
This fluidic resistance is also known as hydraulic 
resistance and can be used to analyse the flow or 
pressure relationship within complex microfluidic 
networks. The validity of this concept relies on 
some basic assumptions. First of all the flow is 
considered viscous, incompressible and 
homogeneous with no presence of convective 
mixing. Secondly, the steady-state and laminar
flow nature of the flow exhibits a parabolic shape 
profile. Finally, the flow is considered to have a 
uniform pressure gradient across the microchannel 
length. By this means estimation of the laminar 
flow within circular or non-circular channels that 
are either infinite or finite in length can be with 
simple mathematical calculation. For instance 
channels connected in series will be resolved by 
using “RH=RH1+RH1+RH2+…RHn ” which will 
provide the estimated total fluidic resistance of the 
network.    Whereas parallel channels network will 
have a total resistance of 
“1/RH=1/RH1+1/RH1+1/RH2+…1/RHn ” [92]. 
There is an extensive range of diverse applications 
of these pressure driven systems in the microfluidic 
platforms. These include the use of plungers, 
syringes, micropumps (peristaltic and piezo-
electric), gas expansion principles, pneumatic 
displacement of membranes, blisters etc. The 
advantage they share is the simplicity in design and 
fabrication processes. They are also economical 
and affordable but suffer the disadvantages of 
reproducibility and limited ability to support very 
complicated microfluidic processes [93].  
6. Magneto-hydrodynamics 
Magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) involves the 
interaction between the flow of an electrically 
conducting fluid and magnetic fields. This 
interaction between the electric currents and 
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magnetic fields results in an indigenous pressure 
known as Lorentz body forces on conductive fluids 
(fig.6.10)(ferrofluid, buffer solution or cell media) 
[152]–[154]. This generated force can then be used 
to propel, stir and manipulate the fluids; since most 
applications use buffers and solutions that are often 
electrically conductive i.e. capable of transmitting 
electric currents through the solutions [152].  
 
                                (6.10)                                           
 
The MHD force is represented by F, while J and B 









Figure6.1. The principle operation of a circular 
ferrofluid pump used to manipulate fluids with 
ferrofluid plugs in circular microchannels [98] 
 
In the domain of microfluidics miniature devices 
are needed to carry out a large number of 
operations, MHD offers a sophisticated means to 
manipulate fluid flow in micro-devices without a 
need for mechanical components. For example 
many MHD pumps can be integrated on a lab-on-
chip device to enable complex fluidic operations 
that can be done automatically on a single platform 
as shown in fig.6.10 [153], [155]. MHD 
micropumps [156]can be used to pump several 
conducting liquids especially high-conductivity 
fluids. These fluids are sometimes present in the 
aqueous solutions used in medical/biological 
applications; hence MHD pumps are suitable for 
POCT. Lab-on-chip applications typically require 
the use of pumps and valves which are usually 
cumbersome to implement. In a MHD setting most 
of the network's channels are equipped with 
individual electrodes which can be intelligently 
controlled in the presence of a magnetic field to 
direct fluid flow along any desired path without a 
need for mechanical valves [157]. This operation 
can be used to generate higher flow rates at 
relatively small electrode potentials, typically 
below 1V [157]. This gives it an advantage over 
electroosmosis as liquid flow does not depend on 
the chemical nature of the capillary surface [158]. 
One of the major main disadvantages of this 
technique is that of the generated Lorentz body 
forces which scales unfavourably as the conduit's 
dimensions are reduced. Thus, constraining MHD 
most applications to channel sizes with 
characteristic dimensions on the order of 100μm or 
larger [157]. Besides, ionization effect causes the 
bubbles generation which greatly inhibits the flow 
rate. The effect of Bubble generation is minimized 
by reversing the direction of the applied voltage 
which can be done by using an alternating current 




Dielectrophoresis (DEP) technique can be used to 
manipulate, transport, separate and sort diverse 
categories of bio-particles in microfluidics 
although DEP is mostly used as a particle 
separation technique[159]–[161]. DEP is a tool that 
can be effectively used for nucleic acid 
hybridisation, purification and characterisation in 
POCT devices [162]. Whilst other areas such as 
manipulation and transportation still require 
extensive research. As a good separation technique 
it makes use of a polarization effect that occurs 
when a non-conductive/dielectric liquid is place in 
the presence of a non-uniform electric field [53], 
[87], [163]–[165]. If the polarization effect of the 
particle supersede that of the suspending medium, 
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a 	 b 	
the particle movement will tend towards the region 
of higher field strength (positive DEP); while, the 
reverse case will cause the particle to move 
towards the low potential area (negative DEP). The 
particles in question maintain an overall net charge 
of zero regardless of their original randomly 
oriented state or polarised state. A time-average 
DEP force applied on a spherical particle can be 
represented as the equation below [166], [167] 
| | 	
	 	 	 	 | | 	
, ,
 
         
(7.10) 
                                                                              
| | 		                                                                     
(7.10a) 
                                            
	 	 	 	 | | 	∑ , , 			                                                                    
(7.10b) 
 
where r is the radius of the particle, εo= 
8.854×10−12 F/m is the permittivity of the 
vacuum, εm is the dielectric constant of the 
medium, fCM is a complex variable known as 
Clausius–Mossotti factor, Erms is the root-mean-
square value of the applied electric field, and ϕ is 
the phase component of the electric field. The first 
part (a) of equation (7.10) can be referred to as 
‘classical DEP force’. This is the force responsible 
for pushing the particles towards or away from the 
regions of strong electric field, i.e. microelectrode 
tips, with respect to the polarity of Re[fCM]. For 
example, If Re[fCM] > 0 the particle is pushed 
towards the regions of strong electric field and such 
a motion is termed positive DEP response. On the 
other hand, if Re[fCM]<0 the particle is driven 
away from the regions of strong electric field and 
exhibits a negative DEP response (Figure7.1a) 
[168]. 
Subsequently, the second part (b) is called 
‘travelling wave (TW) DEP force’. In this case the 
force causes particles to move towards or away 
from the direction of the wave propagation, 
according to the polarity of Im (imaginary) [fCM]. 
For instance if Im[fCM] > 0 the particle travels 
towards the smaller phase regions and such a 
motion is designated a co-field TW response. 
Alternatively, if Im[fCM] < 0 the particle tends to 
move towards the larger phase regions and such a 









Figure7.1. Non-uniform electric field can be 
created by metallic microelectrodes patterned on a 
substrate: (a) the spatial non-uniformity of electric 
field magnitude induces classical DEP force, while 
(a) the spatial non-uniformity of the phase 
component induces TW-DEP force 
[121].hydraulic resistance and Hagen–Poiseuille’s 
law analogous to a resistor for the electric 
resistance and Ohm’s law [92]. 
 
          ∗ , ∗ ,
∗ ∗
∗ ∗     (7.11)                              
 
                                                                                                      
fCM is the dipolar Clausius-Mosotti factor which is 
the characterizing parameter of a Dielectrophoretic 
particle [54].  
εp, εm are the complex permittivities of the particle 
and the medium respectively.  
In turn, the complex permittivity is given by: 
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																																												 7.12  
                                                                                                                                        
√ 1Where, εr is the dielectric constant; σ is the 
conductivity; ω is the frequency of the applied 
Electric Field and i is  
 
Furthermore, since they all exhibit substantial 
amount of di-electrophoretic activity in the 
presence of non-uniform electric fields, the 
requirement for pre-charged particles in the system 
is not a prerequisite condition [168]. The strength 
of the force exerted by this electric field is directly 
proportional to the electrical properties of the 
particles’ shape, size and operational frequency of 
the field. As a result, particles with great sensitivity 
can be manipulated by a designated electric field. 
Electric field generation requires fabrication of 
precise electrodes for the particles attraction; 
likewise these particles may also require formation 
of intricate channels for effective separation. It 
may have certain disadvantages for use with some 
particles, if their response to the field is not strong 
enough to be detected. In general dielectrophoresis 












Figure7.2. Dielectrophoretic (DEP) separations 
can be positive (pDEP) as shown in (a) or (b) 
negative (nDEP) which affects where cells are 
positioned within a field. (c): gives a basic 
depiction of DEP been utilized in a variety of 
different microfluidic systems [160]. 
 
microfluidic devices as the principle of operation is 
simple and requires less hardware and can also be 
applied to non-conductive liquids (fig.7.2). 
Conversely, it covers a wide-span of potential 
application when compared to standard 
electrophoresis which requires spatially uniform 
electric field to pull a charged particle towards the 
electrode with opposite charge.  
Novel methods like binary separation [169], 
travelling wave DEP [170]  and light induced DEP 
[171] have been performed. In the case of light 
induced DEP, light-induced dielectrophoretic 
forces are used to manipulate aqueous droplets 
immersed in electrically nonconductive liquid such 
as oil  with a light intensity as low as 400 µW/cm2 
[171]. Of recent researchers have found ways to 
use dielectrophoresis based continuous-flow 
technique for gene vaccination production. This 
innovative technique [161] demonstrates the quick 
and efficient separation of parental plasmid, 












Figure7.3. Separation of the parental plasmid, 
miniplasmid and minicircle DNA. (a) Combination 
of the fluorescence microscopy images. A mixture 
of the parental plasmid, miniplasmid and 
minicircle DNA is inserted towards the ridges from 
a side channel (each yellow spot represents one 
distinct DNA molecule). At the first ridge, the 
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directed into a separate channel. The parental 
plasmid and miniplasmid DNA are deflected and 
drift towards the second ridge, where only the 
parental plasmid DNA is deflected. Thus, all three 
species are retrieved in separate channels. (b) and 
(c) Fluorescence intensities up- and downstream of 
the two ridges. The scan paths are portrayed over 
the graphs. The black lines signify the scans 
upstream of the ridge; the dashed lines symbolize 
the scans downstream of the ridge. The red lines 
are Gaussian fits. (b) At the first ridge the 
resolution was Res = 1.10. (c) At the second ridge 
the resolution was Res = 1.25. Consequently, a 
complete separation of the three species was 




 This paper gives a polarized view of the 
techniques used in development and design of 
POCT Microfluidics devices by categorising them 
within the broad spectra of continuous flow 
mechanics. Continuous flow technology is based 
on the manipulation of continuous liquid flow 
through microfabricated channels.  Researchers in 
the field are therefore presented with a microfluidic 
‘toolbox’ of techniques and manufacturing 
methods. 
Generally, continuous phase are less complicated 
and possess simple mode of operation in 
comparison to discrete. Moreover, they mostly 
reside in the region of low cost of production or 
cost-efficient fabrication processes. However, they 
are more cumbersome; which makes integration of 
their various techniques more difficult. This is 
mostly as a result of the dependencies of external 
sources needed for implementation. For example, 
the use of plungers, pressure generators and piezo-
electric pump in pressure driven flow can be 
complicated and cumbrous which can significantly 
affect repeatability. 
In summary, selection criteria of each individual 
technique regardless of the continuous or discrete 
flow depend heavily on the disadvantage and 
advantages they present with respect to the 
intended use, with cost a dominant factor.  Within 
classical microfluidics cost depends on the selected 
method and fabrication techniques, fluid actuation 
is required using an external pump or an electric 
field, thus increasing power requirements; 
therefore, all point of care devices for molecular 
diagnostics currently require some form of desktop 
or handheld device to conduct the control of the 
fluid and read the results.  Paper microfluidics is a 
new field that has the potential to revolutionise 
diagnostics and significantly reduce the associated 
manufacturing and material costs.  No external 
actuation of fluid is required which will allow 
standalone systems to be created that could use 
consumer electronic products such as a smartphone 
to act as a sensing device.   
 
